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ABSTRACT 
BRINGING READING STRATEGIES HOME FROM A FAMILY LITERACY 
WORKSHOP: TWO CASE STUDIES OF PARENTS AND THEIR CHILDREN 
READING TOGETHER 
FEBRUARY 2005 
MARILYN L. ANTONUCCI, B.SEd., WESTFIELD STATE COLLEGE 
M L.A., UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND 
Ed. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Masha K. Rudman 
In recent years there has been increasing attention to the field of family literacy. 
A number of qualitative and ethnographic studies (Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Dorsey- 
Gaines, 1988, Paratore, 1999, 2001 Auerbach E.R., 1989, 1995; Rogers, 2002 ) have 
documented the importance of the family in the acquisition of literacy within the 
context of the home. 
These two case studies of Denise and Shrieffe address the question of whether 
and how parents who are introduced to reading strategies in a family literacy program 
use these strategies in their own home when they read with their children. The use of a 
qualitative paradigm (Teale, 1986) enabled me, as a family literacy teacher-researcher, 
to document the home teaching by these two parents and to generate broad questions 
that would help describe these reading interactions. 
This study suggests several conclusions. First, a reading intervention designed 
by a family literacy teacher for parents who are enrolled in a family literacy program 
needs to take into consideration a parent’s personal literacy needs as well as any 
fabricated literacy support strategies a parent displays when interacting with his/her 
children while reading. Second, parents not only adopted the reading strategies to use as 
vn 
they read with children at home, but also adapted the strategies, changing them to better 
meet their own child's literacy needs and stage of literacy development. Third, parents 
transformed themselves from silent observers of their children’s literacy learning to 
active participants in it, reading with their children and offering them reading support. 
Fourth, school- based literacy instruction transferred from the school to the homes of 
the families by the family literacy teacher-researcher, added new understandings to the 
home literacy environments of both families. Lastly, the role of teacher-researcher 
required me to attempt to understand complex questions about the intersections of 
reading and families’ lives by using rich qualitative methods of analysis. 
This study contributes to a further understanding of family literacy reading as a 
way to help shape parent/child literacy interactions and ultimately, the parent and 
child’s literacy learning. This study also has implications for curriculum design in 
family literacy programs in the United States. That is, to advocate for a family literacy 
teacher expanding her role to include responsibilities of modeling literacy strategies and 
skills in the homes of the parents and children as well as introducing children’s 
literature and other learning materials. 
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Background of the Study 
This study emerges out of my experience as a family literacy educator in a family 
literacy program located in a Northeastern city of the USA. The educational experiences 
that I had with parent participants in a Reading Strategies Workshop have provided me 
with a basis for studying and understanding how parents might use selected reading 
strategies, which I taught and modeled, as a way to offer reading support to their 
children at home. 
The study was sparked by a conversation I had with Denise, a pseudonym for a 
parent who was a participant in a family literacy program where I taught adult basic 
education and who became one of the two parents who are the focus of my case studies. 
Denise made the following request as we were sitting together during a coffee break in 
the adult center. “Do you think you could help me read with my son?” Denise explained 
to me that during a parent-teacher conference her son Wilbur’s first grade teacher 
commented to her that her son was reading below grade level and as a result was “at 
risk” of failing first grade. The teacher made the suggestion to Denise that Wilbur’s 
reading would improve if she would take on the responsibility of helping him at home 
with reading. 
Denise thought about the teacher’s request. She wanted to do whatever she 
could do to help Wilbur improve in reading; however, she explained to me that did not 
have a plan to help him read better. She confided in me, her family literacy reading 
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teacher, that she hoped I might be able to give her some suggestions. As I sat listening to 
her, I thought about the reading and writing goals she was seeking to attain in the family 
literacy program. I also thought about how she might be able to use the reading 
approach she was familiar with from her reading group as a framework upon which she 
could build parallel reading strategies for her son at home. She expressed to me that she 
did not know how to transfer the reading and writing strategies she used on a daily basis 
while reading with her reading group at the family literacy program to help her own son 
read better. She also informed me that she had not shared her own personal literacy 
history with Wilbur’s classroom teacher because she was hesitant to let his teacher know 
that she was participating in a family literacy program. Finally she told me that she was 
feeling a growing resentment toward her son’s classroom teacher because she 
persistently continued to ask her, “Have you done anything to help your son with 
reading?” This literacy episode motivated me to design a reading intervention for parents 
that they might use along with their own family literacy practices to help their children at 
home with reading. 
Wilbur’s first grade teacher made an assumption that all the parents in her class 
were familiar with school based literacy instruction and were therefore prepared to help 
support their children with a similar reading instruction at home. Wilbur’s teacher may 
have made a second assumption. She may have assumed that since Denise hadn’t 
responded to her request to help her son with reading, she was simply not interested in 
her child’s literacy learning. An assumption of this nature can create a deficit view not 
only of the parent’s literacy practices, but also about the parent herself. It was at this 
point in time that I saw an opportunity to explore further the notion of whether a literacy 
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intervention of teaching reading strategies to parents in a family literacy program could 
be transferred successfully from a school context (the family literacy program) to a home 
context. 
In the academic year 1996-1997,1 implemented a twelve week reading workshop 
designed to help parents who were already enrolled in a family literacy program, become 
a better reader so that they could help support their own children’s reading and literacy 
learning. I taught and modeled six reading strategies to thirteen parents in a workshop I 
named the Reading Strategies Workshop. In my role as a family literacy teacher I was 
familiar with the reading strengths and weaknesses of each parent and what skills and 
strategies would help them continue to develop fluency and proficiency. Therefore I 
selected reading strategies that would provide a parent with a solid foundation to the 
learning of reading, as well as writing, and allow the parent to use forms of low-risk 
reading, such as shared reading, paired reading, choral reading, as they supported their 
children’s reading. My expectations were that parents might use some of these taught 
reading strategies along with their own “fabricated” literacy support strategies to help 
their children at home with reading. I use “fabricated” to refer to a parent making up or 
fashioning their own literacy support strategies based on their own family literacy 
practices. 
It is also important to the background of this study to discuss my definition of 
family literacy and its impact on the design of the Reading Strategies Workshop I offered 
to the parent participants. I do not wish to be trapped by narrowly defining family 
literacy as only the literacy efforts that focus on a family’s reading and writing. Rather I 
wish to expand the definition to include, along with reading and writing, the cultural 
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habits and literacy practices of the families. (For complete definitions of family literacy 
see Chapter II, p.24 & 25) 
I choose a definition of family literacy published by the Family Literacy 
Commission in 1991, included in Britto & Brook-Gunn’s introduction to The Role of 
Family Literacy Environments in Promoting Young Children’s Emerging Literacy Skills 
(2001), and adopted from Morrow (1995) which states: 
Family literacy encompasses the ways parents, children, and extended 
family members use literacy at home and in their community. Sometimes, 
family literacy occurs naturally during the routines of the day and helps 
adults and children ‘get things done.’ Family literacy may also be initiated 
purposefully bv a parent or may occur spontaneously as parents go about 
the business of their daily lives. (Morrow, p. 78). [emphasis mine] 
This definition speaks to a major focus of my study, suggesting that family 
literacy practices may be initiated purposefully by a parent with her children as well as 
spontaneously during the routines of family life. By a family literacy practice, I mean a 
family’s language and socialization routines that may be repeated in order to support 
literacy learning. 
There are almost as many assumptions made about family literacy by family 
literacy teachers and program administrators as there are definitions of family literacy. 
Since family literacy studies emerged in the early 1980s (Taylor, 1983), family literacy 
educators have been studying a family’s literacy and have as one of their focuses, guiding 
parents to help support their children’s literacy learning (Brown-Rodriguez, in Paratore 
2003; Moll et al., 1992; Morrow et al., 1993; Paratore, 1999, 2001, 2003; Senecal & 
LeFevre, 2001; Rogers, 2001; Taylor, 1983; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Teale 
1986). There are two underlying assumptions of family literacy that I uphold in this 
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study, which relate to a parent gaining access to literacy and literacy support strategies. 
The first assumption states that literacy instruction in a family literacy program is more 
effective when the instruction is initiated by a parent and meets the expressed needs of 
the parent (Delgado-Gaitan, 1996; Paratore, 1994; 1999, 2001, 2003; Rogers, 2001; 
Senechal & LeFevre, 2001). It is also important as a teacher in a family literacy program 
to examine every instructional practice from the perspective of the culturally and 
linguistically diverse learner. A sociocultural perspective views the learner as situated in 
a social plane where learning emerges within cultural practice (Vygotsky, 1978). 
There is intense disagreement among family literacy educators over this first 
assumption because of the different interpretations of how to deliver literacy instruction. 
One group of family literacy educators define family literacy instruction as teaching and 
modeling school literacy practices to parent participants enrolled in a family literacy 
program, and see it as an effective approach (Brown-Rodriguez, 2003; Darling 1992; 
Gadsden, 1994, 2001; Paratore, 2003; Potts & Paul, 1995). By school literacy practices, 
I mean the learning of certain literacy routines such as reading and writing which are 
associated with the instructional reading strategies taught in school. It is the expectation 
of family literacy teachers in the Darling group that once a parent is introduced to 
school-based literacy instruction, the new literacy information will familiarize families 
with how reading is taught at school and ultimately assist the parents as they support 
their own children’s literacy learning. 
I explore the Darling definition of literacy instruction in my study and seek to find 
out whether it is useful to model reading strategies to parents in a family literacy 
program. At the same time there is need for more “showcasing14 of what a family is 
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accomplishing as they make use of their own family’s literacy support strategies during a 
reading interaction. A parent who recognizes the importance of modeling reading 
strategies with their children can surround family members with rich and varied 
opportunities and support to do literacy (Fandel, 1997). For example, the introduction of 
reading strategies for parents in a family literacy program may help the parents provide 
reading support that may be of some benefit to the children, such as helping the children 
become more successful in academics (Edwards, 1995; Snow, C.E. et al., 1991 Tracey, 
1995). 
A second group of family literacy educators and researchers, who align 
themselves with Auerbach however, disagrees with the Darling definition of literacy 
instruction because they consider any school based literacy instruction that is 
“transferred” to the homes of non-mainstream families to be of little educational value 
(Auerbach, 1997). Here, non-mainstream refers to non-middle class and often, but not 
exclusively, nonwhite parents (Senecal & LeFevre, 2001). This group of educators 
considers any family literacy educator who teaches and models school based literacy 
instruction to be an advocate for an “instructional intervention” and as holding a “deficit 
view” toward non-mainstream families’ literacy practices. The issue here is that of 
ignoring or not inviting extant family/community literacies into the school literacy. 
Solsken, Willette and Wilson -Keenan (1996) through the use of a micro-analysis 
examine what happens when parents are invited into a school setting to share their own 
home literacy strategies. Mikulecky (1996), a family literacy researcher, summarized a 
group of studies by family literacy designers who acknowledged both of these family 
literacy educators’ viewpoints. He stated, “Some educators suggest that it is better to 
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focus on literacy instruction designed to give parents more control over their world. If 
this is done all else will follow”(p. 4). Reading real estate contracts, work contracts, tax 
laws, and housing codes, such as section eight agreements, are a few examples of literacy 
instruction designed to give parents in the family literacy program under investigation 
more control over their worlds. 
Paratore (1994, 2001, 2003) and Gadsden (1994; 2003) represent a new 
viewpoint that seeks to advocate for educators not choosing a side as to whether they 
perceive a family’s lack of school-like literacy as a barrier to learning. Gadsden suggests 
that educators adopt a “reciprocal approach” predicated on an understanding that 
teachers need to instruct parents in school based literacy in family literacy programs as 
family literacy teachers also learn about and integrate parents’ existing knowledge and 
resources into school curricula (2003, p. 12). It is of interest to note that the parent is still 
deferring to the teacher’s definition as to what counts as literacy. 
Educational research indicates that children who are successful in public school 
academics in the U.S A. are children who are familiar with how to participate in school 
based literacy instruction (Baker, Serpell, & Sonnenschein, 1995; Brizius & Foster, 
1993; Chall & Snow, 1982; Chomsky, 1972; Gadsden, 1994; Lonnigan, & Whitehurst, 
1998; Teale, 1984; Wells, 1985, 1993). They know and can do all that is expected of 
them within the context of the school. In contrast, children who are unsuccessful at 
accomplishing what is expected of them within the academic framework of the school’s 
curriculum most often can successfully accomplish what is expected of them within the 
context of the family. One of the reasons for their success within the family context is 
that the family literacy practices that are negotiated within the family allow for multiple 
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ways of becoming involved in literacy, and depend on the strengths of each family 
member. For example within some family contexts telling a story is a respected literacy 
practice and one encouraged by members in many non-mainstream cultures (Taylor & 
Dorsey-Gaines, 1988). 
A second underlying assumption of family literacy that I observed in this study 
relates to parents as critical to their child’s literacy learning. Here literacy learning 
includes both family and school literacy practices (Caimey & Munsie, 1994; Gadsden 
1994, 1995; Holdaway, 1979; Michaels, 1994; Taylor-Dorsey-Gaines, 1988). Research 
studies in family literacy support the premise that parents are an invaluable but often 
overlooked resource as they model and teach reading strategies with their children 
(Annicchiarico, 1993; Caimey & Munsie, 1994; Edwards, 1995; Hannon, 1995; Hidalgo 
et al., 1995; Nichols, 1991; MacDonald, 1994; Rogers, 2003; Senecal & LeFevre, 2001; 
Ullery, 1996; Unwin, 1995; Wells, 1986; Wolfendale & Topping, 1996). A number of 
family literacy programs in the U.S.A., particularly those working with the whole family, 
have suggested to parents that they not only sit down and read with their child, but that 
they also learn reading strategies that they can support their own child as she/he develops 
as a reader (Caimey & Munsie, 1994; Paratore, 2003; Rodriguez-Brown, 2003; Senecal 
& LeFevre, 2001; Sonnenschein, Baker, Serpell, & Schmidt, 2000; Volk, 1997). 
Current family literacy research points out that if a parent is not familiar with the 
school-based literacy support strategies and does not offer their child literacy support of 
some kind, then the child falls behind academically. (Gadsden, 2003; Heath, 1984; Scott- 
Jones, 1994; Paratore, 2003; Teale, 1986; Willett & Bloome, 1993). As a result of too 
much emphasis being placed on parents learning school based literacy instruction, a 
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number of family literacy researchers argue that the goal of a family literacy program 
should be about literacy education, not about the transmission of school literacy 
instruction into a parent’s home (Auerbach, 1987; Leichter, 1984; Nash, 1987; Taylor & 
Dorsey-Gaines, 1988). This group of family literacy practitioners states, “when the 
cultural and social practices of the family are different from the schools, the school 
assumes that the parent is unable to help their child in literacy learning.” In actuality, the 
parents may be willing to learn about how the school instructs their children in literacy 
learning but for whatever reason they were never given an opportunity to learn 
(Auerbach, 1987; Hidalgo et al., 1995; Paratore, 2001, 2003; Senecal & Le Fevre, 
2001). 
Many non-mainstream parents, however, are not being prepared to be, as 
suggested by Delpit, a part of “the literacy of the powerful” (Delpit, 1994; Gallas et. al, 
1996; McGrail, 1995). Delpit theorizes that the reason many non-mainstream parents are 
not prepared to help their children with literacy learning is because they do not know 
how to break into what she calls the “codes of power.” Delpit refers to the “codes of 
power” as “the power of knowing how to communicate and negotiate with the ones in 
control of a system.” In this study under investigation, the “codes of power” refer to an 
individual knowing how to communicate and negotiate with the public school as well as 
with the directors and the teachers of the family literacy program. In order to break into 
the “codes of power” realized and assumed by the mainstream school culture, Delpit and 
other researchers and practitioners suggest that non-mainstream families must be 
explicitly taught how to do “a set” of school literacy strategies. Parent familiarity with 
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these “codes” is necessary if the parents are going to use the reading strategies 
effectively with their children at home (Ullery, 1996). 
Jim Cummins, bilingual scholar and educator, suggests that only when there is a 
change in the inequitable relationships between a teacher and student, a teacher and a 
parent, and the school and the community they serve, will public education be able to 
serve all students equally (1986). When the knowledge, culture and ideas of all families 
are valued equally, the difference between home and school literacy practices will not be 
so pronounced and the family’s literacy practices will be acknowledged. Every literacy 
experience children share with their classroom teacher, needs to be validated by the 
classroom teacher. For example, if a child shares a literacy experience of her favorite 
characters from a television sit-com with her teacher and classmates, the teacher needs to 
regard the child’s literacy experience as a useful one, extending it so the child sees how it 
connects with other literacy experiences occurring in the classroom. 
All of the parents that I observed in the Reading Strategies Workshop 
demonstrated family literacy practices that were framed in part by their own beliefs, 
values, and ideologies about literacy learning. Their literacy experiences provided a basis 
for my theorizing about the potential relationships between parent involvement, family 
literacy practices, and a participatory reading curriculum (Auerbach, 1990) taught in a 
family literacy program. 
Statement of the Problem and the Research Questions 
The research problem in this dissertation stems from a desire on the part of a 
group of non-mainstream parents who were enrolled in a family literacy program to gain 
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access to school literacy practices so they could help support their children with reading. 
The goal, then, in carrying out this study was to observe and describe whether and how 
two of the parents who were taught reading strategies in a Reading Strategies 
Workshop, modeled these same strategies with their children at home. Before I took a 
position as to whether “education can provide a shield against poverty, low employment 
and other societal problems”(Gadsden in Paratore, 2003. p.12.) and whether school 
based literacy instruction should be included in the design of a family literacy program, I 
needed to understand more about whether literacy instruction could be useful to parents 
as they supported their children’s literacy learning. Facets of this might lead to observing 
parents as literacy students as well as parents as “co-teachers.” Specifically these two 
case studies focus on two parents and their children as they read together at home over 
eleven months. This study also describes how I, as the teacher-researcher, interacted 
with both parents and their children during home literacy sessions. 
I decided to ask the following questions: (1) “What happens when two parents 
who were taught reading strategies in a family literacy workshop use these strategies as 
they read with their children at home?” (2) “How did I negotiate my dual role as teacher 
and as researcher with the parents and their children as I participated in the home reading 
sessions? The six reading strategies are described in Chapter Three, page 86-89. Using a 
qualitative case study research approach, I answer these two questions. 
Question 1 reflects my expectation that reading strategies taught and modeled in 
the Reading Strategies Workshop would be used in some fashion by the parent, along 
with the parent’s “fabricated” literacy support strategies, when they read with their 
children at home. Question 2 reflects my expectation that each situation I encounter with 
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both parents and their children as they read together during the home reading session will 
affect how I negotiate with them in my role as either a researcher or as a teacher or some 
hybrid of the two roles. 
Approach to the Study 
To answer the research questions I used an observational case study 
methodology (Feagin, Orum & Sjorberg, 1990; Tellis, 1997; Yin, 1994, 2003) and 
various qualitative data gathering techniques framed by a social interactive perspective 
(Bloome & Greene, 1982; Green & Weade, 1987) to analyze these data. The two 
primary methods of data analysis I used in this study are thematic analysis of interviews 
and field notes (Bogdan and Biklen, 1992) and with-in case analysis (Miles & Huberman, 
1994) of the home reading sessions. I chose a social interactive perspective as it utilized 
conversational analysis to explore the nature of a literacy-centered home environment 
and to help me understand more about teaching and learning as realized through myself 
and parent and child reading interactions in the home.The theoretical framework for this 
study is rooted in the work of family literacy researchers who support studying literacy in 
a social context, such as Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines; Delgado-Gaitan, 1996; and Paratore, 
1999, 2001, 2003. This study is grounded in the wealth of information gleaned from 
existing literacy research; in the findings of anthropological research which has particular 
significance to family studies; and in research which focuses specifically on literacy 
practices of diverse families which influence African -American, Puerto Rican, 
Cambodian, Eastem-European and Lebanese families. It is within this context that the 
work of such researchers as Heath, 1983; Leichter, 1977; Scribner & Cole, 1981; and 
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Sulzby, 1982 is significant, both to the formation of the conceptual framework and the 
methods employed in this study. 
This conceptual framework recognizes the multiple everyday contexts in which 
literacy is a part of a child’s world. A statement posed by Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines 
(1988) propelled me forward into an investigation of literacy practices in families who 
are of a low socio-economic income level and of diverse cultures, who have connected 
with a family literacy program. 
It may be that we just have not taken the time and effort to learn how and 
why literacy functions in the lives of poor, culturally and ethnically diverse 
families living in urban cities. (1988, p.109) 
Rationale and Significance of the Study 
Until very recently, most family literacy research focused on parents and their 
children reading storybooks together. This research concluded that children who have 
been read to frequently tend to learn more easily and earlier than those who have not had 
the same opportunity. These children usually developed positive attitudes towards 
reading and began to equip themselves with strategies for independent reading ( 
Morrow, 1989; Schieffelin & Cochran-Smith, 1984; Teale, 1984; Teale & Sulzby, 1986). 
Nickse’s (1988) comment, “Reading to children is the single most important factor in 
preparing them to read” (p.635) gave further support to parents and children reading 
storybooks together. Then a second wave of family literacy researchers expanded the 
definition of family literacy to include parents, not only reading storybooks with their 
children, but also guiding their children to understand school literacy practices in their 
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homes (Baker et al., 1995; Gadsden, 1994, 1995; Heath, 1983; Schieffelin & Cochran- 
Smith, 1984; Taylor, 1983). 
Therefore one reason for my conducting this study was to discover whether an 
instructional intervention of modeling and teaching reading strategies, taught to parents 
in a family literacy workshop, would be used by the parents at home along with their 
own parent “fabricated” literacy support. A difference in opinion among family literacy 
educators as to the usefulness of an instructional intervention in a family literacy program 
that introduces school based literacy strategies, piqued my interest to conduct this study. 
Although a majority of the studies focused on parents who were members of mainstream, 
middle class families (Tracey, 1995), a recent study which focused on nonmainstream 
parents (Senecal & LeFevre, 2001) suggests that children who were exposed to a variety 
of home experiences including direct instruction in emergent literacy skills as well as 
storybook reading are most likely to consistently succeed at reading (p. 50). Furthermore 
Senecal and LeFevre point out that the parents in their study successfully teach emergent 
reading strategies to their children at home when parents are taught the strategies 
directly. 
Likewise the study under investigation suggests that the two parents in the case 
studies can also support and teach reading strategies to their children at home when they 
are taught reading strategies which complement their own knowledge and understanding 
of the reading process, and their own family literacy practices. This study also suggests 
that a consistent network set up between a family literacy teacher and one of the 
participant families is important to the continued use of the reading strategies by the 
parents as they help their children with reading. 
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There are several ways that this study may be significant. It may have significance 
for family literacy educators who are interested in a discussion as to whether an 
instructional intervention taught to non-mainstream parents in a family literacy program 
can be transferred to a home context by the parents in order for them to help their 
children with reading. These findings may also help to answer the question for family 
literacy program developers who are undecided as to the impact that a instructional 
intervention may have upon non-mainstream parents when they “bring them home” and 
in order to help their own children read. 
First, this study focused on the case studies of two parents, Denise who is Puerto 
Rican, and Shrieffe who is Lebanese, who attended family literacy classes at the family 
literacy program where I taught. From a theoretical standpoint, the significance of the 
study is to acknowledge not only the family literacy practices as they shape school-based 
strategies, but the school-based literacy strategies as well, as they are initiated by the 
parents with their own children at home. I expect that insights from this study might help 
other family literacy teachers become more sensitive and alert to discovering the literacy 
needs of the parents they teach and in so doing help parent make an impact on their own 
children’s literacy learning. 
Family literacy teachers who build a curriculum by “listening” to the literacy 
needs of parent participants are opening up a school based program to the possibility of 
becoming a community-centered program (Auerbach, 1997). This study also 
acknowledges the unique relationship that family literacy teachers may choose to 
establish with parent participants as they recognize parents as their child’s primary 
literacy teacher. Family literacy teachers not only build trust between the parents and 
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themselves, but also recognize the critical role parents play in their own children’s 
literacy learning (Coe & Shelby, 1998) and therefore are willing to share a role as 
teacher with them. Howard Miller, an Even Start Project Director, suggests that trust 
and timing are essential for a successful teacher-learner relationship in a family literacy 
program. Miller (1995) rephrases the words a parent told him: “...If I learn to trust you 
and find out things you tell to be useful, I just might think about what you have to say 
...”(p. 6). 
Limitations of the Study 
One limitation of this study is that even though I observed parents and children 
reading together in the home context for over eleven months, I could have gained an 
even better understanding of what was happening in each family around literacy learning 
if I could have remained longer. But there are constraints as to how long I had to 
conduct this study. A recommendation for further research might be to conduct a 
longitudinal study of parent participants in a family literacy program. I felt it was a 
limitation that I was the sole researcher and therefore it was primarily only I who 
ascertained the validity of my analytic procedure and the consistency of the coding of the 
data. I feel that it is my responsibility as a qualitative researcher to substantiate why I 
analyze and interpret the data as I do. 
The dual role that I assumed in this study, as researcher and as teacher, might 
also become another limitation. However as I attempt to answer my second research 
question, I find that there are possibilities that my dual role is transforming into a hybrid 
of the two, a role that I call a family literacy liaison. I may find that it is necessary to 
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negotiate with the parents and their children as to which of the roles, that of researcher, 
that of teacher or that of family literacy liaison, I assume. There were instances when I 
negotiated my role as a teacher, modeling, prompting, or reinforcing a taught literacy 
strategy for a parent or child during the home reading session. 
Likewise there were instances during the home reading sessions when a parent 
negotiated with me to teach or model a particular reading strategy. In one instance 
Shrieffe (a pseudonym), a Muslim mother of seven children, six children when the study 
was being conducted, asked me for help with specific reading strategies when she 
thought she wasn’t having success modeling a particular strategy with her children. 
Denise (a pseudonym), a Latina mother of three children, asked me to give her reading 
support when she read a text that she had not read previously. On several occasions, I 
found myself participating as a teacher in a parent/child reading interaction or offering 
suggestions as a family liaison as to what medicine might help an ailing parent about to 
come down with a cold, rather than observing the interaction as researcher. I interacted 
with the parent and the child during the home reading session, because I was intrigued to 
find out as much as I could about how a parent placed the taught reading strategies into 
their own family literacy practices and how it impacted the children’s literacy learning. 
In an attempt to encourage “trustworthiness,” I engaged another teacher in the 
family literacy program as a peer-researcher. I asked him to read through the selected 
data and code the data using the coding scheme that I had configured previously. As a 
way to check for validity I then checked to see if he coded the data similar to the way I 
had coded it. I found his coding to be very similar to mine with the exception that he did 
not agree to the criteria I used for an adapted strategy. Rather he did not acknowledge a 
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parent as modeling a particular strategy if the strategy did not follow the explicit format 
of the taught reading strategy. Therefore a limitation of the study is the lack of 
consistency between the peer researcher and myself 
A final limitation is that I will never really know what other family literacy 
practices were occurring in Denise and Shrieffe’s families when I was not present. I 
could only observe what I saw and what went on when I visited. By coming into their 
homes every three weeks over eleven months, I believe I captured some authentic 
literacy interactions between parents and child. 
Checking the Compatibility of a Literacy Practice 
During the Reading Strategies Workshop I introduced a schooled literacy 
practice of keeping a literacy log to the parents. This entailed a parent writing down in a 
log an account of what happened while reading with their children at home. The content 
of the reading log was to be later shared by a parent during the group discussion 
component of each Workshop. Although this literacy practice was taught in the 
Workshop, Elizor, another parent in the workshop, was the only one who shared a 
literacy log entry with the parent group. During the home reading sessions, I 
encouraged Shrieffe and Denise to document in a literacy log every time they read with 
their children. Shrieffe commented that she didn’t have any time to write down in a log 
what happened when she was reading with her children. She said it was enough for her 
to find time to read to her sons. Denise concurred with Shrieffe and stated that she could 
not find any time to write in a literacy log. She mentioned that it reminded her of the 
response journal she used to write in at the family literacy program. 
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Rogers (2003), an ethnographic family literacy researcher, states that if a new 
literacy practice is introduced to a family that is not compatible with a family’s literacy 
practices, the new practice will not be utilized. Such was the case with the literacy logs. 
A practice of keeping a literacy log did not fit into either family’s home literacy strategies 
and so they never took it up. Perhaps I if I had suggested to the parents that they come 
up with their own method as to how to document what was happening at home when 
they read with their children, I would have discovered more about what literacy 
exchanges were occurring when I wasn’t there. I may have had an opportunity to gain 
an understanding about what literacy events were happening in their homes if I had 
encouraged a parent to use her own method of collecting this information. For example 
Denise may have been willing to describe more about what happened when she read a 
book with one of her children if she audiotaped their conversation. Both she and her 
children liked to talk into a tape recorder. 
Overview of the Dissertation 
In this first chapter, I have provided an overview of the research problem, stated 
my research questions, and reviewed the rationale for and significance of the study and 
its limitations. In the second chapter, I review studies and theory pertaining to: (1) 
research from literacy and family literacy leading to definitions of both; (2) research 
about family literacy programs focusing on both mainstream and non-mainstream parents 
as they read with their children; (3) research pertaining to the family literacy theory that I 
use to frame my study and build a methodology for it; and (4) research on successful 
home /school community links, including parent involvement literature. In the third 
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chapter, I discuss in detail the case study methodology I used to undertake my study. In 
the fourth chapter, I present the data collected and analyzed to answer the two focusing 
questions of this study. Finally in the fifth chapter, I discuss conclusions drawn from the 
data analysis and the implication of these findings for family literacy education and 





Introduction and Overview 
This study focuses on two parent participants in a family literacy program who 
take up specific reading practices taught to them in a school context and transfer them to 
their homes. This chapter is a review and discussion of studies and theoretical literature 
pertaining to research about family literacy and family literacy programs. I also review 
the basic theory and research I have drawn on to build a theoretical framework and 
methodology to study what happened when an opportunity to learn how to use reading 
strategies was afforded one group of parent participants. Although I include research 
about middle-class, mainstream families engaged in literacy activities with their children, 
I am primarily concerned with reviewing material written about non-mainstream families 
who may be participants in family literacy programs. 
In the first section of this literature review, I highlight studies that help to define 
“literacy” as I interpret the term. Within this definition, I research multiple definitions of 
“family literacy.” I also include a definition of the term “literacy practices” as viewed by 
current researchers and look at studies of literacy practices of families occurring in a 
social context. In the second section, I review research that looks at social relationships 
within family literacy practices. In the third section, I first examine three different types 
of family literacy programs that frame current practice in family literacy programs 
(Paratore, 2003). I do this in order to place my own study within a family literacy 
framework. I then include a discussion of two conflicting premises of family literacy that 
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have created disagreement and dissension within family literacy education. The two 
conflicting premises or assumptions are: one that perceives the family’s lack of school¬ 
like literacy as “an obstacle to overcome in order for learning to occur” (Gadsden, 1994, 
p. 13). and the other that “sees the literacy practices already used in the home... as the 
basis for instruction”(p. 14). I then review selected studies which focus on two areas of 
parental involvement: (1) studies of mainstream parents involved with their child’s 
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literacy development, and (2) studies of parents from family literacy programs who have 
been taught literacy strategies to support their children’s literacy development. In the 
fourth section, I review studies that look at the differences between school-based literacy 
practices and home-based literacy practices. Finally, I look at studies that suggest a 
home-school-community link as a way to show how academic literacy practices can be 
supported in the homes of non-mainstream families. 
Definitions of Literacy. Family Literacy, and Literacy Practices 
Definitions of Literacy 
Some scholars identify literacy as a set of skills or acts of reading and writing and 
speaking and listening (Goody & Watt, 1963; Ong, 1982); however, I view literacy as 
not simply the ability to read and write or as a multi-faceted set of instrumental skills 
involving cognitive processes which operate to comprehend and produce texts. I see 
literacy as being shaped by and given meaning through a social context (Heath, 1983; 
Kazmek, 1988; Weinstein-Shr, 1990; Willett & Bloome, 1993) and as a complex multi- 
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dimensional phenomenon (Taylor & Strickland, 1989). A social context according to Au 
(1992) is 
...any of the situations someone may experience in settings such as the 
home, school, neighborhood, workplace, shopping mall or elsewhere, 
whether alone or with people. When someone reads or writes, those acts of 
literacy are taking place in some social context (p. 24) 
She gives an example of a person reading a newspaper at home, while surrounded by 
family members as an example of literacy taking place in a particular social context. Here 
her definition of context refers to actions that are static and present rather than ones that 
are constructed and dynamic. 
The definitions of literacy that I use to frame my study goes beyond a definition 
of literacy as reading and writing. Although my study looks primarily at parent/child 
interactions while reading a text together, I do not wish to overlook the research of 
Barton (1991) who reminds educators that in a family literacy event there are various 
“shared ways” of interacting around text in addition to reading the text. A few examples 
of “shared ways” a parent and child interact around text are : (1) a child reading a letter 
sent by a relative to her/his own mother or father, (2) a child and a parent singing a song 
with a choral group, or (3) a parent and child reciting scripture with a church 
congregation. Finally the definition I use in my study is an “expanded definition of 
literacy” that I borrowed from Kathryn Au (1992). Her definition states, “Literacy is 
defined as: the ability and the willingness to use reading and writing to construct meaning 
from printed text, in ways which meet the requirements of a particular social context” (p. 
20). 
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Definitions of Family Literacy 
To continue building the framework of my study, I look at a body of research in 
family literacy and family literacy studies to define family literacy. As pointed out by 
Nickse (1990) the research base for family literacy spans a number of different fields, 
among them adult literacy education, emergent literacy, family systems theory, and 
multicultural education. In one of the studies I reviewed, Dixon (1992) explains family 
literacy as “a term which was created by social science researchers to describe how 
members of a family or household use reading and writing in their daily activities to 
interact with each other and with their surrounding community” (pi). Taylor and 
Dorsey-Gaines (1988)) add to Dixon’s definition of family literacy and state, “family 
literacy is a powerful concept, which encompasses a sound understanding of language 
and language learning.” Morrow in 1995 defined family literacy from a school based 
perspective: 
Family literacy encompasses ways parents, children, and extended family 
members use literacy at home and in their community. Initiatives outside 
the home include parent involvement programs, where parents learn to 
assist their children in literacy activities, intergenerational programs, where 
parents and children are involved in literacy development as co-leamers, 
and studies that investigate the uses of literacy in families from different 
cultural backgrounds, to help family literacy educators learn to design 
culturally sensitive programs, (p. 550) 
Morrow (in Britto & Brooks-Gunn 2001) adds to her definition of family 
literacy: 
Sometimes, family literacy occurs naturally during the routines of the day 
and helps adults and children ‘get things done.’ Family literacy may also be 
initiated bv a parent or may occur spontaneously as parents go about the 
business of their daily lives. (Morrow, p. 78) [emphasis mine] 
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I emphasize the second part of Morrow’s definition of family literacy because in 
my case study each of the parents purposefully initiated a literacy event of reading 
together at home, fitting it in with their own fabricated literacy strategies as they went 
about the business of their daily lives. 
Finally I include as part of my definition of family literacy an excerpt from 
Auerbach’s (1989) seminal research in family literacy in which she defines family literacy 
as: 
the socialization within the home environment that develops the child’s 
literacy attitudes and behaviors; the context in which children learn 
language. A range of activities and practices that are integrated into the 
fabric of daily life. This also includes, but is not limited to, direct parent- 
child interactions around literacy tasks: reading with and / to children. 
listening to children; and engaging in other activities with children that 
include literacy. (1989, p.166 and 178) [emphasis mine] 
I emphasize the last part of Auerbach’s definition of family literacy because in the 
case studies under investigation the parent-child interaction was a direct interaction of 
parent and child reading together at home. 
Definitions of Literacy Practices 
These definitions of literacy and family literacy framed a pilot study that I carried 
out in which I observed and described a variety of literacy practices important in the 
context of selected families (Antonucci, 1997). Within my pilot study, I built my 
definition of literacy practices borrowing from other researchers (Heath, 1983; Street, 
1984; Willinsky, 1990;) who define literacy practices as those activities involving “a set 
of shared ways” of interacting around printed material and in some way involving the 
participants in reading and writing. In the early stages of my pilot research, the parents 
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and children spoke of what literacy activities were included in an average day. I found 
that each parent and child’s daily routines were comprised of a variety of literacy 
pursuits and that the literacy practices were socially constructed. By socially constructed, 
I mean shaped by the social conditions of the home and community. 
An example of a recurrent family literacy practice I observed occurring in the 
home of one of the parents in my pilot study was a parent writing a grocery list, and then 
placing it on the refrigerator. Then other family members added other foods to the list 
that they wanted purchased at the grocery store. I observed a variety of literacy practices 
such as the one I described here occurring in both of the households in my two case 
studies 
A second example of a family literacy practice I observed occurring in my pilot 
study involved a parent and child writing a letter to another family member. While it was 
the parent’s custom to write a letter to her mother each week on beautiful stationery, her 
child’s custom was to write an e-mail to her grandmother every time she visited the 
public library. The two family members repeatedly wrote letters in this same manner 
week after week. They each established for themselves a meaningful literacy practice or 
“custom” or “way of doing” a particular activity of writing a letter, but each family 
member used a different writing vehicle to accomplish their objective. 
In the end the result was the same for each family member - a letter was written, 
a communication was completed. I use the same examples of literacy practices in my 
present study as I examine how both parents use literacy strategies taught by me in a 
family literacy reading workshop with their children at home. 
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In order to apply my definitions of literacy practices to the non-mainstream 
parents in my study, I look to researchers who define literacy as a social practice. Heath, 
(1983); Reder, (1987); Scribner & Cole, (1981); Street, (1984); Taylor and Dorsey- 
Gaines, (1988); Paratore, (2003) and Compton-Lilly (2003) agree that literacy practices 
differ from group to group within a society as well as from society to society. Literacy 
practices deeply embedded in the social processes of life are socially constructed 
phenomena (Au, 1992; Cook-Gumperz, 1986; Delgado-Gaitan, 1992, 1996; Farr, 1994; 
Gilbert, 1989; Gadsden, 1994, 2000; Heath, 1983; Kazmek, (1988; Langer, 1987; Street, 
1984; Schiefflin & Cochran-Smith, 1984; Solsken, (1993)). Brian Street (1995, p. 2) 
uses the term “literacy practices” to refer to “both the behaviors and the social and 
cultural conceptualizations that give meaning to the uses of reading and writing.” 
However, literacy is not only shaped by and to social conditions but also by 
cultural and political conditions. The New London Group (1992) that includes Cazden, 
challenge family literacy educators to rethink their conceptualization of family literacy. 
They argue that a singular use of literacy centered only on language, is not broad 
enough. They explain that one’s literacy differs according to one’s culture and the social 
context in which it occurs. They acknowledge that there is use of power in literacy 
education. Therefore making changes in one’s literacy actions and interactions is to 
change the individual themselves (Rogers, 2003, p. 64). 
Rogers, a family literacy researcher who situates her research within discourse 
analysis studies and critical social theory, concurs with the New London Group’s and 
other research as she states, “Literacy practices include the social context within which 
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the event occurs (p. 8).” As I consider the research of the New London Group, I also 
agree with their point that 
...literacy practices are patterned and structured by social institutions and 
power relationships. Therefore some ‘literacies’ are more dominant and 
visible than others. That is, dominant literacies and ways with texts carry 
more significance than local literacy practices, (p. 27) 
Rogers, borrowing from Barton and Hamilton’s definition of literacy practices, 
defines literacy practices as “the general cultural ways of utilizing written language which 
people draw upon in their lives. In the simplest sense literacy practices are what people 
do with literacy”(p. 6). Rogers also points out that there are different categories of 
literacy practices such as schooled literacy, workplace literacy, and family literacy. She 
begins her own study by exploring the literate context of the home or the “family literacy 
practices” (p. 27). 
A parent’s, teachers’, or child’s literacy practices are shaped by the beliefs, 
values, and assumptions they hold about reading and writing (Heath, 1983; Street, 1984; 
Wagner, 1991). On the other hand, Rogers complicates this concept of literacy practices 
by adding that there are even different beliefs, values and sets of interactions surrounding 
literacy events as they occur in different domains (p. 27). Thus she states that as parents, 
teachers, and children operate on a daily basis within the institutions of the school and 
the family, they build their own assumptions, beliefs, and values about literacy which 
guide them as they perform their own culturally accepted sets of literacy practices. It is 
within the social contexts of home, school and community that the roles and relationships 
of literacy participants are constructed and practiced. To sum up, family literacy 
practices refer to a family’s language and socialization routines that may be repeated in 
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order to support literacy learning. Thus, within the “new literacy conversations” is 
implied blurred boundaries which complicate the very notion of literacy practices as 
essential entities. 
Finally, Compton-Lilly (2003) adds to the discussion of family literacy practices 
by saying. 
For the children in the class, (she is referring here to a class of first graders) 
learning to read is not just a matter of the skills and strategies I teach them 
in the classroom. Learning to read involves a rich array of activities 
(literacy practices) and a vast cast of characters who contribute extensively 
to my students’ experiences with reading. Learning to read involves home 
and school as well as the past experiences and insight of many people, (p. 
94) 
Literacy Events 
Another term necessary to frame my study is that of literacy event. I borrow here 
from Shirley Brice Heath’s definition in which she refers to a literacy event as any 
occasion in which a piece of writing is integral to the nature of participants’ inspirations 
and their interpretive processes (1982, p. 350). For example the literacy events that I 
observe and describe in my two case studies center on occasions when parent and child 
or children engaged in the act of reading a book together. The term literacy event was 
first developed by Heath prior to her seminal study of family literacy in the Piedmont 
area of the U.S. As she attempted to examine the social and cultural meaning of literacy 
in a context, she developed the term literacy event as a way of examining the “actual 
forms and functions of oral and literate traditions and co-existing relationships between 
spoken and written language” (1982, p. 350). She contends that, “...a literacy event has 
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certain interactional rules and demands particular interpretive competencies on the part 
of participants and some aspects of reading and writing by at least one party” (p. 350). 
Rebecca Roger s concurs with Heath and adds to the clarification of the term 
thusly, “Literacy events are those events associated with a text... and in which written 
text and talk-around texts have a central role”(p. 26). Rogers, basing her definition of a 
literacy event on Barton and Hamilton’s definition states, “a literacy event is any action 
sequence involving one or more persons, in which the production and/or comprehension 
of print plays a part”(p. 26). In review, I define a literacy event similarly as a customary 
action or way of interacting with printed materials. Therefore in this study I observe the 
literacy events of the two families as they occur in the home settings when the parent and 
child read together. 
Studies of Social Relationships within Literacy Practices 
Differences in Literary Practices in Western/Non-Westem Cultures 
To place the literacy practices of the parents in my study within a cultural 
framework, I next review a study by Lancy (1996) who researches the literacy practices 
and cultural routines of both western and non-western cultures, including Kpelle and 
Liberian families. Lancy argues that literacy practices in western society have 
traditionally been defined in a narrow framework that regards literacy as a neutral 
cognitive process in a neutral set of conventions. That is, literacy, as historically 
regarded, is a thinking process in which the printed text and the act of reading are 
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considered to be neutral, not influenced and defined through structural relationships or 
social interactions in which it is learned and used. He posits that if printed text and the 
act of reading were a neutral cognitive process then the insights gleaned from the text by 
students from non-mainstream backgrounds would be the same as the insights about the 
text shared by the teacher and the other mainstream students. To state that a printed text 
is neutral implies that the text is not allied with or does not support a particular side of a 
dispute or contest. Lancy concludes that language, in its many uses, is filled with 
cultural, social and practical meanings that move it out of a neutral realm into a realm 
where there is social interaction. 
Furthermore, Lancy (1996) notes in his study that mothers in western cultures 
assume the role or identity of the “parent as the first teacher” (St. Pierre et. al, 1995; 
Edwards, (1995); Nickse, 1990) far more than mothers in the non-western Kpelle and 
Liberian mothers where his studies took place. He posits that in non-western cultures, 
the children bear greater personal responsibility for acquiring the teachings of their 
culture, including the culture of schooling, than do the children in western culture. Lancy 
contends that a child in western society is provided with a wealth of opportunities for 
guided and sheltered learning, often by her/his own parents or another caregiver or adult. 
He also observes that many of the literacy routines in western society seem to share a 
kind of teacher/curriculum base, whether they are enacted in home, in schools, in the 
media or on the job. 
Lancy further suggests that parents from a western culture use “routinized” 
literacy practices to guide their action and save themselves the labor of constantly 
improvising clever things to say and do with their own children. He identifies the bedtime 
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story as an example of such a routinized practice that is often taken up by mainstream 
parents. He also argues that western mainstream parents read bedtime stories to their 
own children because parents see the bedtime story as an essential literacy activity 
necessary for a child to engage in if the child is “to acquire the literacy survival skills 
determined to be critical to western literacy” (p. 12). 
Lancy also points out parents and families from non-mainstream cultures usually 
do not read “bedtime stories” to their children. He suggests that a routine of a bedtime 
story is not typically “available” too many parents who are not from a mainstream 
culture. When asked to read to their children, non-mainstream parents display 
unfamiliarity with the reading of a bedtime story. However these same researchers were 
not familiar enough with the culture of each non-mainstream family to discover what 
other literacy practices were occurring between parent and child in place of the bedtime 
story and in domains other than the school. 
In another study, Bloome and Willett (1993) support Lancy’s argument that 
literacy practices should not be narrowly defined as a neutral cognitive process as they 
state that reading and writing are never neutral technologies. They say that reading and 
writing are always structuring relationships and people between and among various 
institutions, such as the school and the family. 
Differences in Literacy Practices between Mainstream 
and Non-Mainstream Cultures 
Of even more pertinence to my study is research conducted to identify the 
differences in literacy practices between mainstream and non-mainstream cultures 
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because in the two case studies I focus on here I look at the literacy practices of two 
non-mainstream parents. Here again I look specifically at Lancy’s (1996) discussion of 
reading bedtime stories as a cultural routine. He suggests that all parents adopt varying 
cultural routines that fit into their parenting style. He states that in the parenting style of 
western culture there is a “tendency to engage in protracted dialogue and discussion with 
one’s child, to negotiate with them about what is to take place and how it will happen” 
(p. 12). 
A study by Annicchiarico (1994) supports Lancy’s observations about who reads 
bedtime stories to their children. In her case study of a mainstream mother, Nancy and 
her two young children’s literacy practices, she examines and describes the literacy 
environment of a working class family’s home. The mother, although she could read to 
herself and to her children, did not have an established literacy event or routine of 
reading bedtime stories to her children. The Homespun Family Literacy Project, a family 
literacy program in which Nancy was enrolled, had, as one of its goals, the introduction 
of parents to a routine of reading with their children at bedtime, which included modeling 
how to ask questions and talk about the story. Once Nancy is introduced to this school 
based literacy practice, she integrates the new routine of reading bedtime stories with 
asking questions and discussing the content of the book with her children at bedtime, in 
with her already established home literacy practices (Taylor & Strickland, 1986). 
Annicchiarico observes Nancy experiencing growth as a reader and as a writer 
throughout the course of her research. Her judgment of children’s literacy evolves as she 
read quality trade books rich in vocabulary and content. Annicchiarico states, “through 
simple opportunities to share, enjoy, discuss, and explore children’s literature, Nancy’s 
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life changed” (p. 159) (sic). I question here what changes Annicchiarico observed in 
Nancy’s life as a result of “simple literacy opportunities” offered to her through a family 
literacy program. The social and political complexities that accompany Nancy’s world 
indicate to me that changes in her life would be steady and gradual, not immediate. 
/ 
Social Relationships within Literacy Practices 
To situate my study of the literacy practices of two non-mainstream parents 
within the field of family literacy studies, I review Bloome’s research (1987, 1989) in 
which he states that the establishment of social relationships between a student and a 
teacher in classroom literacy events is primary. Social relationships vary within and 
across a family or community. In other words, literacy practices, as well as the social 
relationships occurring within these practices, are different from one learning community 
or domain to another, for example school, home, or church. (Heath, 1982; 1983). A 
number of anthropologists and educators (Purcell-Gates, 1996; Gee, 1992; Ferdman & 
Weber, 1994) have examined situations that introduce young children in various social 
groups to literacy. Several studies that concentrate on children’s early literacy patterns 
identify and analyze ways children are socialized into literacy (Strickland & Morrow, 
1989). In order to understand more completely whether and how two parents from 
different ethnic and cultural backgrounds use reading strategies to provide a way to offer 
reading support to their children, I consider how the children were socialized into 
literacy by their parents. 
To this end, I look at Heath’s seminal study (1983), a ten-year long ethnographic 
investigation of the use of language and literacy practices of different cultural groups 
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located in the Piedmont section of the Carolinas. Researching “Roadville,” a white 
working class community of textile workers and “Trackton,” a black working class 
community of old farmers and younger textile workers, she raised the question of 
possible differences in literacy opportunities at home and at school. She recorded the 
natural flow of community and classroom life. Unlike the children from the “middle-class 
townspeople,” the children who lived in the Roadville and Trackton communities had 
difficulty in school. Heath suggested that this failure was due in part to the fact that these 
children were socialized into language in ways that were inconsistent with those needed 
for “school-oriented mainstream” success, or as I call it in my study, school-based 
literacy. 
One of the most important differences that Heath noted was that Roadville and 
Trackton adults did not help their children use book meaning to make sense of their 
worlds. The parents read the stories to their children but did not explore the meaning of 
the text with their children by linking the content of the text to the children’s own life 
experiences. In Heath’s words two features stand out in the observation of reading habits 
in Roadville: “everyone talks about reading, but few people do it; and of those who do 
read, few follow though on any action which might be suggested in the reading material” 
(p. 220). 
Heath’s study suggested that the two working class communities did not link 
ways of constructing meanings from the books to ways of relating that meaning to other 
aspects of their worlds. She stated “reading in Roadville is a frequently praised ideal” but 
the Roadville children are not prepared to succeed in school (p. 231). In Heath’s study, 
all the children in Roadville and Trackton began school with a highly complex 
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communicative system. However, the communication system of the two working class 
communities did not guide their children to learn to read and write in ways that prepared 
them for learning behaviors considered normal within school culture. It would appear 
that having books and literacy related materials in the home is not enough to guarantee 
an environment conducive to literacy development (Heath, 1983). The Heath study 
implies that even if parents emphasize the importance of reading and even if they share 
positive comments about reading, it does not subsequently follow that the children will 
value reading for themselves. 
In another study that focuses on the question of how children are socialized by 
their own parents into literacy, Taylor (1983) investigates ways in which six mainstream 
families socialized their children to literacy. Each family had one child who was 
considered by his/her parents to be successfully learning to read and write. This “coming 
to literacy” was viewed as a social process in which individual members of the family 
mediated the children’s reading and writing experiences. The children in Taylor’s study 
were surrounded by printed material. Writing played an important role in many tasks in 
the home. Print was embedded in the children’s social practices. Reading was a nightly 
ritual in their homes. Parents viewed literacy “as a filter” through which the social 
organization of the everyday lives of the families was accomplished. Although the 
families in my study were non-mainstream, I reviewed this study anticipating that a 
literacy environment similar to the one in the Taylor study might be discovered in the 
homes of the non-mainstream parents in my study. 
In the next section of the literature review, I examine three types of family 
literacy programs. I include a discussion of a conceptual issue within family literacy as to 
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what constitutes a family’s literacy. This issue has caused a divide in the field of family 
literacy and has led to assumptions being made about non-mainstream families’ literacy 
learning. Then I focus on selected studies in two areas of parental involvement: (1) 
studies of mainstream parents including those who are involved in supporting school 
based literacy practices; and (2) studies of non-mainstream parents including those who 
are participants in family literacy programs, and who are involved in supporting their 
children’s literacy development through their own family literacy practices. 
Parental Involvement Studies 
Three Types of Family Literacy Programs 
The three types of family literacy programs described by Paratore (2003) in her 
exploration of family literacy programs are: (1) programs that provide comprehensive 
services to both parents and children; (2) programs that provide services to parents, and 
through the parents, have the intent of influencing the literacy achievement of both 
parents and children; and (3) programs that focus on affecting the literacy achievement 
of the child alone, with the parent as the instrument of change (p. 13). 
In her exploration, Paratore categorizes the Even Start Family Literacy model as 
an example of the first type of family literacy program. She selects this program to 
represent the first type of family literacy program for three reasons. First, she states, 
“Even Start sets a most ambitious goal which is ‘to help break the cycle of poverty and 
illiteracy by improving the educational opportunities available to low-income families 
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with limited educational experiences’”(St.Pierre, Gamse, et al.,1998, in Paratore, 2003, 
P 13). 
Even Start developed out of participatory curriculum developmental theory 
(Freire, 1970; Street, 1984). In Auerbach’s guide to participatory curriculum 
development for English as a Second Language adults and family literacy programs she 
describes the process as “involving student learners every step of the way” (Auerbach, 
1990, p. 54). 
The essence of the participatory approach is centered on instruction around 
content, content that is engaging to students because it emerges from their own issues 
and themes ( p. 111). This content driven curriculum derived from a social context may 
assist a parent as she/he seeks information to answer a parental concern, or expectations 
about an institution such as the public school. As suggested by Auerbach in her guide, a 
participatory curriculum also allows space for creating apprenticeship opportunities for 
children to “play” with parents, teachers and administrators in genuine situations where 
they can learn types and uses of literacy. 
This first type of literacy program includes a comprehensive approach to family 
literacy. As such, this type of initiative has two primary goals “to raise standards of 
literacy among adults with difficulties and their children, and to extend awareness of the 
importance of literacy and the role of family literacy”(St Pierre, Gamse, et al.,1998, in 
Paratore, 2003, p. 13). Parents are given an opportunity to be instructed in curriculum 
that not only takes into account their parental concerns, expectations, and practices, but 
also their social and cultural needs. Their preschool aged children also receive early 
literacy instruction in an early childhood classroom. Finally parents and children join 
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together and share a literacy experience meaningful to both of them. For example in the 
Even Start program there I worked, parents were invited by their children to “play” with 
them in the early childhood classroom and in so doing they learned about a particular 
area of early childhood curriculum, such as block building. 
Paratore identifies Project FLAME (Rodriguez-Brown, in Paratore, 2003) and 
the Intergenerational Literacy Project (Paratore 1995,1999, 2001, 2003) as two 
examples of a second type of family literacy program, one that provides service directly 
to the parent and intends to reach the child through the parent. Project FLAME was 
developed by and implemented by researchers Shanahan, Mulhem and Rodriguez-Brown 
(1995) at the University of Illinois at Chicago in 1989 and is currently an active family 
literacy program. The ILP (Paratore, 2001, 2003) gives parents the option of 
participating in four literacy components, three of which are of particular interest to my 
study: (1) literacy modeling, (2) literacy opportunity, and (3) literacy interaction. This 
program is also a currently active program. I review both Project FLAME and The ILP 
in the next section. 
A third type of family literacy program discussed by Paratore (2003, p. 19) 
focuses primarily on teaching parents to implement activities or projects at home that 
should help improve a children’s early literacy knowledge. However, such projects do 
not set a goal to advance a parents’ own literacy abilities (p. 19). Keeping Up With 
Children (KUC) is an example of this third kind of program, which focuses on helping 
parents help their children with literacy. The researcher’s findings of the KUC study 
were supportive of the evidence found in other family literacy studies that efforts to 
involve parents in their children’s literacy learning result at least in the short-term in 
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higher performance for children on literacy-related measures. The researchers found that 
when the parents experienced “the ways” their children were taught to read and write 
first hand, the parents gained confidence as they helped their children with literacy 
activities. At the same time the parents increased their knowledge and understanding of 
how children learn to read, including specific strategies to support their children at home 
while they learn (Paratore, 2002). 
I would place my own literacy study within the second and third type of family 
literacy program. I too focused on introducing parents to reading strategies with an 
intention that they could use these strategies at home to support their children with 
reading (p. 19). The parents in my study also expressed a goal of advancing their own 
reading abilities. 
The Controversy within Family Literacy Programs: What Constitutes 
a Family’s Literacy? 
Paratore (2001) and Gadsden (1994) suggest that a conceptual issue facing 
educators and researchers in family literacy programs focuses on the interpretation by 
educators as to what constitutes a family’s literacy. There are two conflicting premises. 
Gadsden, in the first premise, interprets that “a family’s lack of school-like literacy is 
perceived as “an obstacle to overcome in order for learning to occur”(Paratore, 2001, p. 
17). Gadsden identifies researchers and educators such as Sharon Darling (1992) and 
Potts and Paul (1995) from the National Center of Family Literacy (NCFL) as supporters 
of this first premise. The first premise can also be identified as advocating for an 
“intervention-prevention model.” 
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In the second premise family literacy educators “see the literacy practices already 
used in the home...as a basis for instruction”(Paratore, 2001, p. 17). Taylor (1997) and 
Auerbach (1989) proponents of premise number two, identifying it as a “family strength 
model” while they name the first premise as a “deficit model.” Rather than choosing one 
premise over the other, Gadsden argues that both premises are useful. She has garnered 
support for her position in the work of other researchers and theorists such as Delpit 
(1995), Delgado-Gaitan (1990), Shanahan et al. (1995). Gadsden argues that. 
Many parents want assistance in using school-like models for literacy and it 
is not only possible, but in fact, essential to use parent’s knowledge in 
developing instruction and integrating their interests into the curriculum. 
While the model based on the first holds promise for improving the literate 
abilities of parents and children, models based on the second provide for 
understanding the family as a source and user of knowledge. (2001, p. 17) 
Rogers, (2003) using critical social theory, refers to this same controversy over 
what constitutes a family’s literacy as a “discursive mismatch narrative.” By a 
“discursive mismatch narrative,” she means a storyline that frames the lives of families, 
often non-mainstream, whose children do not do well in school. 
The first narrative is that there is no literacy or there is lack of literate 
competence in the home. The second cultural narrative is that the home has 
the wrong kind of literacy. That is, that there is no schooled literacy 
present, (p. 53) 
This “mismatch” between the family and the school is often explained in one of three 
ways. The families do not have the “right” kind of literacy (e g., schooled literacy). They 
do not have enough practice with schooled literacy (my study) or, as suggested by Ogbu 
(1978), parents do not care about literacy and education perhaps because of the lack of 
belief in economic opportunities associated with education (Rogers, 2003, p. 5). Here 
the term “schooled literacy” is defined by “de-contextualized skills, individual mastery, 
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practice of skills, and evaluation that occurs through external authorities”(Rogers, 2003, 
p. 152). 
This controversy among family literacy educators and researchers is what initially 
caught my attention and led me into my present investigation of what happens when a 
schooled literacy instruction such as reading strategies, is introduced to parents in a 
family literacy program. I identify with both premises presented here in the literature 
review, valuing both a person’s “fabricated” family literacy practices and the idea of 
teaching a new schooled literacy strategy to a parent if that strategy strengthens the 
overall literacy knowledge of that person. I do not regard the family’s literacy practices 
as “deficit.” To do so would be to disregard all the literacy learning that represents the 
very essence of the family. 
Mainstream Parents Involved in their Children’s Literacy Development 
For the most part, researchers studying the socialization of a child into literacy 
such as Baumann (1997), Courtney (1987), and Kagitcibasi (1997) agree that a parent’s 
involvement in their child’s education is a most important literacy practice. In Taylor and 
Strickland’s (1986) study of non-mainstream families reading with their children at 
home, they describe a literacy event of a family reading together as a metaphor of dance. 
They state: 
...What families do (when engaging in a storybook reading activity) is 
dance together and through the dance, they communicate. Facial 
expressions, gesture, and touch, the rhythm and speed of movement, use of 
space, together with the sound of voices are all part of the “dance” as the 
family reads together. (1988, p. 31) 
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They argue that the family is the primary interpretive language community of the 
child. They also attempt to illustrate the social situations in which parents and children 
provide for one another countless opportunities for discovery, exploration, creation and 
maintenance of the contextual worlds that a family shares. 
In supporting research about the socialization of children to literacy, 
Sonnenschein, Baker, Serpell, and Schmidt (2000) in their study argue that middle class 
parents were more likely to emphasize authentic reading and writing activities than did 
low-income parents. The low-income parent seemed more likely to emphasize isolated 
skill building activities, such as consonant substitution and word family study, when 
educating their children at home. In other words, the researchers found that low-income 
parents were more likely to use a skill-based approach. In a skill-based approach, a 
parent limits the child’s exploration of the text to a literal understanding rather than 
introducing them to inferring and doing a critical analysis when using authentic reading 
and writing. 
Family literacy researcher Compton-Lilly (2003) explores the limits and 
potentials of mainstream literacy practices, and offers further insight into urban families 
who offer a skill based reading support system to their children. Compton-Lilly presents 
what she identifies as the types of reading practices that proliferate in American homes 
and schools. They are: 
• Teaching children the names of each letter; 
• Teaching children to be able to recognize words in any context; 
• Discouraging children from relying on illustrations to read’ 
• Having child copy words to help them learn to read; and 
• Having children learn new words by practicing with flashcards (p.7) 
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She states that these practices continue to flourish in homes and classrooms because they 
are generally associated with learning to read. This mainstream reading approach is 
therefore passed on to mainstream and non-mainstream parents alike; however the non- 
mainstream parent has difficulty placing the mainstream reading practices as such in their 
own home literacy environment. All the parent’s energy goes into replicating the reading 
practices and there is no time for extra questions and inferential thinking. 
Heath’s data (1983) concurs with that of Baker et al. Heath found that the 
Roadville parents who taught the basic reading skills to their children did not take time 
to ask extra questions and engage the children in inquiry. The research of this body of 
literature underlines the importance of the parent’s perspective for children’s literacy 
development. 
Non-Mainstream Parents Involved in their 
Children’s Literacy Development 
Studies in family literacy literature have shown non-mainstream parents highly 
value and strongly support their child’s literacy development (Delgado-Gaitan, 1990, 
1996; Ogbu, 1994). These studies provide the necessary documentation that non¬ 
mainstream families do not fit the deficit assumption ascribed to them by some teachers 
and educators. In this section, I review studies about non-mainstream parents who are 
concerned not only with actively supporting their children’s literacy learning, but also 
their own literacy learning. I include here research about parents enrolled in family 
literacy programs. I review this area of parental involvement research in order to 
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provide it as a theoretical framework for family literacy practices that appear in my 
study. 
In an ethnography of Latino families, Delgado-Gaitan (1990) observed children 
in their homes, and like Taylor, found that non-mainstream families who saw themselves 
as having something to offer their children regarding their literacy development and who 
participated with them in shared parent-child literacy events could impact their own 
child’s literacy learning and help support their children to become successful learners. 
Delgado-Gaitan (1990) examined the ways in which Mexican, Spanish-speaking 
families assisted their children with literacy learning at home and with school in general. 
The twenty families she studied lived in Portillo, a multiethnic town that had been home 
to Mexican immigrants for many generations. The parents all expressed a strong desire 
for their children to succeed in school, and their desire to help led many of them to try to 
improve their English skills by attending classes in English as a second language. Of 
particular note was a Spanish-only preschool program, which placed a strong emphasis 
on educating parents to be co-teachers of their children. Parents were invited to attend 
monthly meetings to learn about the school curriculum and ways to reinforce it at home 
in the course of their daily activities. 
Delgado-Gaitan’s observations of the children at home, like those of Taylor’s, 
were in striking conflict with the often-held disrespectful view of “impoverished home 
environments in undereducated, low-income families”(Paratore, 2001, p. 10). Instead she 
found non-mainstream parents attempting to support their children’s school success in 
several ways. One of those ways is of particular interest to my study. That is, parents 
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were observed reading to their children, a practice that they learned from their contact 
with the bilingual preschool teachers when they first entered the school community. 
I mention here a few of the many important findings in Delgado-Gaitan’s work. 
First, these families were committed to and actively involved in supporting their 
children’s success in school and did so by implementing literacy practices taught to them 
by their children’s preschool teachers and also by engaging their children in numerous 
literacy interactions at home. Second, intensive efforts by the school system, during the 
children’s preschool year to introduce parents to ways to support their children’s school 
success, were effective in helping parents add to their routine literacy interactions with 
their children. 
There was ample evidence that parents had learned to embed the literacy 
practices taught to them without displacing their own family routines and 
traditions. However, despite the carefully planned co-teaching approach 
during the children’s preschool years, there remained areas of 
misunderstanding and confusion that went unaddressed in later school 
years, (Paratore, 2001, p. Ill) 
Willett, Solsken and Wilson-Keenan (1996) drew upon Delgado-Gaitan’s 
research and observed how home and school literacy practices were shared and 
connected when non-mainstream families linked their own literacy practices with the 
school’s literacy curriculum. For example, one family in their study integrated math and 
science into their home literacy practices as they cared for their pet iguana. 
A recent study by Senecal and LeFevre (2001) of non-mainstream parents who 
were from a variety of cultures, including Latino, African-American, Asian, and Euro- 
American and who were not participants in a family literacy program suggests that home 
reading experiences and parent-teaching are important features in the development of 
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children’s literacy learning. Senecal and LeFevre found that, without parent instruction, 
it might take children more time to make gains in reading. Most importantly, the data 
suggests that the acquisition of beginning reading skills is closely related to the frequency 
with which parents provide formal experiences with print, such as teaching children 
reading and writing strategies (p. 43). 
A multi case study of non-mainstream Latino parents who participated in the 
International Literacy Project (ILP) (Paratore, Melzi, Krol-Sinclair, 1999), a family 
literacy program began in 1989 and still in progress, has served more than 2,000 families, 
most of whom are new immigrants who came to the US from 43 different countries. The 
ILP is a collaborative effort between Boston University undergraduate and graduate 
students, and the Chelsea Public Schools. In the International Literacy Project, bi-lingual 
parents are given an opportunity to read and respond to multi-lingual, multi-cultural 
literacy materials of personal interest to them. Family Literacy Tutors assist the parents 
to join in a forum to share their family literacy experiences and ideas with their friends 
and teachers. Parents join in with their children using many forms of literacy, including 
reading and writing oral histories, composing letters to friends and family members, 
journal keeping, and story writing and publishing. 
Dr. Paratore, one of the designers of the ILP program, presents another view of 
family literacy in which the two conflicting premises of family literacy can be joined. She 
states. 
The ILP is a carefully and thoughtfully designed family literacy program 
that could represent both premises in the conflict facing family literacy 
educators; ILP could teach ‘the codes’ (Delpit, 1995, p.45), identified as 
necessary for knowing if one is to participate successfully in the 
mainstream of American life and, at the same time, could uncover, 
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recognize, and build on the household ‘funds of knowledge’ described by 
Moll and his colleagues. (Diaz, Moll, & Mehan 1986) 
The “codes of power” (Delpit, 1995), refers to a term coined by Delpit that 
, describes her interpretation of the “rules” necessary to negotiate within the power 
systems that are already established in American society, such as the school. For 
example non-mainstream parents have little interest in having the schools reinforce what 
children already know and instead want to ensure that the school provides their children 
with discourse patterns, inter-actional style and spoken and written language “codes” 
that will allow them to succeed in the larger society (p. 29). 
Moll and his colleagues (1996) introduced a view of family literacy practices as 
being “funds of knowledge” from which all family members can draw from, regardless of 
there ability to read and write. Their main premise is to acknowledge everyone’s literacy 
practices, not just the schooled literacy practices. 
The researchers found evidence in their study that in order to reverse school 
failure educators needed to understand how individuals used literacy within the full 
context of their home and school lives (Paratore, 2001). The research found 
improvement in children’s literacy learning when they were given opportunities to learn 
to read, write, and speak in their first language. Findings from Paratore’s initial study, 
analyzed by Paratore (1999) support the view that participation in a family literacy 
program influences the consistency with which the parents share literacy with their 
children, and in many cases, the particular ways in which they engage their children, 
before, during, and after reading. They also found that, in every case, the practice of 
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family literacy was an important and integral part of family life long before parents joined 
ILP. 
Dr. Paratore’s (2001) most recent research discusses more findings from the ILP. 
She explains that people are learning important lessons about literacy learners from her 
research. For example, she says, 
we [the researchers] have learned that ethnicity, language, years of 
education and socioeconomic status tell us little about the ways parents use 
literacy to achieve their personal goals, about their interest in their 
children’s educational experience or about their ability to support their 
children academically. (2001, p. 111) 
She reminds family literacy educators to be cognizant of Lareau’s (1994) cautionary 
statement, “although family-school partnerships are overwhelmingly defined as helpful 
for children, there is clear evidence that parents’ actions can have unintended, negative 
consequences”(p. 67). By this statement Lareau implies that if a parent is not trained in 
how to help their child read, a parent might become short tempered and distraught with 
the child while reading together, and ultimately send a negative message about reading to 
the child. Paratore and her colleagues state. 
We see no reason to turn away from family literacy and home-school 
partnership intervention initiatives but rather as reason to heighten our 
awareness of the need to develop programs around the principle of 
negotiated and collaborative interactions, (p. 112) 
She speaks of a “reciprocal approach” to family literacy curriculum instruction. That is, 
asking teachers to instruct parents in school based literacy in family literacy programs as 
they also learn about and integrate parent’s existing knowledge and resources into the 
school curriculum. 
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Therefore, the current popular educational practice of encouraging parents to 
help with their children’s schoolwork needs to be carefully implemented and informed by 
more research (p. 34). Finally the indirect ways in which parents influence their children, 
in addition to directly teaching skills, needs to be studied further. I will refer to further 
research the educational practice of encouraging parents to help their children with their 
schoolwork. Also I would like to also refer to further research the impact a parent’s 
indirect ways of teaching have upon his/her own child’s literacy learning. 
Scott-Jones (1987) looks at high and low achieving low-income, Black first 
graders and their mothers, described as “low-readiness mothers who act as teachers”(p. 
33). She cautions other family literacy teachers to be wary of the undue pressure that can 
be created for a parent if a parent is asked to perform school literacy practices, and the 
parent has not gained confidence to read with their child. A negative parent/child 
interaction may occur. She also suggests that the learning that occurs in everyday 
interactions in the home may be different from the modes of learning and thinking 
required in school. A negative parent-child interaction may result when a mother with 
little formal education is asked to teach “school skills” to her child. 
In a similar vein, Auerbach (1995) questions the motivation of family literacy 
teachers who instruct parents enrolled in a family literacy program to do various literacy 
activities with their children and who have an expectation of transferring instruction from 
a school context to the home context. She argues that a mother may only transfer the 
school literacy practices to the home because she wants to follow the requests made by 
the teacher. In other words, the parent believes in and values the role of the teacher and 
any requests she/he may make, as well as the schooled literacy premise that a good 
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education is necessary if a child is going to succeed. She also makes the point that a true 
transformation of literacy can only occur when a parent initiates a new literacy lesson to 
be taught. Auerbach returns to her basic premise that a learner in a family literacy 
program is best served when a participatory curriculum is offered and is built based on 
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the literacy needs of that person (or a group of like people) and carried out by a 
respectful family literacy teacher-facilitator. I agree with her basic supposition that a true 
transformation of literacy can only occur when a parent is invested and motivated to 
learn a particular literacy lesson, not merely doing it because she is told to learn the 
strategy. However, I do not have a problem with a family literacy teacher instructing a 
parent to use a particular literacy skill or strategy if the parent has deemed this strategy 
as a useful one for the parent to learn. 
Paratore (2001) points out the results of a Even Start Family Literacy Program 
National Evaluation (St. Pierre et al., 1995). In this evaluation family literacy programs 
who provided a good chunk of time for “Parent and Child Together Time,” a scheduled 
component of a family literacy program, saw more parent-child learning activities (1995, 
p. 16). However, the evaluator of this national evaluation of multiple family literacy 
programs concludes that there was no “statistical evidence” that a family literacy 
program’s emergent reading instruction made any differences in the quality of the parent- 
child reading interaction. This finding is of great concern to both practitioners and 
program designers in family literacy programs, particularly the Even Start Family 
Literacy programs. The researchers (St. Pierre, Gamse, et al., 1998) suggest that the 
difference in the two findings may be attributed to a future change in the content of the 
parent education component of the Even Start Program. The Even Start Program 
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upholds as two of its basic tenets that: (1) parents are the first and best teachers of their 
own children; and (2) their family literacy program should provide literacy training for 
the parents so they can assist their children. 
I disagree with this evaluator’s findings because, from my perspective as a 
qualitative researcher, I do not recognize “statistical evidence” as the way to evaluate 
what is going on between parent and child during a parent-child interaction. Important 
qualitative evidence, such as the sound of the voice during a talk, non-verbal and verbal 
gestures, the rhythm and speed of movement, and the sounds of the voices, are 
overlooked. 
During the parent-child reading assessment task a parent was asked to read a 
simple book to her child while a trained observer rated the task by recording five major 
aspects of the parent-child interaction. The evaluation of the parent-child reading task 
was limited by the evaluation instrument, which was a pre-coded statistical form. In 
addition this form did not allow for the acknowledgment of any of the family’s literacy 
strategies as being significant. Rather, the instrument only allowed for the 
acknowledgment of school-based literacy practices such as how the parent described the 
book to the child, and how the parent questions the child about the story content (1995, 
p. 17). I highlight this study here as an example of the inconsistency in evaluation that 
may exist in many of the studies in this area of the literature. 
Project FLAME is the fourth example of a family literacy program that supports 
parents as “the most important teacher” of their children’s literacy learning. Rodriquez- 
Brown (2003) explains that Project FLAME (Family Literacy: Appriendo, Mejorando, 
Educando, [Learning, Improving, Education]) was based on a key assumption that a 
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supportive home environment is essential to literacy development, that parents can have 
a positive effect on their children’s learning, and that parents who are confident and 
successful learners will be effective teachers for their children. The findings from the 
research in Project FLAME (Rodriquez-Brown, Li, & Albom, 1999) indicate that the 
program assisted parents to improve their English proficiency assisted children with 
knowledge of letter names and print awareness, encouraged parents to visit their 
children’s schools more frequently, and buy more literacy materials for use in the home 
and become more confidence helping their children with homework. 
As described by Rodriguez-Brown, 
Project FLAME is a community based family literacy program based in 
the Chicago Public school system and collaborates with the University of 
Illinois at Chicago. Parent participants and University personnel work 
together and share knowledge about program activities .The collaboration 
has allowed parents to validate their primary discourses, literacies and 
cultural models of learning. (Rodriguez-Brown, 2003, p.130) 
The program allows the participants to learn different ways to share literacy, which, in 
turn, has added and enhanced the ways and opportunities for parents to share literacy 
with their children at home and in the community. 
One of the findings from Project FLAME is “parents have been great teachers in 
my endeavors to support their needs as the most important teachers of their young 
children” (p. 134). The researchers in Project FLAME also found that other family 
literacy programs need to change and adapt to the needs of the population of parents 
served, and that flexibility should be a characteristic of the programs (p. 135) because 
programs that are not sensitive to the learners are not effective (Reese & Gallimore, 
2000). For example a program that encourages a parent to bring a homemade book to 
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class or show cultural ways to interact with her/his children, validates a parent’s 
knowledge and accepts the cultural mode of learning (p. 135). 
I conclude my review of parent involvement literature as I examine Henderson’s 
(1987) comprehensive study of over fifty-three parent involvement programs. Henderson 
states: “parental involvement is not a quick-fix; however it is absolutely fundamental to a 
healthy system of education”(p. 9). She summarizes her study with the following 
statement: 
The studies show that programs designed with a strong component of 
parent involvement help students perform better than those who have taken 
part in otherwise identical programs with less parent 
involvement....Children whose parents are in touch with the school score 
higher than those children whose parents are not involved. Parents who 
help their children learn at home nurture (in themselves and in their 
children) attitudes that are crucial to achievement... (p. 149) 
In the next section, I review studies that look at the differences between home- 
based and school-based literacy practices. Finally, I look at the findings of researchers 
who want to resolve their differences. 
Related Research on the Differences Between School and 
Home Literacy Practices 
A difference between the approach a family takes to carry out literacy practices in 
their home and the approach the school anticipates a family should take to carry out 
literacy practices may begin to develop between school and home. For example when a 
classroom teacher suggests during a parent- teacher conference that a child is not 
keeping up with the other students, a parent is expected to understand what he or she 
should do to support their child’s literacy learning so that the child will be at grade level. 
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The studies that I have selected to look at in this section demonstrate a difference 
between home and school literacy practices. I review studies in this area of the literature 
because it was just such a difference that prompted the parents in the study being 
investigated to seek assistance from me, as their family literacy teacher, in order to learn 
schooled literacy strategies to help their children succeed. I use the term “difference” 
throughout this study. I am uncomfortable using the term “gap” often seen in family 
literacy literature as I regard it as language that perpetuates a deficit view of parents and 
children in non-mainstream families. 
First a study by Losey (1995) suggests that a parent who has not learned the 
literacy practices of the school classroom and who uses different interactional patterns at 
home makes very little impact on whether his/her child succeeds in the classroom. Losey 
emphasizes that students who come to school already familiar with the norms and values 
of the school have an advantage over those students who are not. Furthermore, a student 
who knows the discourse appropriate to the classroom can concentrate on the content of 
the teacher’s lesson and participate more successfully in it (p. 285). Losey acknowledges 
in her study that a non-mainstream parent would benefit from training in how to engage 
in “school talk” with her/his children. 
Sarah Michaels, a researcher who also focuses on “school talk,” supports Losey’s 
viewpoint that learning how to participate in “school talk” or, as she states, “learning 
how to talk about decontextualized text” (1981, p. 425) may be useful for a non¬ 
mainstream parent to learn. Michaels also suggest that classroom teachers must 
recognize non -school “discourse” or talk, as parallel in complexity not less than 
decontextualized text. 
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Bus and van Ijzendoum, (1995) posits that, if a parent does not appear to be 
‘interested in taking the advice of the school to support his/her children in schooled 
literacy activities, the parent is deemed uninterested in her child’s education. The parent 
may also be identified as not able to help his/her child with reading, as well as not able to 
assist their child in other school- related activities. At this point, communication may 
break down between the family and the school, and the child may then be labeled as “at 
risk,” in terms of his or her ability to succeed in the academic tasks of school and as a 
result be placed in a reading remediation class. 
School personnel may label a child who is unsuccessful at performing school 
literacy practices as “at risk” because his/her home literacy practices are different from 
those taught in the mainstream of the school. This “at risk” perspective has been noted 
by many family literacy researchers who are concerned with the labeling of children from 
non-mainstream families as “socially disadvantaged” (Hidalgo, 1995, p. 503). A part of 
this perspective includes having an opinion that a non-mainstream family has little, if 
anything, of value to offer their child concerning literacy learning. 
Hidalgo reports on a study of low-income Puerto Rican families’ interactions 
with the special education system by Harry (1992), which examined how ethnicity 
influenced parents’ understanding of their child’s placement in special education. She 
states “Harry found that Puerto Rican parents used a broader definition of normal child 
development than the definitions used by educators” (p. 503). 
Occasionally school personnel focus on the negative with children from some 
non-mainstream families. They emphasize what the children fail to accomplish rather 
than on what they are accomplishing. This type of characterization leads educators to 
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make incorrect conclusions about the abilities of some children. For example, some 
educators generalize that African American and Puerto Rican students as not as capable 
of success in the classroom as their European-American students. Likewise these same 
educators generalize Asian children as being extremely successful and often surpassing 
their European-American counterparts. 
The Treader family (Rogers, 2003), an urban African-American family labeled as 
“low-income” and “low literate,” exhibited a sense of frustration and powerlessness as 
they attempted to negotiate with the public school to prevent their own child from being 
labeled “at risk” and placed in a special education class. Rogers describes and explains 
that the differences that are perceived to exist between the school literacy and that of the 
family are due to “power relationships that are acquired as children and adults interact 
with literacy in the many domains of a family’s literacy lives.” 
Compton-Lilly’s (2003) study that explores the limits and potential of the 
mainstream literacy practices of first-grade urban students, and the roles their parents 
and grandparents play, concurs with Rogers that the differences between the school 
literacy and that of the family are due to power relationships. She also challenges the 
view that urban parents don’t care about their children’s education and builds respect for 
the difficulties that the children in her study face when learning to read. 
I look next at a group of studies in the literature focusing on successful home- 
school-community links as I am interested in seeking solutions to minimize the 
differences between the school and non-mainstream homes. These studies highlight ways 
for families, classroom teachers, and family literacy teachers to appreciate each other’s 
literacy practices and, in so doing, forge a link between home and school literacy 
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Studies of Home-School-Communitv Links 
In this section, I look at studies that suggest a home-school-community link as a 
way to “connect” the literacy practices of non-mainstream families with the literacy 
practices of the school. In doing this, I define home-school link as a term that refers to a 
way to directly connect school literacy practices to the many and varied kinds of family 
literacy practices in an effort to help the child acquire necessary literacy skills. School 
literacy practices, also referred to as “school defined-ways” by Leichter (1984), may 
include using pencils, paper, and books, having an established time to do homework, and 
a “teacher” dominated turn-taking format (Rogers, 2003, p. 60). 
Elsa Auerbach’s seminal study of family literacy (1989) offers one solution to 
making up the difference between family and school literacy practices. Auerbach points 
out that a deficit view of a family’s literacy practices is capable of reducing a family’s 
literacy strengths because their literacy and language practices are diminished and made 
to look as if they are less important than school literacy practices. The family is then 
positioned as not capable of participating in school literacy learning. 
To address these differences, Auerbach argues that educators should become 
aware of and gain an appreciation for the family’s literacy practices. She agrees with 
Teale (1986), Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines (1988), and Delgado-Gaitan (1996), who 
suggest that a school-centered view of literacy has been imposed on certain groups of 
people, such as non-mainstream families enrolled in family literacy programs. These 
researchers support literacy initiatives that offer all people a place to bring their own 
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family-centered/community-centered view of literacy to be acknowledged, alongside the 
school-centered view of literacy. 
Hidalgo et al. (1995), in their comprehensive study of four non-mainstream 
families suggest that the family and the school are two important contexts for children’s 
learning and development. She explains that an “at risk” perspective toward non¬ 
mainstream children is one and the same as “the deficit view” of middle class parents, 
constructed in some family literacy programs. Hidalgo’s research, studying Puerto Rican 
families involvement with their children’s schooling, provides an excellent example of 
“what families can do when they work within their extended literacy community rather 
than what they can not accomplish when they are left outside of the school literacy 
community” (p. 503). 
Researchers have used a model of school literacy practices as the framework for 
defining the literacy activities parents should conduct at home, deeming school literacy 
practices as most beneficial to academic success. Hidalgo suggests shifting the lense of 
analysis to look at the socially and culturally meaningful activities in daily family life that 
may promote school achievement (p. 500). She replaces a school framework with a 
community framework as she defines literacy activities or practices that a parent might 
conduct at home. In Hidalgo’s view, it is not necessary for home activities to match the 
expectations of the school (Goldenberg, 1987). Instead, parent-child literacy activities 
can feature storytelling or relating traditional sayings and expressions from their own 
culture. 
Hidalgo also suggests a conceptual model that emphasizes a concept of 
“partnership” between the child and the parent as they explore literacy together. She 
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theorizes that, because the job of educating and socializing the child are the responsibility 
of both the family and the school (Heath, 1983; Rogers, 2000), the establishment of a 
strong partnership between the two is essential if the child’s academic success is to be 
maximized (p. 515). Hidalgo’s research is of interest to my study since, in the initial 
stages of my research, I, too, established a partnership to foster literacy development 
between the parent and the child. This is the backdrop for my study as Denise came to 
me asking what she could to answer her son Wilbur’s teacher, who asked Denise “to 
help her child with reading.” 
Although Denise valued her children’s education, she had been given little 
information about how to best support her children as students each year in the schools. 
Denise also follows the model mentioned by Hidalgo of the Puerto Rican female as the 
family member responsible for the socialization of her children into literacy. 
Taylor (1983), in her seminal study on family literacy, suggests, like Heath 
(1983), that the pedagogical literacy practices in the school with their undue emphasis on 
decontextualized literacy activities might undermine the opportunity for reading and 
writing to become socially significant in the lives of both adults and children and 
therefore an integral facet of family life (p. 88). Both researchers agree that it is of 
utmost importance to find ways to bring home and school literacy practices closer 
together. A family literacy program which teaches parents literacy skills and practices 
aligned to school-based literacy practices is one possible way to accomplish this 
objective of bringing the school and the home literacy practices closer together. 
The ethnographic study by Volk (1992) complementing the Hidalgo study also 
focuses on constructing a partnership between parent and child in order to foster reading 
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development. In her study, Volk investigates the successes of two non-mainstream 
families as they worked in partnership with the school. Specifically, two Spanish- 
dominant, Puerto Rican kindergarten children, their mothers and their classroom teacher 
jointly construct a culture of teaching and learning together. Volk’s research contrasts 
with some of the previous research in parent involvement, which emphasized the lack of 
continuity between schools and home literacy practices and the inability of many non¬ 
mainstream parents to provide traditional school-like literacy instruction. 
As Volk explores lessons from both the school and home, she emphasizes the 
infrequent but important times when the two Puerto Rican mothers provide instruction 
to their own children, using a traditional schooled discourse pattern, referred to in the 
literature as “recitation script.” Recitation script, also described as initiation-response- 
evaluation or I-R-E (Cazden et al., 1992; Mehan, 1979), refers to a style of 
communication used by classroom teachers and some mainstream parents, but not 
typically used in the homes of African-American, Mexican-American, or Puerto Rican 
families. 
The significance of Volk’s study is that she found evidence that the two parents 
in her study did have experience with and did use a traditional schooled discourse pattern 
at home, “although infrequently” (Volk’s emphasis). The parents in her study drew on 
their knowledge of classroom discourse patterns, as well as their cultural literacy 
practices, to prepare their children for academic success. 
A body of parent involvement literature strongly suggests that involved parents 
can make a difference in their child’s reading achievement (Topping, 1989; Taylor & 
Dorsey-Gaines, 1988). Many of these studies focus on the mainstream parents who were 
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previously “schooled” in using instructional reading strategies to help their children with 
reading at home (Taylor, 1983). However, I have found several new studies (Rogers, 
2003; Senecal & LeFevre, 2001; Rodriguez-Brown, in Paratore, 2003; Paratore; 2001, 
2003; Compton-Lilly, 2003) that suggest that non-mainstream parents do impact and 
“making a difference” to their children’s literacy learning. 
If the school determines that the family’s literacy practices are “different” from 
the school’s literacy practices, the school may suggest to the parent that they need to 
receive training in school literacy practices so they can learn to be more effective helping 
their child at home with reading. This is the school’s attempt at making a “home-school 
link,” or aligning the school literacy practices to the family’s literacy practices. I support 
a plan of making a home-school link when a parent makes a request to find out how to 
make such a link. I tried to establish a similar link when I taught reading strategies to the 
parent participants in the family literacy program where I worked. 
Koskinen and Shockley (1994) suggested “parallel literacy practice” as a possible 
solution to linking the literacy practices of the school with the literacy “opportunities” of 
the home. In this study, they created the opportunity for a family to practice school 
literacy activities at home. For example, as a child learned how to write in a dialogue 
journal at school, the parent was invited to do a “parallel practice” of writing in a journal 
with her child at home. Thus parallel literacy practices were created. The goal she set for 
a parent to accomplish was to help her/him connect with books, with her/his child, and 
with literacy experiences (p. 501). My study also considers “parallel literacy practices” as 
a solution for parents who are in interested in creating the opportunity to practice the 
school literacy strategies at home. 
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Edwards (1995a, 1995b) also investigated the “home-school link.” In her 
studies, Edwards held many conversations with African-American parents and concluded 
that, although parents wanted their own children to succeed in school, they did not have 
a plan for helping them succeed. Edwards reported from her conversations that the 
parents did not know what to do once they “got into a book”(1995b, p. 57). She also 
found that the parents were not competent readers. As a result of these conversations 
Edwards created a storybook reading program for low-income parents called the Parents 
as Partners in Reading. She focused her program on assisting parents in how to read 
effectively to their children. When the parent included the new information taught to 
them with their own cultural literacy practices, they were better prepared to help their 
own children’s literacy development (p. 66). Edwards’ workshop is her attempt to 
equalize the differences between the home and the school’s literacy practices. The 
implication of Edwards’ study suggests that problems can be created when a child’s 
preparation for school is inconsistent with the school literacy practices (i.e., listening to 
stories, responding to questions about what the meaning is of the stories). Parallel 
literacy practices as suggested in the study by Koshinen and Shockley (1994) would 
solve the problem for the parents participating in the Parents as Partners in Reading 
program. The sooner an opportunity arises for a parent to become familiar with the 
school literacy practices established by the school the sooner there will be literacy 
improvement. Likewise, the sooner the school has an opportunity to become familiar 
with the family’s literacy practices, the sooner there will be additional literacy 
improvements. 
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Finally I review Compton-Lilly’s (2003) recent study of the literacy development 
of urban first-grade children and their families roles in it. She advocates for the creation 
of a “third space” (Gutierrez et al., 1999) created at the intersection of home and school 
(p. 138). Likewise, Gee (1992) refers to a “third space” as “borderlands,” that are 
situated between home and school and feature a hybrid discourse that merges home and 
school discourses (p. 122, in Compton-Lilly). Compton-Lilly, a teacher-researcher, 
refrains from making suggestions to the parents of the first grade children she taught as 
to how she felt they should go about helping their own children learn to read. In so doing 
she creates a new space for a conversation to happen in which the dialogue of the parent 
and teacher can be brought together. She also suggests that the “social positioning of 
parent and teacher can be re-created which allows the teachers to recognize and become 
responsive to the conversation about literacy that the parent brings” (p. 142). She refutes 
the role as the “expert” and in so doing she sets up the parents as informants, rather than 
recipients of information. She allows one to conjecture about what it would be like if the 
“traditional” parent-teacher conference could be transformed into a stronger, better 
model. She allows educators to consider a possibility of creating a “third space” where 
there is dialoging and whatever else is necessary to link the school and the home literacy 
practices together. 
Summary of the Literature Review 
I have reviewed studies relating to mainstream and non-mainstream parents as 
the first teacher of their children’s literacy. These studies are framed by two theoretical 
perspectives: family literacy theory and family literacy programs. In order to begin my 
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research study, I investigated definitions of literacy, which included the terms of family 
literacy and literacy practices. The definition of literacy that I used to frame my study 
goes beyond an individual getting meaning from or interacting around the printed page. I 
also include the social context happening around the literacy practices of reading and 
writing. As a framework for defining family literacy, my study concurs with those who 
support the view that family literacy encompasses the ways that family members use 
literacy at home and in their communities as they go about their lives. Within the frame 
of my study, school literacy practices are defined as talking about and giving and 
receiving support around reading and writing in order that a child may succeed in school. 
These literacy strategies are deeply embedded in the social context. In my study, school 
literacy practices also describe a set of interventions related to the literacy development 
of young children. 
As I reviewed the literature of literacy practices in a social context, I found that 
parents from a Western culture assumed a role as the child’s first teacher and used 
routinized literacy practices such as story book reading more readily than parents in non- 
Westem cultures. In these studies, non-mainstream parents typically did not engage in 
literacy practices with their children. The literature I reviewed provided evidence that the 
communication system of some non-mainstream families did not prepare their children to 
read and write at a level that promotes success in school. I was able to draw similarities 
between this area of research and my own two case studies. Within the framework of the 
studies on parental involvement, I observed parents supporting their children’s literacy 
learning and thus created a framework for my own conceptual model of parents reading 
with their own children. 
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Although a large body of research highlights the differences between family and 
school literacy practices, I emphasize the studies that link the school and family literacy 
practices. I also include the parent “fabricated” literacy support strategies making it 
possible for a non-mainstream parent to successfully negotiate her/his literacy needs with 
her/his children in both. Using this conceptual model, I began to structure a reading 
strategies workshop as part of a participatory curriculum I taught in a family literacy 
program. By empowering the two parents, Denise and Shrieffe, with a reading 
intervention consisting of reading strategies compatible with their children’s reading 
instruction and that of their own and my support as a teacher-researcher in their homes, 
school literacy practices and family literacy practices are linked together with community 






I collected data from two parents who were enrolled in a family literacy program 
to answer my research questions: 1. What happens when two parents who learned 
reading strategies in a family literacy workshop use these strategies as they read with 
their children at home?, and 2. How did I negotiate my dual role as teacher and as 
researcher with the parents and their children as I participated in the home reading 
session? I chose a qualitative research methodology because it calls for collecting and 
analyzing data from a natural setting. Qualitative research allows me the theory and the 
methods to study the experiences of families who are from diverse cultures with 
culturally specific literacy practices. I chose a case study model because it is a qualitative 
research design used particularly for focused examination of some clearly identified event 
or strategy (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). In these two case studies, the focus of the inquiry 
is of literacy events where parent and child read together at home. 
The studies reported here are naturalistic case studies. Naturalistic research 
methods attempt to describe a social phenomenon and allow for “careful study of human 
activity in its natural and complex state”(Stake, 1988, p. 263). “The naturalistic 
paradigm at least enables one to document what is actually occurring in the home and to 
observe links between these practices and effects” (Teale, 1986, p. 174). Prolonged 
observation and a variety of data gathering methods provide the researcher with the data 
needed to make in-depth investigation of the social event observed. 
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Since the goal of a researcher is to understand more completely what he/she 
observes, the case study approach is particularly well suited to this goal: 
Case study is the examination of an instance in action. The study of 
particular incidents and events, and the selective collection of information 
on biography, personality, intention and values, allows the case study 
worker to capture and portray those elements of a situation that gave it 
meaning. (Walker, 1980, p. 33) 
As Teale (1986) points out, naturalistic inquiry “fits into” rather than “disrupts, 
the patterns of the family life” and is, therefore, especially effective in supporting results 
such research seeks (p. 174). Case study methodology is ideal for in-depth investigation. 
Feagin, Orum and Sjorberg, (1990) and Tellis (1997) state that a case study satisfies the 
three tenets of the qualitative research method: describing, understanding and explaining. 
Yin (1994, 2000) outlines six key sources for collecting data when constructing a case 
study. These key sources include documentation, archival records, interview, direct 
observation, participant observation, and physical artifacts. He comments that each 
source has strengths and weaknesses; therefore, case studies should use as many sources 
as appropriate to the study design. I used all of the other key sources for collecting data 
except archival records as I constructed my two case studies. 
Each case study for this research project focused on a parent as she read with her 
children at home after she was introduced to reading strategies in a family literacy 
workshop. The two parents, ShriefFe and Denise, were selected by me from nine other 
parent participants enrolled in the Reading Strategies Workshop. Over the past year 
Shreiffe and Denise maintained only a fair to good attendance record in the family 
literacy program. Therefore one of the reasons I selected them was because I felt that 
they might provide my study with discomfirming evidence. If they are the least likely 
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parents to use the reading strategies with their children and they in fact were found to 
use the strategies then the evidence will be considered to be very strong evidence. 
Secondly, I had established a teacher student relationship with both Denise and Shrieffe 
as they studied reading and writing with me in the family literacy program. I determined 
that my relationship with the two parents could easily grow into one of mutual respect 
over the years to come. Having begun to establish a sound relationship with both Denise 
and Shrieffe based on respect and trust I projected that it would make it easier for me to 
conduct the home reading sessions with them. They both exhibited respect for my 
authority as a teacher, so I surmised that they would no doubt continue to regard me 
similarly when I was a researcher in their home. Lastly I considered which parents in the 
Reading Strategies Workshop were the most language proficient in English. I am a 
monolingual English speaking reading teacher who had to rely on collecting data in 
English for this study. Both Denise and Shrieffe spoke English very well and although I 
heard them speaking to their children in their first language on several occasions, the 
majority of the conversations in their home when I was present were conducted in 
English. Many of the parents in the Reading Strategies Workshop were not as proficient 
in English as Denise and Shrieffe. My data analysis depended on my being able to 
transcribe the audiotaped data and then analyze the conversations as they were 
happening in the home. I felt as if I would jeopardize the integrity of this study if I could 
not understand the conversations of the parents and children in my study. These are the 
reasons why I selected Denise and Shrieffe to be the subjects of the two case studies. 
All the participants including Denise and Shrieffe had stated during an intake 
session that their literacy goals included learning how to help their children with 
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schoolwork and learning about how to support their children while reading at home. I 
had the opportunity to teach and observe both Denise and Shrieffe for at least one year 
prior to conducting this study in the family literacy program. I hesitated to include 
Denise at the onset of the study because she had a very poor attendance record in the 
family literacy program. Over the year or more that I taught reading and writing to both 
Denise and Shrieffe, I was able to establish a personal relationship with both parents as 
well as get to know their families. 
A conversation I had with Denise at the family literacy center became the 
motivation behind my designing the Reading Strategies Workshop. In this conversation 
Denise expressed to me that she was concerned because she did not know how to satisfy 
a request made by Wilbur’s second grade teacher asking her to help him at home with 
reading skills. Denise was hoping that I would help her out and show her what to do to 
help him “read better.” I interpreted from her request that I needed to model and teach 
her reading skills that would help Wilbur “read better.” A definition of “reading better” is 
linked to using school learning skills such as making sound symbol associations, reading 
with expression and fluency and understanding what one reads. 
The Settings and Participants 
In the following section I describe the context for my study, which includes the 
community where the family literacy program was located, the Reading Strategies 
Workshop, the parents who participated in the workshop, including Denise and Shreiffe 




The setting for this study was a small community of learners in a family literacy 
program located in an urban area in the Northeast section of the U.S where the majority 
of families are African American. The city’s population of about 160,000 is a diverse one 
with the majority of new families immigrating to the United States from Central and 
South America, Puerto Rico, Vietnam, Cambodia, China and Russia. 
The public school population of 26,594 reflects that approximately 23% of the 
students are Caucasian, 28% are African American, 47% are Latinos, a majority of 
whom are from Puerto Rico, and 1.9% are Asian, comprised of Vietnamese, Cambodian 
and Chinese (Springfield Republican, April 30, 2004). In the neighborhood where this 
study takes place two thirds of the children under the age of five are living in poverty. 
This city is in a category of having the fourth highest percentages of children living in 
poverty. Poverty level is defined as, “a family of three with an income of $12,886 or 
below or a family of four with an income of $16,501 (a U.S. State Department of 
Education report, November 11, 2001). 
Demographics of the community where this study occurs, as well as that of the 
city, indicate that adult literacy is a crucial issue. There are a growing number of young 
adults who join a group of an estimated 20,000 adults living within the city who need to 
improve their reading and writing, and it is estimated that more than 37,000 are without 
high school diplomas or GEDs. In addition, there is a growing number of families who 
are homeless, (550 children under the age of 15 were homeless in 2000) and many of 
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these families are not able to find a homeless shelter (Springfield Republican. May 15, 
2002.) Presently the state is funding housing for homeless families by paying local motels 
to provide a shelter for the families. 
The housing in the community where this study takes place is comprised of 
single-family homes, a section of which are included in the city’s historic district, two- 
family dwellings, multiple dwelling apartment complexes, and condominiums. During the 
Clinton presidency, the U.S. economy brought renewed investment into this working 
class community, revitalizing a depleted business community. A downturn in the 
economy has currently led to an increase in the number of homeless families. 
Employment opportunities have diminished over the past several years as many of the 
larger manufacturers and factories relocated to other areas of the U.S. or have left the 
U.S. entirely for other countries. One major gun manufacturing business is returning to 
Springdale and is located in this community. Recently, the employment vacuum has been 
filled by service industries that have provided a number of new jobs for people from the 
community. However, many people in the community are unsuccessful at finding a job 
and, as a result, are in the welfare-to-work transitional program. 
There are a number of schools and colleges located in the community. A 
technical community college provides continuing education for individuals interested in a 
technical course of study, while two other undergraduate and graduate colleges thrive, 
providing cultural and sporting events for the community and the entire city. A brand 
new elementary school, two elementary schools constructed at least 50 years ago, and 
three high schools, two of which have been renovated with federal and state dollars, 
provide activities and sports events throughout the school year. Several Protestant and 
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Catholic churches, located throughout the community, are well attended by the families. 
A Black Muslim mosque is also an integral part of the religious community. A civic 
center is located just outside of this community, which hosts a variety of events, such as 
international circuses, professional wrestlers, and a semi-professional hockey team. Many 
social agencies have established offices in the community providing a variety of social 
services for all. A new health center has been completed. 
The Family Literacy Program 
I describe here the organization of the family literacy program where I conducted 
the Reading Strategies Workshop. I do this because it is important to this study for a 
reader to understand the make-up of a family literacy program and the roles “taken on” 
by family participants and their teachers. The family literacy program was the result of a 
collaboration formed between the public schools and an adult literacy program funded by 
the public library. At the time of this study the family literacy program was in the fourth 
year of a six-year, state-supported grant. The staff consisted of two co-directors, one 
representing the public school early childhood department and the other the adult literacy 
program; two adult literacy teachers; one family literacy teacher (my position); and two 
early childhood teachers. 
The twenty-four parents and the twenty-two children attended either a morning 
or afternoon session held every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday or parents 
could elect to attend four full-day sessions. Each parent participant signed an attendance 
policy that reflected the number of days and number of hours in a week that each parent 
agreed to attend the literacy program. The maximum amount of time a participant could 
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attend the program was four full days, from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm. The minimum amount 
of time that a participant could attend was two half days, from 9:00am to 12:00. 
Denise’s attendance policy reflected her desire to attend the literacy program for 
two full days on Monday and Tuesday and two half-days on Wednesday and Thursday. 
Shrieffe’s attendance policy reflected her desire to attend the program for four half-days 
in the afternoon. A home component was included as part of the literacy program. 
Wednesday was PACT (Parent and Child Together), a time when the child and parent 
explored an activity together. In addition there were monthly field trips for the families 
and friends of the program to educational places of interest in neighboring communities, 
such as an apple orchard or planetarium. 
The Reading Strategies Workshop 
Out of a group of twenty-four parents enrolled in the family literacy program, 
eleven parents volunteered to enroll in the Reading Strategies Workshop, six attended 
the a.m. session and five attended the p.m. session. The parent participants were 
representative of a diverse group of ethnicities: Puerto-Rican, Asian, African-American, 
Middle-Eastern, and Eastern Europeans as well as a representation of a range of socio¬ 
economic backgrounds. The parent participants met with me for one hour every 
Thursday for twelve consecutive weeks. I encouraged the parents to share in the social 
context of the family literacy class, encouraging each parent to share their own home 
literacy practices with other interested parents. For example one parent described a home 
literacy practice of holding a family discussion after viewing a television sit-com that they 
all enjoyed. This forum of exchange provided an opportunity for a parent’s home literacy 
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practice to be brought into and shared with other parents during the family literacy 
program. 
The Participants 
I include here a profile of the two parents whom I selected as the subjects of the 
two case studies: Denise and Shrieffe. Each of the parents speaks English fluently 
enough to receive reading and writing instruction in English, although English is not their 
first language. Denise is Puerto Rican and speaks Spanish and Shrieffe is Lebanese and 
speaks Arabic. 
I also include a profile of myself as the teacher-researcher since it is through my 
perspective that the data are interpreted and my descriptions that the reader is brought 
into the two case studies. The definition that I use for teacher-researcher in this study is 
located in this chapter on page 88. For the purpose of anonymity the parent and children 
have pseudonyms. 
Denise 
Denise, a single parent of three children, is thirty years of age. Wilbur, her 
youngest son, is seven years old and in first grade. Gabe, her oldest son, is eight years 
old and in second grade where he is enrolled in a special education program. Iris, her 
only daughter, is ten years old and in fifth grade. She is presently living with a partner 
who is Wilbur’s father. She lives on the fourth floor of a government-subsidized 
apartment complex located in the South end of the city. This neighborhood is considered 
a high-crime area where drugs and gang violence are viewed openly. Even though police 
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are seen patrolling the area regularly, parents are wary of letting their children play 
outside. Neither Denise nor her partner owns a motor vehicle. Denise relies on the public 
transportation system to get her where she needs to go. She attained an eighth grade 
education, attending school in both the U.S and Puerto Rico. Denise says she was bom 
in the same city where this study takes place, and she has also lived in Puerto Rico. She 
speaks fluent Spanish and English, although Spanish is her first language. She says she 
does not read or write in Spanish so she considers English to be her first language. Her 
parents are both deceased and her closest relatives are sisters, who live in a nearby state 
and a couple of brothers, one of whom is incarcerated. 
Denise walks Iris and William to and from the school in their neighborhood every 
day. Gabe attends an elementary school outside of his neighborhood because he is 
enrolled in a special needs program and is transported to and from this school by a 
school mini-van. Denise states she is interested in participating in the activities at her 
children’s school. However she cannot attend any evening programs at her children’s 
schools because of the safety issues of walking in her neighborhood at night. She is often 
overwhelmed, however, by all the information and forms she receives from Gabe’s 
school and although she is asked to attend conferences, she is unable to attend. Denise 
enrolled in the family literacy program four years ago. While Denise studied in the adult 
literacy class, Wilbur attended the preschool component of the program family literacy 
program; however she is not attending classes this year. Instead she is working half days, 
Monday through Friday at a local daycare program as part of a newly implemented state 
Transitional Assistance Program. Denise has set an academic goal for herself of getting a 
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GED. She has set a career goal of becoming a veterinarian’s assistant because she is an 
animal lover. 
Shrieffe 
Shrieffe, a mother of six children, is in her mid thirties. She attended school in 
Lebanon, attaining a level of education equivalent to a U.S. middle school education. 
Jamell, her youngest daughter, is two years old. Omar, the youngest son, is four years 
old and attends a public preschool program funded by the family literacy program. 
Mahmude is five years old and attends public kindergarten. Layla is eight years old and is 
in second grade. Hureae is eleven years old and is in seventh grade. Nafee is thirteen 
years old and is in eighth grade. After her marriage to Yuseffe, in her home country of 
Lebanon, Shrieffe moved to a city in the U.S. where Yuseffe and his family have been 
living for twenty-five years and the same city as the study under investigation. Nieto 
(1993), in her case study research affirming the importance of cultural difference, 
mentions that a large population of Lebanese people, both Christian and Muslim, have 
settled in the area of the city where this study takes place. Yuseffe is not employed as he 
has a health problem that prevents him from working. He is most often at home with his 
family or with relatives attending services at the Mosque. Shrieffe speaks fluent Arabic, 
her first language, and she also read and writes in Arabic. She is learning to speak 
English with the help of her family and the family literacy program. She recently became 
a United States citizen. She enrolled in the family literacy program three years ago and 
has learned to read and write in English. While Shrieffe studied in the adult literacy 
center, her sons, Omar and Mahmude attended the early childhood program. 
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Shrieffe’s family lives in Lebanon, where she was bom and raised. She misses her 
mother and father and expressed her hope that they will come to visit her in the United 
States. She lives on the second floor of a two-family brick house owned by Yuseffe’s 
brother and located in a working-class section of the city. She is very active in the Arabic 
community and attends a Muslim mosque weekly in a neighboring community. She 
recently obtained her driver’s license at the Registry of Motor Vehicles. She is driving 
the family car to and from her family literacy classes and taxis her children to any of then- 
school functions. Her children speak Arabic in addition to English. All her children 
learned to read and write Arabic at the mosque where the family worships. She is 
presently very busy with all her household responsibilities as well as caring for her six 
children. YusefFe takes trips to Lebanon to check on Shrieffe’s family and Shrieffe is 
often the parent in charge of the children. 
She enjoys writing and her most recent writing piece is about her wedding day in 
Lebanon (See Appendix D, Artifact #6). She made a doll and dressed her in a replica of 
her own wedding gown that she sewed by hand. Although I asked her whether she had 
any career goals outside of her responsibilities as wife and mother, Shrieffe did not 
respond to my question with any answer but dismissed this conversation with a gesture 
of her hand. 
Marilyn 
I grew up in a suburban middle class community located in New England. Most 
of the children in my elementary school were European Americans. My family moved to 
a suburb outside of the city where this study takes place when I was in sixth grade. I met 
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a friend from Mexico and heard Spanish being spoken in her family home for the first 
time. I lived in this area throughout my high school experience. I was an avid reader and 
for the most part I enjoyed my school experience. I went to college and received a 
Bachelor of Science in Education degree. My husband, our one-year-old son, and I 
moved to a two-family apartment in the same city and community where this study took 
place. I got a job teaching kindergarten at the same elementary school where Denise’s 
two children would later attend. My own son also attended kindergarten and three 
months of first grade at the same school. After my second child was bom, we purchased 
a single family home in the park section of the city. 
I continued my education at a state university in the area earning a Masters 
degree in Library Science. I worked for the next ten years as a school media specialist at 
a private woman’s college twenty miles from our home. While teaching at the school I 
was introduced to an outstanding educator who encouraged me to return to the state 
university and continue to study reading, writing and curriculum design in elementary 
education. 
At this time I also worked as a coordinator of a federally funded family literacy 
program. As coordinator, I organized a program for preschool aged children while then- 
parents attended an English as a second language program at another agency located 
near the library. I also organized an after-school storytelling and writing program for 
middle-school-aged children of the families who were enrolled in the family literacy 
program. 
It was while attending an adult reading class at the university that I met Allisa, 
who was the director of an adult literacy program in the same city where I lived. After 
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completion of my reading and writing coursework at the university, I applied and was 
accepted as a reading and writing teacher in this adult basic education (ABE) literacy 
program. For the next two years I worked with Allisa and two other adult literacy 
teachers. I learned a great deal about teaching reading and writing to adults. One of the 
most important things I learned was the importance of building a trust and respect 
between each adult learner and myself. It was at this time that Allisa, working in 
conjunction with the public school, applied for a federally funded family literacy grant. 
The grant was awarded to our adult literacy center and we became the facilitators of a 
family literacy program. This program was ultimately funded by a state grant for four 
years and then refunded for a second four years due to the commitment of the families 
who attended the program and the dedication of the administrators and teacher/ 
practitioners who taught in the program. 
It was during the second half of the fourth year of the family literacy program 
that I designed and taught the Reading Strategies Workshop. During the fifth year of the 
family literacy program, I took a sabbatical from my teaching responsibilities with the 
family literacy program and attended full time to my research responsibilities. As a 
researcher, I anticipated being absorbed in collecting data for eleven months as I 
observed reading interactions occurring in the homes of the two parents. I anticipated 
that I would be welcome in their homes for I knew both of them well. As I reflect on my 
own learning and teaching experiences, I find that I did meet one of the expectations 
Goetz and Lecompte (1984) expressed for a researcher to accomplish, ..live as much 
as possible with and in the same way as the students who are being observed”(p- 79.). I 
can say that I did live in the neighborhood of one of the students who I observed in the 
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study. However, I also realize that I did not live in the same way as either of the students 
in my study. 
The family literacy program in the study under investigation is no longer funded 
by either the state or the school district; however, the public library still funds an adult 
literacy program. I am presently teaching and modeling language arts and reading for 
both elementary students and teachers in the same school district. I have moved out of 
the city and currently live in a small rural town about twenty five miles away. I am 
working on earning a doctorate in teacher and curriculum education that includes 
coursework in reading and writing for all learners. 
Design of the Reading Strategies Workshop 
The Workshop 
I introduced selected reading strategies to the thirteen parent participants in the 
Reading Strategies Workshop, including Denise and Shrieffe, as a possible way to offer 
reading support to their children at home. The reading strategy techniques I taught to the 
parents are included in Appendix B. The design for the Reading Strategies Workshop is 
drawn from ideas on how to train parents to support their own children’s reading, found 
in parent involvement literature (Hornby, 2000; Lancy, 1996; Topping & Scoble, 1986), 
reading theory (Au, K.H., 1992; Britto & Brooks-Gunn, 2001; Cochran-Smith, 1984; 
Goodman, 1986; Moustafa, 1996; New Readers Press, 1984; Newman, 1985; Phinney, 
1988; Weaver, 1996 ;Wells, 1986), and family literacy theory focusing on mainstream 
and non-mainstream parents who read with their children (Auerbach, 1989, 1997; 
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Dickinson & Tabor, 2001; Handel, R., 1999; Hannon, 1995; Heath, S. B.,1983; 
Holdaway, 1979; Phinney, 1988; Paratore, 1994, 1999, 2001; Rogers, 2002; Smith, 
1990, 1990; Taylor, 1997; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Teale, 1978; Vukelich, 1978 ; 
Weinstein & Shr, 1990). 
The reading strategies I taught and modeled for the.parent participants can be 
categorized as an instructional “intervention,” a term used to describe instruction in a 
family literacy program (Smith, 1990). Instructional interventions are often introduced as 
part of a family literacy curriculum (Dixon, Cohen & Thrpoliya, 1996; Nickse, 1990). 
Dixon (1992) states that new instructional intervention should be useful to the family 
members and build strategies to assist them as they continue to use reading and writing 
in their lives. 
I interpreted Denise’s request to help her support her child’s reading to mean she 
wanted me to teach her reading strategies that would help her child problem solve when 
he came to a word he didn’t know and help him understand what the text was saying. I 
explained the design of the Reading Strategies Workshop with Denise and asked for her 
feedback as to whether she thought the six reading strategies that I planned on teaching 
were ones she thought would be useful when she read with her children. 
Reading groups in the family literacy program were usually organized 
homogeneously, which means that parent participants read with other parents who were 
at a similar reading proficiency or reading level. However, since the workshop was 
offered to all parents and the selected children’s literature had a range of reading levels, a 
heterogeneously organized reading group resulted with parents reading with other 
parents regardless of reading level. In order to accommodate the range of reading levels 
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each parent was paired with a reading partner who complemented her/his reading level. 
For example, Denise, who was a developing reader, was paired with Elma, a proficient 
reader. In this way, Elma could offer Denise reading support if she needed help. 
The texts I chose for this workshop included authentic children’s literature 
written by authors from a variety of cultures. By authentic children’s literature I mean 
children’s stories that are written by authors who are respected and worthy of trust as 
writers for children. I surveyed the parents who expressed an interest in taking the 
workshop so I could find out what kinds of stories they might be interested in reading 
with their children. The themes selected by the parents included quilts and quilting and 
farm and barnyard animals. A quilting theme was also reflected in the title Pieces of Our 
Lives, a collection of narratives written by parent participants and published by the family 
literacy program. I include one of the stories written by Denise from this collection in 
Appendix D. In this writing piece, Denise expressed her desire to support her children’s 
literacy learning. A list of the books I selected for the parents to read during the Reading 
Strategies Workshop and during the home reading sessions appears in Appendix G. 
The Reading Strategies Taught in the Workshop 
The reading strategies I taught had the intended purpose of helping parents 
support their own children’s reading (Phinney, 1988; Smith, 1990). A strategy is a term 
that refers to a general plan of action used by a reader during the reading process; and 
one that can be applied in any reading situation to help the reader construct meaning 
from a text. Unlike a skill, a strategy isn’t dependent on a particular graphic display or 
set of circumstances to be effective (Phinney, 1988, p.130). I used this definition of 
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strategy in the design of Reading Strategies Workshop. I expanded my definition of 
strategy to include Fountas and Pinnell’s definition of strategy (1996) “a strategy is a 
repertoire of interpretations and responses one can apply at any time to help children 
learn from reading text.” I do this as a way to categorize and support the fabricated 
literacy strategies offered by the parents to their children during parent-child reading 
interaction in their homes. Below I list and define the six reading strategies I taught to 
the parents during the Reading Strategies Workshop: 
1. Shared Reading is a term used to describe a reading strategy that includes a 
repeated reading of a predictable text with a lead reader, while the emergent 
reader listens. Each repeated reading of this same text by the lead reader provides 
an opportunity for the emergent reader to “jump in” and read a familiar part of 
the text, “voice-matching” with the lead reader. This strategy provides an 
opportunity for an emergent reader to gradually acquire an understanding of print 
and its relationship to the English sound system and to the spoken word. The 
shared book experience can be modeled with Big Books (enlarged-text books of 
approximately 24 by 30 inches) most often in front of a group of children (Brown 
& Tomlinson, 1993, p. 240). 
2. Paired Reading is a strategy used by a lead reader to assist a developing reader to 
become a proficient reader who read independently. The lead reader fills in an 
unknown word or words for the developing reader if the reader is unsure of or 
does not know a word. This strategy encourages the new reader to keep on 
reading and because there is no interruption and long pause during reading the 
new reader understands what the text is saying. A signal system is established 
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between the lead reader and the developing reader, allowing the developing 
reader to inform the lead reader when she/he is confident that she is ready to read 
independently (Brown & Tomlinson, 1993, p. 241). For example, Wilbur would 
tap his mother on her arm as a signal to let her know he was sure he knew a word 
or words and that he was ready to read the text independently without her 
support. 
3. Good Reader Strategies is a term I borrowed from Family Reading (New 
Readers Press, 1990) which include reading strategies that all good readers use. 
The strategies I borrowed are: (1) using picture clues to help figure out a word; 
(2) asking questions about the text; (3) making predictions about what the test 
has to say before reading the story: (4) using phonics to decode unknown words 
and (5) retelling a story to another person. These strategies can be used with 
many different types of books. “Good Reader Strategies” are similar to the 
reading strategies grouped by Fountas and Pinnell (1996) as guided reading. 
4. Story Webbing is a comprehension strategy in which the elements of the story, 
also called the story grammar, consisting of the main characters, the plot, the 
setting and main themes of a book, are displayed in an organized structure or 
“web”(Brown & Tomlinson, 1993, p. 243). The “web” or graphic display or 
essential information about the story may assist a new reader to understand the 
elements in a story and hence understand a story better. For example after 
reading The Quilt Story by Tony Johnston, I taught the parent participants in the 
Reading Strategies Workshop how to construct a story web. My expectation was 
that the parents would be able to guide their children with the aide of the story 
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web to give a more complete retelling of the story, which includes story elements 
such as main characters, setting and the problem and solution of the story. 
5. Language Experience Writing is a strategy of using a beginning reader’s own 
story as reading material. An emergent reader draws illustrations about a story 
he/she is telling, writing down as much of the story as she/he can. A lead reader 
scribes the rest of the story as told to her by the emergent reader (Phinney, 1988, 
pp. 112-113). The lead reader encourages the emergent reader to “reread” the 
story. The emergent reader’s own scribed language provides her/him with a first 
text that is more easily read than a text written by another author. 
6. Reader Survival Strategy is a term I created for a reading strategy that a reader 
can use any time they came to an unknown word. I suggested that the reader 
says “blank” for the unknown word or words in a text and keep on reading the 
known words in the sentence. In the example, I was (blanking) down the road, 
then I saw a little toad, the unknown word is walking. The reader says blanking 
for the word she doesn’t know, reads on sampling more of the text and then goes 
back to try out possibilities that might fit, with or without consideration for 
graphic cues. Blanking, as it is referred to by Phinney (1988, p. 21) is a form of 
oral cloze or closure (leaving out words while reading aloud) that helps a reader 
figure out a new word by introducing more context clues for the unknown word. 
A discussion of which reading strategies Denise and Shreiffe used most often as 
they read with their children at home can be found in Chapter 5. 
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Permission to Conduct Research 
This section includes details concerning how I gained access to both the primary 
and secondary participants of the study: the administration and teaching staff were the 
secondary, and the parent participants were the primary. First I gained access to the 
parents in the Reading Strategies Workshop, and later in the homes of the families 
including ShriefFe and Denise and their children. 
Administration and Teaching Staff 
The family literacy program has two administrators to whom I talked in order to 
gain access to teach and model the original reading strategies to the parents. I spoke to 
each co-director individually regarding the specific details of my request to focus my 
dissertation study on parents and children who were enrolled in the family literacy 
program. I explained to them that I would share my work with them, and I asked them if 
they would be interested in reading my study. 
I also discussed the research design of my study with two of the adult literacy 
teachers who taught reading and writing with me in the adult literacy component of the 
program. They consented to my holding the workshop and offering it to any of the 
parents who were already enrolled in the family literacy program. I also explained that I 
would like to share my study with them, and I asked them if they would be interested in 
reading the data I collected. One teacher agreed to read over the data I collected and to 
code the data to see if he found data similar to mine. 
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Parents 
It was easy for me to gain permission from each of the parent participants in the 
family literacy program to research within their own homes. As one of the three literacy 
teachers who taught in the adult component of the family literacy program, I was familiar 
to each of the parents. I designed a consent letter, asking a parent to give me permission 
to observe them reading with their child at home. The consent letter also contained a 
brief description of the dissertation process, an explanation of what I would be writing, 
for what purpose, and with whom I would be sharing the information. I read the consent 
letter to the parent participants in the Reading Strategies Workshop (See Appendix E for 
a copy of the Informed Consent Form and Access letter). 
Research Methodology 
My Role as Teacher-Researcher 
Since I carried out a dual role as both a teacher and as a researcher during this 
study, I refer to myself in this study as teacher-researcher. In my role as a researcher, I 
acted as a participant observer, listening and collecting information as to what happened 
as Denise and Shrieffe read with their children in their own homes. I envisioned that I 
would distance myself somewhat from the parent participants as they read with their 
children. In my role as teacher I am responsible for student learning and I hoped to 
accomplish this by modeling, coaching, prompting, extending, and reinforcing the 
reading strategies that I taught to the parents during the Reading Strategies Workshop. 
As Denise and Shrieffe’s reading teacher for over two years, we have shared many 
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learning experiences together. I also had a responsibility as teacher to acquire multiple 
sources of data on the two parent participants in my study. 
My emphasis on teacher-researcher is not to be confused with the emphasis given 
to teacher-researcher, by Cochran-Smith & Lytle (1993) or Pappas and Zecker (2001). 
Cochran and Lytle’s working definition for teacher research is “a systematic and 
intentional inquiry carried out by teachers” (1993, p. 7) and Pappas and Zecker’s is “a 
teachers’ own questions, concerns, and issues about their teaching practices and then- 
students’ learning of literacy”(2001, p. 4). 
However, my emphasis can be likened to that of Compton-Lilly (2003), who 
states “as a teacher, I have the goals to acknowledge, respect and build upon multiple 
realities that my students and their families bring to school; as a researcher, I strive to 
capture these realities on paper” (p. 42). I too have similar goals expressed by Compton- 
Lilly as teacher and as researcher as I collected data in the homes of the parents and their 
families. Once I entered the parent’s home, I assumed that I would shift my role from 
teacher to a role as a researcher. This, however, turned out not to be the case. Although 
I didn’t set out to examine my practice, I found that my practice kept intruding into the 
research space. I describe and analyze this aspect of my study in Chapter 4. 
Because I took an active part in the home reading interactions, I did not have an 
opportunity to write field notes until several hours after leaving a parent’s home. I taped 
as many of the home reading sessions as I could and then I would listen to the tapes 
before I wrote out field notes. As I wrote out field notes, I tried to recall the non-verbal 
actions that a family member may have performed in their home. However, on two 
occasions the audio-tape did not record properly and I could not use this method to 
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write the field notes. Instead I had to rely on my memory and a few hastily scribbled 
notes I had written down during the home reading session to construct field notes. 
Another technique I contrived was to use a dictaphone to assist me as I “wrote” field 
notes as I drove home from a home reading session. I recorded what I remembered of 
the observation as parent and child read together, as well as any thoughts I had as I 
observed the two parents helping their own children read at home. When I arrived home, 
I then replayed the tape and incorporated these observations into the field notes for that 
session. Since I was most often a participant-observer, I could recall a good portion of 
what I had seen during the parent-child reading interaction. 
I wrote several kinds of field notes as I collected observational data. As I wrote 
up field notes based on the tapes and other materials, such as literacy artifacts collected 
from the family, I took the opportunity to add to the descriptive material, sentences and 
paragraphs that reflected a more personal account of the course of my inquiry (Bogdan 
& Biklen, 1992, p. 121). In these notes I included my speculations, feelings, problems, 
ideas, hunches, impressions, and prejudices. I used a notation of “O.C.” which stands for 
“observational comments” (Bogdan & Biklen, p. 157) and hereafter referred to as O.C. 
After I listened to the tape, I noted more O.G.’s as I spoke into the dictaphone, 
describing what I had observed as well as any interpretation I had as to what was “going 
on” in the homes of the two families as they read together. An example of an O.C. is 
noted below in Figure 1. I include in the O.C. comments I wrote about my feelings and 
reactions to the study itself, or as I do in this example my reaction to something a parent 
or child did as they participated in the home reading session. 
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S: I’m going top start by 
reading The Little Red Hen 
with the boys. 
0:1 want to read this book . 
It’s a pop-up book. 
S: All right, .Ok, come on over 
here. Oh. ok. One Yellow Lion. 
(She points to the words as she 
reads each one ) 
O.C.: This is one of the first times S. has 
read a new book with one of her children. 
She is showing so much more confidence 
reading in English now. 
O.C.: S is showing more interest in 
reading with her boys. Perhaps she has 
more time to spend with them now or 
maybe she likes to read in English with 
them, because they listen to her when she 
reads with her. 
M = Mahmud e, 0= Omar, S= Shrieffe, Mar. = Marilyn 
Figure 1. Example of Observational Comments made on May 28, 1997 
Data Collection and Analysis 
Overview 
For over eighteen months, from January 1996 through July 1997,1 collected 
various kinds of qualitative data from observations I made of parents and children 
reading together. My first set of observations were made at the family literacy center 
while I taught and modeled reading strategies to the eleven parents who were interested 
in learning reading strategies to help support their own children’s reading. My second set 
of observations was made at the homes of five of the parents who participated in the 
reading workshops. I was interested in observing parent/child reading interactions so I 
would be able to discover whether a parent used any of the taught reading strategies 
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when they read to their own children at home. I refer to each visit I made to a family’s 
home as a “home reading session.” 
After collecting “one round” of data from the five parents’ home reading 
sessions, I made a preliminary analysis of the data. I became overwhelmed with the sheer 
massive volume of information I had before me. It was at this time that I, in consultation 
with the members of my committee, decided that I could best answer my research 
questions, if I focused on two case studies rather than on five. A case study analysis 
involves organizing the data by specific cases in order to accomplish an in-depth study 
(Patton, 1990). Although I did continue to schedule home reading sessions with all five 
parents, I only collected raw case data from the two parents I selected as the focus of my 
case studies. 
I selected Denise and Shrieffe as the focus of my case studies for several reasons. 
First of all, they both set reading goals for themselves during the initial family literacy 
conference that included “helping their children with reading and homework.” Although 
I was interested in observing parents who expressed an interest in supporting their 
children’s literacy learning, I was also interested in observing parents who might provide 
my study with disconfirming cases. After twelve weeks of participation in the workshop, 
I determined that Denise and Shrieffe seemed the least likely of the eleven parent 
participants to transfer the taught reading strategies to their own home. They seemed to 
me to be “the ‘exceptions that would prove the rule’ or exceptions that disconfirm and 
alter what appeared to be primary patterns” (Patton, 1990, p. 178). I surmised that this 
study could either confirm or disconfirm teaching schooled literacy practices to parents 
as a useful reading intervention in a family literacy program. If I found evidence that 
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either of the two parents transferred a taught reading strategy as they read with then- 
children at home, then I would have reliable evidence to add to family literacy literature. 
Denise and Shrieffe expressed during a parent discussion held as part of the 
Reading Strategies Workshop that they could not find the time to read with their children 
at home and they were having difficulty seeing themselves in a role as a “teacher.” 
Additionally they both missed several of the reading strategy “lessons” taught during the 
workshop because they had other family responsibilities that took precedent over then- 
coming to class. I would find time to “catch them up” on the lessons they missed. The 
time I individually spent with both Denise and Shrieffe teaching the reading strategies 
provided me with an opportunity to really get to know them and to begin to develop a 
strong personal relationship with them. I continued to develop a relationship with the 
parents and their families as I interacted with the two parents during the home reading 
sessions. A strong relationship between observer and observed is essential if a researcher 
is to collect data which accurately reflects the actual experience observed. As described 
by Bogdan and Biklen (1992) “becoming part of other human beings experiences and by 
watching and reflecting, we (researcher) can come to understand something of the 
experience.” Thus reciprocity of fieldwork involves the observer learning how to behave 
in the new setting and the participants deciding how to behave toward the observer 
(Patton, 1990, p. 253). 
Half-way though the home literacy sessions I asked both parents if they would 
mind reading my observations of selected home reading sessions and providing me with 
feedback as to whether my observations were similar to what they recalled happening. 
Both parents indicated to me that they had limited time available to read the field notes. 
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Shreiffe “volunteered” to read through the notes but clarified that she would only have 
time to read when I was visiting. She was confident that I would “keep on reading” and 
doing other literacy activities with the children while she read the notes. Since it was 
important to me to receive her feedback, I did engage in literacy activities with her 
children while she read the notes. Afterwards we chatted and she gave her feedback 
orally to me. I then jotted down her comments on a corresponding page of notes. 
Denise “volunteered” to read the field notes in her spare time. However, when I 
returned to her home after three weeks had elapsed, she explained that she had never had 
any spare time to read the notes. I then used a similar strategy as I had with Shreiffe, 
asking her to read the notes while I was visiting with the family. While she read, I 
engaged the children in literacy activities, reading and drawing pictures with them. As 
she read the transcript she would stop and ask me to help her with a few of the words 
she didn’t know. I realized that I was introducing her to a new text - a transcript. Her 
feedback centered on her reaction to her own role “as teacher.” She commented that she 
hadn’t realized how much reading she was doing with her children until she read my 
notes. She commented on the reading strategies she was modeling with her children as 
well as what her children were doing in response to her modeling. She did not make any 
comments to refute my recollection of this literacy event. 
Data Collection 
I have based the findings of my study on eighteen months of fieldwork. Each of 
the two case analyses included multiple sources of data: interview data, observational 
data, program documentary data, all collected over time. Thus the reader should gain a 
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clear understanding of each case as a unique holistic entity (Patton, p. 387). Specifically, 
I included the following in the case data of each parent: participant observations of each 
parent and their children during home reading sessions, documented by field notes and 
audiotapes; in-depth interviews with both parents at the conclusion of the Reading 
Strategies Workshop; in-depth interviews with parent during and after home reading 
sessions; informal discussions with both parents and children during home reading 
sessions; and a list of literacy artifacts contributed by family members during the home 
reading sessions. I brought multiple sources of raw data together so that I could 
construct a comprehensive picture of how the two parents participated with their 
children during home reading sessions. Next I explain in detail each source of data that I 
collected. 
Observational Data/Participant Observation 
I used a field strategy of participant observation as a primary method of 
collecting observational data throughout this study. In a naturalistic inquiry of data 
collection, which includes case studies, the observer’s own experience is a crucial part of 
the data. The participant observer is fully engaged in experiencing the setting under 
study, while at the same time trying to understand the setting through personal 
experience, observations, and talking with other participants about what is happening 
(Patton, 1990, p. 207). I interacted with and observed the parent participants as they 
participated in the Reading Strategies Workshop. This would enable me not only to see 
what literacy activities they did with their children at home, but also I would be able to 
experience what it was like to a part of their home literacy setting (Spradley, 1979). 
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Parent Interviews 
I conducted an in-depth interview with both Denise and Shrieffe at the conclusion 
of the Reading Strategies Workshop. The purpose of my conducting the interviews was 
to further my understanding about whether the reading strategies taught in the Workshop 
were of any use to the parents as they supported reading at home with their children. 
Patton states, “we interview to learn about things we cannot directly observe”(1987, p. 
109). I used a standard interview protocol that consisted of writing down the questions 
that I asked each parent prior to the interview. I gave careful consideration to the 
wording of each interview question, informed by Seidman (1991) and Patton (1990). 
Since one’s full attention must be focused on the interviewee (Lofland, 1984, p.89), I 
decided to audio tape each interview. I did take a few notes on key statements made by 
an interviewee as I interviewed, which helped to facilitate my later analysis. 
At first I asked a typist who was not participating in the reading interaction, to 
transcribe the tapes of the parent interviews. As I began to read through the transcripts, I 
compared some of the transcribed quotes to the actual audiotapes. I found there were 
noticeable differences between the two. The transcriber, who was not familiar with the 
language patterns of each parent, or the context within which the study occurred, had 
omitted or made word substitutions in her transcripts. I decided that it was necessary for 
me to transcribe the tapes myself, despite the time involved. 
I asked both parents the same eleven questions; however, the length of time it 
took to complete the interview varied. For example, Denise answered all eleven 
questions in one sitting while it took Shrieffe two sittings to complete all the questions 
she was asked. The open-ended questions I used for the Post Reading Strategies 
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Workshop Interview are presented in Appendix C, #1. These questions provided me with 
a general outline to ask each interviewee. I incorporated any unanswered interview 
questions into a future interview. 
I conducted two more interviews during the eleven months the parents and their 
families participated in the home reading phase of this study. The purpose of the second 
interview was to find out from each parent her view of herself as a reader. In order to do 
this I asked each parent how she would characterize a good reader. Here again I used an 
open-ended interview protocol asking questions I wrote adopted from the Burke 
Reading Interview (Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987) formulated by Carolyn Burke. 
These questions are presented in Appendix C, #3.1 conducted a third interview, hoping 
to discover each parent’s view of his/her own child as a reader. The questions I asked 
were also adapted from the Burke Reading Interview. These questions are presented in 
Appendix C, #3. 
I held the fourth and final interview with the parents at the conclusion of the 
home reading sessions using questions to find out how each parent evaluated her year¬ 
long experience reading at home with her children. These interviews served two 
functions. First, by asking the parents questions about what reading strategies, if any, 
were useful when they read with their children at home, I was provided with feedback as 
to whether the reading instruction the parents received in the family literacy program was 
relevant to their families’ literacy needs. Secondly, the interviews provided me with a 
broader understanding of each of the parent’s values and knowledge about the reading 
process. The prompts for the Post Home Reading Sessions Interview, are in Appendix C, 
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#4. My assumption here was that a person’s values and knowledge about the reading 
process would affect how a parent engaged in a parent/child reading interaction. 
Finally, I list literacy artifacts contributed by any of the family member during the 
eleven months when they participated in the home reading sessions in Appendix D. 
Fieldwork 
Field notes are the fundamental database of case studies and qualitative research 
(Yin, 1994, 2003). Yin also suggests that field notes contain all the descriptive 
information that permits the researcher to return to the observation, and eventually 
permits the reader to experience the same activity observed by the researcher. Patton 
(1990) suggests that field notes contain beginning analysis, observer’s insights, 
interpretations, and working hypotheses about what is happening. My field notes 
contained descriptions of what I observed Denise and Shrieffe’s engaging in with their 
children during home reading sessions. Because I taped the home reading sessions of 
both Denise and Shrieffe from September of 1996 through July of 1997,1 found the 
audiotapes to be an invaluable source of additions to and refinements of field notes. Once 
transcribed, the audiotapes contained direct quotes made by a parent or child, as well as 
my own quotes. To preserve a “close up look” at what happened during home reading 
sessions, I audio-taped ten home reading sessions in Denise’s home and twelve home 
reading sessions in Shrieffe’s home. 
My plan of scheduling a home reading session with each family every three weeks 
over the eleven months of the study did not always work out. This was due to the 
multitude of changes that alter a family’s daily schedule. For example, on one occasion I 
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arrived at Shreiffe’s home only to find that she was not at home. She had forgotten that I 
was coming and she had gone out to buy groceries while her daughter Nafee watched 
the younger children. I also videotaped one home reading session of each of Shrieffe and 
of Denise’s families reading together. This videotape provided data that included a 
parent’s verbal and non-verbal gestures as they read with their children. These incidents, 
captured on videotape, provided me with a clearer picture of how a family interacted 
during a home reading session. 
Collection of Artifacts 
I collected literacy artifacts that were given to me by Denise’s and Shrieffe’s 
families while I observed a parent-and-child reading interaction. These literacy artifacts 
included drawings and letters from all the children in the study under consideration. For 
example, I was given three pictures drawn by Wilbur, Gabe and Iris after they read It’s A 
Perfect Day with Denise. Another example of artifacts are pictures drawn by Shrieffe’s 
children, Omar, Mahmude, and Layla after reading It Doesn’t Frighten Me with their 
mother, Shrieffe. I also include two pieces of writing completed by Denise and one piece 
of writing completed by Shrieffe. 
Management of the Data 
I used three 4-inch loose-leaf binders with pockets to keep my data organized. I 
used the first binder to keep track of data related to how I taught and modeled each of 
the Reading Strategies Workshop sessions. I then used two more binders to keep track 
of data pertaining to Denise and Shrieffe’s home reading sessions. I made an index of 
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what materials were in each section of the paper binder notebook. The first section of 
each parent notebook contained any data taken from the home reading sessions, 
including the field notes that I wrote. I recorded the date, the length of time, and a brief 
synopsis of what happened in each home reading session, noting whether the session had 
been taped or not and any other pertinent information about the tapes, field notes, and 
transcripts. I put into the pocket of the binder any literacy artifacts that I collected from 
Denise and Shrieffe’s children. I arranged the contributions of the literacy artifacts first 
by family, then by individual and finally by date. 
In the second section of the binder, I kept a record of any formal or informal 
correspondence that I had with either parent that occurred between home reading 
sessions, such as a telephone call or letter. I also kept a copy of each child’s reading 
record (See Appendix G for a reading record of children participants). As part of the 
Reading Strategies Workshop, I modeled for parents how to keep a reading record 
listing the title and author of each book and the date when it was read. I arranged and 
labeled the audiotapes from both families’ home reading session chronologically by date 
of visit and kept them in a file box. Each time I listened to a tape, I discovered another 
piece of very important data that I had overlooked. I made several copies of my field 
notes and numbered each page consecutively so I could find and retrieve data that 
related to a particular person in my study. I jotted down notes as I listened to the tape to 
mark key events that I wanted to return to at a later time to analyze. 
A third section of each parent’s loose-leaf notebook contained a transcript of 
every home reading session in which Denise’s and Shrieffe’s families participated. This 
included the transcripts from Denise’s and Shreiffe’s home reading sessions. 
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chronologically arranged by date, that I selected to analyze as representative of the home 
reading sessions of both Denise’s and Shrieffe’s families. This allowed me to return to 
the transcripts whenever I needed to extract important excerpts. I designed each 
transcript to read like a play script so that at a glance I could see who said what to 
whom. I was constantly revising the arrangement of the transcripts. I reviewed each tape 
from a home reading session more than once. I coded my data using an inductive coding 
procedure (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). I attempted to make sense of the literacy 
interactions happening in the homes of the two parents without imposing preexisting 
expectations on the phenomena. Many of the categories emerged from the data; 
however, as I noted talk emerging from the data I borrowed a coding pattern for 
instructional talk,“Text Level Talk,” from a research study by Lancy (Bergin, Lancy,& 
Draper, 1994) and adapted it for my study. Lancy’s study, like my own, focused on 
parent/child reading interactions between parents and their children who were at an 
emergent reader stage of reading. 
As I read the transcribed audiotapes or reread my field notes, I continuously 
compared Denise and Shrieffe’s most recent home reading session with previous home 
reading sessions. As I scanned the transcripts for the categories I had previously selected 
to code, I discovered new typological dimensions as well as new relationships emerging 
out of the data that I identified with a new code. For example, by using an inductive 
coding procedure, I discovered that I was switching between my dual roles as teacher 
and as researcher during the parent/child literacy interactions. I therefore created a 
coding category that identified characteristics of each role so I could more carefully 
follow how I negotiated the two roles with both the parents and their children during the 
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parent/child reading interaction. I added observer’s comments (O.C.’s) in the margin of 
the transcripts as I read through the data. This allowed me to keep track of my thoughts 
and feelings at the particular time when the data was collected. 
Analysis of the Data 
Overview 
In this section, I discuss two primary methods of data analysis used in this study: 
(1) thematic analysis of interviews, and field notes that included selected transcripts of 
excerpts including “talk about the text” and (2) a with-in case analysis (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994) of the home reading sessions. This study attempted to explore an 
applied qualitative research question taken from the field of family literacy without giving 
a definitive answer: What happens when two parent participants in a family literacy 
program use reading strategies as they go about helping their children read at home? As 
a family literacy practitioner, I was curious to explore the usefulness of reading 
instruction such as the kind I offered in the Reading Strategies Workshop to parent 
participants who were eager to “help their own children with reading” and collaborate 
with me as a teacher-researcher. This question continues to be an important one to both 
practitioners and program designers in family literacy programs as both seek to develop a 
better model for family literacy. Finally, I used a constant comparative method (Bogdan 
& Biklen, 1992; Strauss, 1987) of data collection and analysis for both field notes and 
interview data that I discuss in detail in the next section. 
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Thematic Analysis of the Data and Data Analysis Scheme 
My data analysis scheme consisted of three phases. In the first phase, I completed 
a preliminary analysis of the data I collected. I reviewed taped data and written field 
notes and made preliminary notes based on my observations. I called these notes 
observer’s comments (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). I discussed this first phase in detail in 
the previous section. 
In the second phase, I began a thematic analysis of the data. Using field notes and 
interview data, I narrowed my focus to incidents where the two parents engaged in 
reading with their children. I included here interviews that I conducted with Shrieffe and 
Denise, the two parents who are the focus of my case studies. I conducted these 
interviews so that I could find out each parent’s perspective as to the usefulness of the 
reading strategies taught in the Reading Strategies Workshop as a way to help their 
children with reading. 
In the third phase, I concentrated on thematically coding all the parent/child 
interactions that occurred during Denise’s and Shrieffe’s home reading sessions. To 
accomplish this I first coded the transcribed interview data for any reference a parent 
made to teaching, modeling, or reinforcing a taught reading strategy with their children 
while reading at home. I then went back and used a coding symbol of Reading Strategies 
(RSI and a number #1-6, corresponding to the six reading strategies taught in the 
Reading Strategies Workshop to mark wherever I identified a parent using one of the 
reading strategies. As I coded for the taught reading strategies, I discovered that the two 
parents used a variety of literacy support strategies as they read with their children. I 
created a term Support Strategy to identify any literacy support strategy that a parent 
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provided during the literacy events that I did not consider having the features of one of 
the six taught reading strategies. 
I returned to the same section of data a third time and coded any support strategy 
that a parent exhibited with a symbol of Support Strategy (SSI I later changed the 
coding category to Parent Fabricated Support Strategy, coding it with a P.F.S.S. I also 
created several sub-category codes based on the kinds of support strategies emerging 
from the data. As I was coding, I found incidents of a parent offering reading support to 
a child that had some of the features of an originally taught reading strategy. I identified 
these incidents as Adapted Reading Strategy (A.R.S.Y I then renamed the category 
Reading Strategies (R.S.) to Original Reading Strategies fO.R.S.) to differentiate 
between the taught reading strategies and those that resembled the originally taught 
reading strategy. 
The Analysis 
I used a constant comparative method (Bogdan &Biklen, 1992; Strauss, 1987) of 
data collection and data analysis for both field notes and interview data. A constant 
comparative method of data collection and analysis is a research design suggested for 
multidata sources by Bogdan and Biklen (1992, p. 72). As data are recorded and coded, 
they are compared across categories and types of data. As events are continuously 
compared with previous events, new issues are raised that can be explored across 
multiple data sources. As I observed home reading sessions to find out what was 
happening when parents read with their children, I was struck by how much talk was 
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going on between parent and child, which focused not only on the text but on other 
topics that were of interest to both. I named this category, “talk about the text.” 
First I looked for “recurring regularities”(Patton, 1990, p. 450) in the data, such 
as “key issues, recurrent events and activities” across the multiple sources of data. These 
“recurring regularities” represented patterns that could be sorted into categories. For 
example, a recurrent event that I observed occurring in both case studies was a parent 
modeling a taught reading strategy as a way to “help their children at home with 
reading.” This recurrent event became a category of focus for my study that I labeled and 
coded Reading Strategy #1-6. The field notes and the observations I made evolved into 
systematic categories of analysis. 
I used inductive coding procedures as described by Strauss and Corbin (1990), as 
I analyzed the data. This meant that the codes I selected to use emerged out of the data 
rather than being imposed on the data prior to data collection and analysis. For example, 
at first I did not include a category of Talk about the Text. I decided to look at a 
category of Talk about the Text in my study after reading Lancy’s study. In Lancy’s 
study he analyzed text leveled talk. 
The Talk about the Text became an interesting and vital part of my data analysis. 
After I had selected unique literacy events of both parents engaging in a reading 
interaction with their child, I arranged them into a three-column format, which I 
borrowed from Heath’s study (1984). I headed the first column Child’s reading of the 
text, the second column. Parent’s reading of the text, and the third column Talk about 
the Text. I added my O. C. (observer’s comments) in the margin. Using this arrangement 
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allowed me to look at each of the categories in-depth. I then sought a scheme to analyze 
the “talk about the text .” 
Eventually, I further defined talk and borrowed two categories from De Temple’s 
study (2001), a researcher who has studied the language development of preschool-aged 
children as they read books with their mothers. The two borrowed categories allowed 
me to code the parent/child/researcher talk occurring during the home reading sessions 
into two general types of talk: immediate talk (imm/TKl and non-immediate talk 
(nimm/TKT By immediate talk, DeTemple means, “talk during the book-reading sessions 
that is most closely tied to the illustrations or the words in the text that has just been 
read” (p. 36). By nonimmediate talk, DeTemple means, 
talk between a parent and child during the book-reading sessions that 
focused on the text or the illustrations as a springboard for recollections of 
personal experiences, comments, or questions about general knowledge or 
for drawing inferences and making predictions, (p. 37) 
This kind of talk involves lengthier and more complex interjections and more explicit, 
complex language that does the labeling or the yes-no questioning that constitutes much 
of immediate talk 
After the first parent interviews were completed, I listened to the audiotape of 
each interview to gain an understanding of the parent’s perspective of what it was like as 
she/he participated in the Reading Strategies Workshop. I listened to the audiotapes of 
the interviews several times before I transcribed them. As I listened I jotted down notes 
as to my own reactions to what a parent was saying. I then transcribed the audiotape of 
these interviews, rereading the interview of each parent, line by line, labeling and 
categorizing the data appropriately with the codes I had selected. I continued to use this 
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same method to review new data that I collected in subsequent interviews that I 
conducted with the two parents who were the focus of the case studies. 
I also used this same method of looking for recurring regularities to review the 
field notes that I collected from each of the six rounds of home reading sessions. My data 
analysis truly began as I reviewed the raw data I had gathered following the first round 
of home reading sessions. A round of home reading sessions consisted of my visiting 
with Denise and her children on one day and with Shrieffe and her children on another 
day. As I drove home from each visit, I listened to the audiotape and I reviewed what 
happened in each home reading session. I searched through the data for recurring 
regularities and patterns to find out each parent’s perspective as to the usefulness of the 
reading strategies taught in the Reading Strategies Workshop as a way to help their 
children with reading. Several patterns emerged when I began to mechanically sort 
through the data. 
A Pattern of Reading Strategies. As I was looking for instances of a parent 
modeling a taught reading strategy for her child, I discovered another pattern emerging 
from the data. I found instances of a parent modeling a reading strategy that did not 
follow the “steps” that I had modeled during the Reading Strategies Workshop. I coded 
and labeled any such instance as an adapted reading strategy using a code of ARS. I then 
went back and changed the original label of Reading Strategy (RS) to ORS for Original 
Reading Strategy. I initially had a heading to correspond with each of the seven reading 
strategies that I taught. Eventually I collapsed these seven headings to six, combining 
Assisted Reading with Shared Reading. The following are the coding symbols that I used 
to code the data from the home reading sessions and the parent interviews: 
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1. 0RS#1 = Shared Reading 
2. ORS #2 = Paired Reading 
3. ORS #3 = Good Reader Strategies - “Reading picture clues, Questioning, 
Predicting, and Retelling 
4. ORS #4 = Story Grammar and Story Element Identification 
5. ORS#5 = Language Experience Writing 
6. ORS#6 = Reader Survival Strategies 
As I changed the coding of a reading strategy to an adapted reading strategy 
(ARS), I wrote a memo in the margin to describe how this strategy differed from the 
strategy that I taught in the workshop. As I read through the data, I developed 
subcodings for each of the six reading strategies. Each subcoding was comprised of the 
basic features of each reading strategy. For example a shared reading strategy included 





parent /child track text 
parent/child points to picture 
parent /child voices reading together 
child repeats familiar refrain; 
5. ch. list/pt.rd. child listens to story while parent reads. 
The coding schemes which I devised to code the other five strategies are listed in 
Appendices I. 
A Pattern of Parent Fabricated Support Strategies. I also coded and labeled any 
instance of a parent modeling “fabricated” reading support strategies (P.F.S.S.) as she 
read with her child. I first used a coding of Parent Support Strategy (P.S.S.) to indicate 
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where in the data a parent offered literacy support to her child while reading. I later 
added a R to the P.S.S. I used the coding symbols PFSS = Parent Fabricated Support 
Strategies to code an example of this pattern. I developed sub-codes for this pattern as 
they evolved out of the data. The sub-codes I initially used to code for Parent Support 
Strategies are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Sub-Codes for Parent Support Strategies 
Sub-Code Meaning 
Pt. Prs. Ch. Parent praises child 
Pt. Dis. Ch. Resp. Parent discourages child’s response 
Pt. Dir. Ch. Parent gives directions to chile 
Pt.sp.tm w ch. ot rdng. Parent spends time with child other than 
reading 
Pt.wt. w ch Parent writes with child 
Pt. Tk. W. ch. Parent talks with child 
Pt. shfl/opw ch Parent shares feeling or opinion with child 
Oth sup Parent gives child other support 
After I coded three rounds of home reading visits I found that I could be more 
specific as to the type of support a parent was providing for their child. The categories 
and sub-codes that emerged out of the data are as follows, in Table 2. 
A pattern of a teacher-researcher role. It was during my initial analysis of the 
home reading sessions that I decided to identify where I was exhibiting my roles as a 
teacher and as a researcher during the parent/child reading interaction. The coding 
symbol I used to code my dual role during the home reading sessions are as follows: 
T/r Teacher role 
R/r Researcher role 
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Table 2. Data Categories and Sub-Codes 
Category Sub-Code 
Ver. Gest./eng Parent makes a verbal gesture to child in 
English 
Ver. gestJ ntv. long Parent makes a verbal gesture to child in 
native language 
N-ver. gest. Parent gives a non-verbal gesture to child 
Hum. Parent uses a sense of humor with child 
Sib. Sup. Sibling gives brother/sister/parent support 
Pt/ch cht. Parent/child chat 
I developed sub-codes to identify how I characterized a teacher role and a 
researcher role. The sub-codes for a role as teacher are: 
1. (M) model 
2. (I) teach 
3. (P) prompt 
4. (R) reinforce 
5. (L) listen 
6. (Tk) talk 
The sub-codes for a role as researcher are: 
1. (Obs) observe 
2. (Ref) reflect 
3. (Tk) talk 
A Pattern of Talk About the Text. As I explained previously when I began to 
code the parent and child reading interaction I found I needed a way to code the talk as it 
occurred between parent and child. First, I borrowed Text Level Talk, a coding pattern 
of instructional talk, created by David Lancy (1994) to code the reading interaction 
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between parents and their children who were at an emergent reader stage of 
development. I borrowed the following codes Text Level Talk (TUP and Story Level 
Talk (SI/O from Lancy’s study: 
1. Text Level Talk 
a. TLT#1 = word meaning talk (WMT) “ a poncho means a 
blanket” 
b. TLT#2 = mechanics instruction talk (MIT) ! mark means its 
exciting 
c. TLT#3a = text discussion based on parent of child’s knowledge 
of subject (TD/ChK) 
d. TLT#3b = text discussion applied to child or parent’s 
experience (TD/ ChEx) 
e. IT = informal talk - talk not related to text 
2. Story Level Talk 
a. intr. tx 
b. sh. inf. tx. 
c. mk. infer. 
introducing text 
share information about text 
make inference about text 
‘Let’s see if...1 
‘The dog is 
probably running away’ 
d. akqu/tx. ask questions about text content 
I ended up collapsing the Story Level Talk sub-code as I noted that these same 
subcodes were duplicated in Reading Strategies #2 and # 3. 
Finally I added a general category of talk which I borrowed from DeTemple 
(2000). This category allowed me to look at only the talk between parent and child as 
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they read a text together. For this I borrowed immediate talk (Imm/TK), for book talk 
that focused on the here and now and non-immediate talk fNimm/TK) for book talk that 
focused on information that was not immediately visible in the text such as inferencing 
and personal experiences. I also include Informal Talk (ITK), which I moved from the 
collapsed category of TLT (talk not related to text). 
Display of Data 
I used a six-column format to display the data that I selected to analyze. This 
format made it possible for me to examine the literacy interactions as they occurred 
during the home reading sessions. The six-column format consisted of three columns 
labeled Child Reading Text. Parent Reading Text, and Talk about Text. I borrowed these 
headings from Shirley Brice Heath’s research of a mother-child book- reading interaction 
(Goelman, Oberg & Smith, 1984). The other three columns are labeled Code I. 
This format permitted me to display the transcripts I had selected to analyze so 
that the reader was able to “see” and “hear” all that was going on as the parent read with 
her child. Thus, the six-column format is my attempt to bring the reader back as much as 
possible to the exact moment and setting when the reading between parent and child first 
took place. This is a crucial technique for a qualitative researcher to use in data analysis. 
A line-by-line analysis of a child’s reading of a text and a parent’s reading of a 
text revealed important information about the reading strategies used by both the parent 
and the child during a reading interaction. The talk about the text contributed by the 
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Table 3. (ORS/ARS ), Code II (T-R role ) and Code III (PFSS ): Example of six- 
column format adopted for this study 
Text: Bath for A Beagle 
Wilbur’s pretend 
reading of the 
text 
Actual Text from 
Bath for a Beagle 
Ta lk About Text 
M= Marilyn, 
I>= Denise 





















W: We will read this 
one.(looking at M.) 






D: Do you remember the 






W: (shakes his head) No. I 
don’t remember his name. 
R/r 
Obs. 
D:The dog’s name is 
Burton. Now go on, read 
the story. 
ORS #1 R/robs. Verb. 
Gesture 
W: (looks at his mom) 






Our dog Burton is a 
beagle. 
(W. gives no approximation for 
this line of text.) 
ARS #1 R/r. obs. 
He likes to jump. (W. gives no approximation for 
this line of text) 
Pt list 





parent, child and the teacher researcher, while engaged in a reading interaction, revealed 
everything that was happening around the text. 
As I read through a second round of observations of home reading sessions with 
Denise and Shrieffe, I compared the patterns, themes and categories I had discovered 
from the most recent round of data with those I had collected from the first round. I 
wrote O.C.’s (observer’s comments) in the margins concerning the comparison. I 
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continued to jot down observer’s comments in the margin of my field notes. I highlighted 
the words, the key words and phrases the parents used. 
Following these analyses, I conducted a second primary type of data analysis: a 
with-in- case analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994). According to Miles and Huberman. if 
a researcher chooses to do a with-in-case analysis, she/he confirms a particular behavior 
or episode across multiple data sources. This helps to confirm the reliability of qualitative 
data analysis. As I conducted a with-in case analysis, I scanned multiple data sources to 
confirm the findings from the data that a parent was providing a reading support model 
for her child at home. In other words, to confirm that a parent was providing a reading 
model for her child at home I needed to show instances of this occurring in more than 
one data source. 
I looked to see that I not only observed Denise modeling shared reading as she 
read with one of her children in her home, but that I also heard her discuss how she 
modeled shared reading when I conducted an interview with her. I also collected literacy 
artifacts, a third data source, from the children in both families, to demonstrate that the 
mothers had modeled shared reading and as a result the children drew a picture about 
something they particularly liked in a story. 
I considered any inconsistencies and contradictions that I found when I analyzed 
the data as useful and necessary information. In this next section I briefly describe the 
following techniques that I used to enhance the validity and reliability of my qualitative 
research analysis (Patton, 1992). 
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Validity and Reliability of Qualitative Research Analysis 
Trustworthiness 
Denzen (1989) suggests that the trustworthiness of qualitative data is tied to the 
trustworthiness of the researcher or evaluator who collects and analyzes the data. A 
researcher demonstrates his/her trustworthiness through holding a “track record” of 
fairness and responsibility. Further discussion of the term “fairness” by Patton (1992) 
suggested that a researcher demonstrate “fairness” when the data she presented 
represents both sides of the case being studied. As I submitted findings from my two 
case studies, I needed to assure the reader that I had to the best of my knowledge tried 
to be fair and responsible as I observed what happened when parent and child read 
together in the homes of the two families. I became aware of how my own perspective 
on the reading process affected the fieldwork that I undertook in this study. Likewise, 
the way I negotiated my role as a teacher-researcher while visiting the homes of the 
families affected the findings of this study. That is why in this section I carefully 
document all my procedures, so the reader can check and review my research methods 
for bias. 
The trustworthiness features of a qualitative study help assure the reader that the 
investigation is conducted appropriately and that the resulting findings are sound and 
believable. In order to be deemed trustworthy, Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested that a 
qualitative researcher must deal with issues of credibility, confirmability, and 
transferability. I describe these three components of trustworthiness in the next section. 
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Credibility 
In order to make my study credible, it is important to review the conceptual 
framework and the methods of data collection and analysis. As a part of this process it is 
also important to interview other parents who were not participants in the Reading 
Strategies Workshop, but who were participants in the family literacy program to see 
what experiences, if any, they were having helping their children at home with reading. 
It was necessary for me to ascertain the reliability and validity of my analytic procedures 
and the coding of the selected reading strategies throughout the transcripts of the home 
reading sessions. Therefore, I asked a colleague, to assist me as a “peer researcher- 
analyst” during the time of this study so that he could ask me questions about my 
analytic procedures and products after he had done his own analysis. As stated by 
LeCompte and Goetz “external reliability addresses the issue of whether another 
researcher would discover the same phenomena or generate the same constructs in a 
same or similar situation” (p. 32). 
The peer researcher-analyst completed his analysis of a selected section of the 
data. I was then able to compare his coding to mine and hence identify any major 
discrepancies between his coding of the transcript and mine. The only major discrepancy 
I found between his coding and mine was his interpretation of an adapted reading 
strategy (ARS). He adhered to a narrower interpretation of an adopted reading strategy 
than I did. For example, if a parent did not model the reading strategy exactly as I had 
taught the strategy (see reading strategy techniques in Appendix B), he did not code the 
parent as adapting the reading strategy. Rather he identified the strategy as a “parent- 
fabricated” reading support strategy. As I mentioned previously a “parent-fabricated” 
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reading support strategy is a term I created to identify literacy support that a parent used 
when reading with her own children. 
Confirmability 
Denise and Shrieffe requested feedback from me as to what I observed them 
doing during the Home Reading Sessions. I selected one episode of each parent reading 
with one of her children to use as feedback. The parents listened as I read the 
observational comments from my field notes. When I finished reading, I asked them to 
comment on whether my observations were close to their recollection of the episode, as 
a way to confirm whether what I was observing was accurate or not. Shrieffe took up 
my offer to read through the transcript of one home reading session. I was introducing 
her to a new kind of text, a “scholarly text.” After reading through several pages of 
transcript, I found that Shrieffe commented on how much activity was going on in that 
visit. 
Transferability 
In order to address the issue of transferability, I provided clear descriptions of my 
categories and themes. Transferability also requires that the researcher provides an in- 
depth description of what is happening. I have made every attempt possible to provide 
details of Denise and her family and Shrieffe and her family in their home literacy 
environments, as well as their beliefs about and understandings of the reading process. 
Detailed descriptions of the home reading sessions, and the philosophy and 
curriculum of the Reading Strategies Workshop provide the reader with a comprehensive 
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view of the family literacy program. It is important however, to remember that the 
overall purpose of a case study is not to generalize to other situations. Rather, the search 
is for understanding of the particular case is in its idiosyncrasy and complexity (Stake, 
1988, p. 256). Therefore I concentrated on observing Denise and her family and Shrieffe 
and her family in order to understand what happened when both parents, introduced to 
reading strategies in a family literacy program, read together at home. 
Triangulation 
A major issue facing qualitative researchers is that of guaranteeing the reader that 
the data analysis is reliable. Protocols that are used in qualitative analysis to ensure 
accuracy and alternative explanations are called triangulation (Stake, 1995). I used data 
source triangulation, one of the four types of triangulation identified by Denzin (1984), 
throughout these two case studies. During this analysis I looked to see if the data 
remained the same in different contexts. The sources I triangulated throughout these two 
case studies were interviews, audiotapes, videotapes, literacy artifacts, and one survey. I 
checked back and forth to see if there were commonalities and similarities between the 
descriptions of the same events as they appeared in the different sources. All raw data 
were kept on audiotape to allow for the possibility of checking interpretations against 
original data. Therefore, as I interviewed both parents and children at the close of the 
home visit sessions, I was able to validate what the parents and children were saying with 
what I had observed about them. That is, I checked to see if the data were repeating the 
patterns that were emerging. 
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Reflexivity 
A study of the ethics of person-based research is also of importance to a 
qualitative researcher. As such, I am interested in addressing the issue of how to 
negotiate in ethical ways a role as teacher and as researcher while participating in the 
parent/child interactions during the home reading sessions. Reflexivity is the examination 
of the relationship between the researcher and the participants in a study (Rogers, 2003). 
In my two case studies, I became mindful of how my relationship was developing with 
the two parents, as we participated in the reading interactions during the home reading 
sessions. I wondered if I would find that I had a better relationship with the parents when 
I was in a researcher role than when I was in a teacher role. As I coded for reading 
strategies and support strategies used by a parent during a home reading session, I also 
looked for where I was acting in a teacher role and where I was acting in a researcher 
role. 
Reciprocity and dialogue together are a second component of reflexive research 
(Rogers, 2003). This notion is that the researcher and the participants are involved in 
sharing information with each other. Therefore as I checked to see what kind of a 
relationship I was developing with each of the two parents, I also checked to see if this 
new relationship was a balanced one, in which each of us was gaining mutual knowledge 
of each other’s worlds. I recognized the two parents as the authority of their home and 
community speaking about home literacy lessons. They recognized me as the authority of 
the school, speaking about schooled literacy lessons. 
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Summary of Methodology 
This study was designed to document and explore how two parents engaged in 
reading with their children at home. It also examined how I negotiated my dual role, as 
teacher and as researcher during the parent/child reading interactions. These two case 
studies documenting how two parents support their own children’s literacy learning 
should help to enlighten as well as deepen our understanding of the complex intricacies 
of family literacy. These two case studies add yet another researcher’s perspective at the 
leading edge of “extant research” on a frequently discussed issue within family literacy. 
That is, whether providing an instructional intervention in a family literacy program is a 
useful way to offer literacy support to parent participants. A case study research 
methodology allowed this researcher to gain an in-depth understanding of the two 
parents’ literacy support strategies over an eleven-month period of time. I used both 
written and audio/video field notes, interviews, participant observation, and literacy 
artifacts to collect the data from the two parents. Through the use of such a variety of 
data gathering techniques, I was able to assure the trustworthiness of this study. I 
triangulated the findings of the data, and validated my coding of the data. Finally, the 
case studies of the two parents allowed me to ponder possibilities of transforming 
literacy strategies from a school-based curriculum to a home-based one when an 




DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 
Overview of the Chapter 
This chapter presents and analyzes the data I collected to answer my two 
research questions, 1. What happens when two parents who learned reading strategies in 
a family literacy workshop use these strategies as they read with their children at home? 
2. How did I negotiate a dual role as teacher and as researcher with the parents and 
their children as I participated in the home reading sessions with each family? As I ask 
myself this question, I realize that I view myself as an important instrument of this 
study. 
Qualitative researchers like myself are interested in studying the ethics of 
person-based research (Moss, 2004). As such, I am interested in addressing the issue of 
how a researcher negotiates his/her role in ethical ways with the parent participants in 
this study, I discussed reflexivity in Chapter 3. To review, I borrowed a definition of 
reflexivity from Rogers (2003) that states, “reflexivity is the examination of the 
relationship between the researcher and the participants.” She continues to say, 
“reciprocity and dialogue is the second component of reflexive research. This notion is 
that the researcher and the participants are involved in learning from each other” (2003, 
p. 197). 
Seeking to gain an insider perspective (emic), I initially focused my data 
collection on the social context of the two families in my case studies, then I focused on 
the literacy events and practices of the same families. 
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I collected data relating to these two questions through interviews held at the 
conclusion of a series of family literacy reading strategies workshops and at the 
beginning and end of the home reading sessions held in both of the parents’ homes. I 
also collected data in the form of field notes after interviews I held with parents at the 
conclusion of the Reading Strategies Workshop and after I observed parents’ 
participation with their children during home reading sessions. Additionally, data in the 
form of transcribed audiotapes of each Reading Strategies Workshop and every home 
reading session were also collected. Lastly, I collected various literacy artifacts such as 
artwork and writing pieces inspired by the books the children read with a parent or 
sibling during the home reading sessions. I also accumulated letters and pictures written 
and drawn for me on a variety of topics by the children. 
First I describe Denise and Shrieffe’s experiences as parents learning how to use 
reading strategies to help support their children with reading after participating in a 
family literacy Reading Strategies Workshop. It is important to place the parents in the 
context of the family literacy program because it was in the workshop that the parents 
first discussed their own literacy experiences with their children as they used the taught 
reading strategies as a new way to support their children with reading. The first section 
contains transcripts I gleaned from interviews I held with the parents to find out their 
views of the reading process and their evaluation of the reading strategies offered 
during the Reading Strategies Workshop. 
The second section of this chapter is a thematic analysis of the data from over 
thirty-one home reading sessions which Denise and Shrieffe each engaged in as they 
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read with their children. I also include a second primary type of data analysis, a with-in- 
case analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994), as a way to confirm a particular reading 
behavior of a parent or a particular reading episode across multi-data sources. By 
collecting field-notes (one data source) of Denise using a shared reading strategy with 
one of her children at home, and then collecting data in an interview (a second data 
source) in which Denise talks about modeling shared reading with one of her children, I 
have used a with-in-case analysis to confirm that Denise did use a shared reading 
strategy across two data sources. This type of analysis helps to confirm the reliability of 
my qualitative data methods. 
I include in this second section a thematic analysis of my participation in parent- 
child reading interactions in order to discover how I negotiated a dual role as teacher 
and as researcher with the parents and their children. 
When Denise and Shrieffe enrolled in the family literacy program where I 
taught, they both set family goals to improve their own literacy learning and the literacy 
learning of their children. Eventually they were able to apply some of the principal 
understandings which they learned about reading and writing strategies from the family 
literacy program to support their own children’s literacy learning. 
Section One - Description of the Experiences of Parents After 
Attending the Family Literacy Reading Strategies Workshop 
In this first section I present data I collected during interviews I conducted with 
Denise and Shrieffe after they completed a twelve-session Reading Strategies 
Workshop. An analysis of these two interviews allowed me to further address my main 
research question, which asks what happens when Denise and Shrieffe use reading 
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strategies they learned in a Reading Strategies Workshop as they read with then- 
children at home? In the interviews, I asked both Denise and ShriefFe to describe what 
happened as they participated in and learned how to use reading strategies during the 
reading workshop. 
In the interview, each parent responded to the following open-ended questions: 
(1) what happened “around reading” as you participated in the Reading Strategies 
Workshops; and (2) what are your beliefs about and understandings of reading and the 
reading process. A parent’s beliefs about and understandings of reading are the literacy 
underpinnings that influence what transpires during the parent-child reading 
interactions. A body of research in parent involvement suggests that it is helpful to build 
upon a parent’s beliefs and understandings of how children learn if the parent is willing 
to be instructed in strategies to provide the best literacy support for their children (Baker 
et al., 1996, p. 30). For example, Denise stated that the skill of reading every word 
correctly in a text was one of the most important reading skills. She also acknowledged 
that it was also important to create meaning from the text. 
ShriefFe and Denise’s beliefs about and understandings of reading emerged from 
the interview data, as I asked each parent to reflect on questions I adapted from a 
RMing Interview in Reading Miscue Inventory; alternative procedures. This interview, 
also referred to as The Burke Reading Interview, was formulated by Carolyn Burke 
(Goodman, Watson, & Burke 1987) and is one of a group of several interviews that 
have been developed to allow insights into a student’s reading (Davenport, 2002). 
Davenport reports that “many teachers conduct a Burke Reading Interview with 
students early in the school year to gain a sense of students’ perception of the reading 
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process, their awareness of reading strategies, and their self concepts as readers” (p. 50). 
Reading Interview: A Parent’s View of Self as Reader, my adaptation of the Burke 
Reading interview, appears in the Appendix, C, # 2 and includes the following 
questions: (1) what is your definition of a “good reader”?; (2) what role should a parent 
play when supporting his/her child’s literacy learning?; and (3) what successes and 
challenges did you experience while reading to and with your children at home during 
the Reading Strategies Workshop? 
I took up a discussion of a “good reader (Clay, 1991) with each parent as a way 
to “unpack” each of the parent’s beliefs about and understandings of reading as well as 
the reading process. A parent’s beliefs about and understandings of reading are shaped 
by many things, including social and cultural forces and are likely to influence their 
efforts to foster home school connections (Baker et al., 1996, p. 27). 
I designed the first interview question as “What is your definition of a good 
reader?”, anticipating that each parent would reflect on what reading behaviors she felt 
were essential to becoming a good reader. However when I asked Denise to answer this 
question she simply said, “I don’t know any definition of a good reader.” So I changed 
my first question to include two parts. First I asked, “What are your educational 
experiences?”, hoping that as I listened to her talk about her educational experiences, 
she would include the significant ones that helped to shape her beliefs and 
understandings about the reading process. I then asked her, “Whom do you consider to 
be a good reader?” By asking her to name someone who was a good reader I anticipated 
she would tick off all the characteristics she attributed to a good reader. To answer the 
second interview question, “Do you see yourself taking a role in your children’s literacy 
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learning,” each parent needed to reflect on whether or not she could take on the role of 
supporting her own child’s literacy learning. Finally, to answer the last interview 
question, “What successes and challenges have you experienced as you read to and with 
your children at home?” each parent needed to reflect upon what had been happening as 
she read to and with her child at home. Since I was conducting an interview I had 
written down the questions that I wanted to ask each parent. However I did ask 
additional questions if I felt that a particular answer needed further explanation. 
The following section includes my interview with Denise. 
My Interview with Denise 
Denise’s Profile of a “Good Reader” 
Marilyn: What are your educational experiences? 
Denise: My education was a spotty one because I moved in and out of 
schools in both the U.S.A. and Puerto Rico. Right from the start, I 
struggled with reading. I attended kindergarten in the same city where I 
now live. Although my Mom spoke Spanish, most of the time, I spoke 
English. Half way through the school year, we moved to Puerto Rico to 
live with my mother’s family. In the school in Puerto Rico I spoke 
Spanish. I continued to move from school to school in Puerto Rico until I 
was very far behind the other students in reading and writing. I was so far 
behind that I lost interest in school and dropped out after eighth grade. I 
didn’t think of returning to school until I enrolled in the adult literacy 
interview. 
Denise justified that moving from one school to another caused her to 
fall far behind in her studies. She did not mention that she had difficulty understanding 
her instruction in Spanish. She also did not mention being offered any reading 
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interventions by a teacher to help her catch up in the Puerto Rican schools. Denise 
became so discouraged that she quit school during eighth grade. 
Marilyn: It must have been difficult for you to not only change schools 
but change school systems. There are many differences between what you 
are responsible for learning in an American classroom and what you learn 
in a Puerto Rican classroom. I am also surprised that you name English to 
be your first language when you told me your mother spoke Spanish. Who 
spoke English at home? 
Denise: My Dad. 
Marilyn: Hmm, very interesting. All the teachers here are happy you have 
set new literacy goals for yourself and that you are continuing to come to 
class. 
My response, (“It must have been difficult for you to not only change 
schools but change school systems”) and (“the differences between what you are 
responsible for learning in an American classroom and ...a Puerto Rican classroom”) 
was meant to give Denise my perspective as to why I thought she dropped out of 
school. I made an assumption that her progress as a student was interrupted when she 
entered a Puerto Rican classroom and was expected to read in Spanish. I also 
questioned her when she named English as her native language. Although Denise stated, 
“Mom spoke Spanish,” she defined herself to me as a native English speaker. However 
when she moved to Puerto Rico Denise said she “spoke Spanish.” I surmised that if she 
were truly bilingual then she should not have had academic difficulty in the Puerto 
Rican schools. 
My comment to Denise (“all the teachers are happy that you have set new 
literacy goals for yourself and that you are continuing to come to class”) contained a 
veiled admonition toward Denise for not attending class on a regular basis. My 
statement certainly led the conversation away from her past as a student and focused on 
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the here and now. Consistent attendance continues to be a problem for many parents 
attending family literacy programs. I am familiar with other family literacy teachers 
reporting how real life happenings can get in the way of a parent attending family 
literacy classes. “A day in the life of a family literacy teacher” (Antonucci, in Taylor, 
1998, p. 187) gives several reasons why parents were absent during family literacy 
class. In this free write Antonucci expresses her disappointment as a teacher when only 
three parents are present for class on a particular day. 
An attendance policy is commonly discussed and agreed upon by a parent at a 
parent’s initial family literacy conference held with a family literacy staff member. An 
attendance policy requires a parent participant to attend classes as few or as many days 
as determined in the initial literacy conference. The family literacy program where I 
taught adopted a multi-year attendance contract that stated: 
We understand that emergencies arise (weather, sickness, crucial 
appointments with other agencies, car problems etc.) but: 
• You must call in if you cannot come to class 
• 3 (sic) absences without a call will result in a review of a student’s 
commitment to program 
• You could be asked to leave the program to open a space for a more 
committed family 
This attendance policy was explained to parent participants during an initial 
conference held with each parent prior to commencing the program. See Appendix H 
for the initial conference form. 
When I configured Denise’s attendance contract she agreed to attend classes 
three days a week. In the event that she could not come to class for an extended period 
of time she was asked to call the program director and make arrangements to go on a 
leave of absence. If she missed three consecutive days in a row then the director would 
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set up a meeting and find out why Denise was not coming to class. The director 
determined whether the excuse was of merit, and if not, then she could be asked to leave 
the program. Denise was never approached by the program director to leave the 
program. Denise was always mindful not to violate the attendance policy by missing 
three consecutive classes. A copy of Denise’s attendance contract appears in Appendix 
#H. 
Denise: Yea, I want to come all the time but it is hard to get here. I am 
having a lot of problems at home that interfere with my coming to class 
and I hope I will work them out soon. Fortunately, you fill me in on any 
lessons I miss. 
Denise informed me that there were problems at home that were preventing her 
from attending classes. I was aware of one of the problems that precipitated her 
absences but I chose not to discuss them with her at this time. Although I wanted to be 
understanding of all Denise’s circumstances, I also needed to give her a clear message 
that despite difficulties, it was most important for her to continue to improve as a 
reader. She saw me as a “good teacher”, interested in keeping her in the program and 
giving her an opportunity to catch up on missed work. 
Marilyn: Whom do you consider to be a good reader? 
Denise: (looking down at the table and taking time to think before 
answering) I would say that my teachers at the family literacy program are 
good readers. You, Robert, and Laurie. I think Robert is a good reader 
because everything he reads to us in class is so beautiful. Also he doesn’t 
hesitate between reading the words. When he reads aloud to us, he shows 
us that he is enjoying what he is reading. We have so much fun when we 
read together. He makes me want to read and read! ... Oh, and my best 
friend, Katie. She and I started reading together here in the adult classes. 
Katie reads to me and my kids [sic] from the wonderful stories she writes 
about Mimi. She makes Mimi have all kinds of fun adventures. Her 
daughter, Tara, draws the illustrations of Mimi... Iris (Denise’s daughter) 
is a good reader too. She can read most of the words in the story with no 
problem. 
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Denise named each of her teachers as examples of a “good reader.” She not only 
mentioned her teacher, Robert, as a good reader, but she also mentioned me. I genuinely 
think she considered her teacher to be “good readers” and she did not name them just to 
give us a complement. She included her best friend Katie as being not only a good 
reader but a reader of stories she had written herself. She included her own daughter Iris 
as a good reader, noting that she read most of the words with ‘no problem.’ Denise 
considered a good reader to be someone who reads with a great deal of expression and 
fluency. 
Marilyn: (smiling at Denise) Thank you for considering me. I too have 
noticed that Robert is very expressive when he reads aloud. This may 
sound strange to you but sometimes a reader who doesn’t sound good 
reading aloud can actually be a good reader. My own son is in this 
category. He didn’t read fluently with expression like Robert when he read 
aloud but his second grade teacher explained to me that as he was reading 
his eyes were several words ahead of the word he was actually reading 
aloud. So he sounded unsure of what he was reading. Very weird! When 
the teacher tested him to find out what he understood about the story, she 
found that he did very well on the test. He did so well that he was reading 
at a sixth grade level, four grade levels above his grade. 
I didn’t respond to her consideration of Katie or her daughter Iris as a “good 
reader. Instead I chose to only acknowledge her selection of Robert, another literacy 
teacher, as a good reader. Rather than explore her idea of a good reader further I 
proceeded to “teach a lesson” which supported my reading beliefs about being a “good 
reader.” I was pushing my own pedagogical interests rather than sitting back and asking 
Denise open ended questions. I spoke about my own son who wasn’t considered to be a 
good reader by his teachers until he received a high score on a national reading test and 
then they took notice of his reading. I also figured she would be interested in hearing 
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about a family member of mine who was in the same grade as her youngest son, Wilbur. 
This proved to be more of an interruption than I had expected. 
Marilyn: Now I will ask you a very important question. Do you think you are a 
good reader? 
Denise: (shaking her head back and forth) No, I am not a good reader. 
My social worker doesn’t think so either. She reads me letters I receive 
from the social service agency instead of letting me read it myself. I’m 
reading better than I did when I first started the literacy program, but I am 
not going to the program right now. Because of the rules of Welfare 
Reform I have to go to work at the day care center every day. So now I’m 
not getting any help with reading. There is no way for me to improve my 
reading sitting here at home alone. I was hoping Robert or you could come 
and visit with me and help me out with my reading. Of course, I can also 
call on my friend Kate to help me read a letter. 
Although Denise did not see herself as a good reader she still regarded the 
literacy events in her life as important. She established her own family literacy event of 
gathering her own children and her friend Katie’s children together on a Friday evening 
to listen to the latest adventure of Mimi, written by Katie. 
Denise displayed a deprecating attitude toward herself in regard to her ability to 
read. Denise carried a message from her previous literacy experiences that she was not a 
good reader. She interacted on a regular basis with a social worker from the Department 
of Social Welfare, (now called the Transitional Assistance Program.) Her social worker 
did not invest any time getting to know Denise or helping to enhance her self-esteem. 
The social worker’s main objective seemed to be “getting the job done” and 
documenting for her agency any information about Denise and her family as quickly as 
she could. Denise expressed that it was a regular occurrence for a social worker to read 
the contents of a business letter from a social service agency to her rather than let her 
read it on her own. This made Denise feel incompetent as a reader. 
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Denise was also feeling left out of the family literacy program’s “network” 
because her recent employment at the daycare center was getting in the way of her 
attending the family literacy program. She also mentioned that she and her friend Katie 
had established their own literacy network, helping each other out when needed. She 
shared information with me during the interview that she was hoping that I could 
provide her with reading lessons so she could continue working on her reading goals. 
She expressed frustration with not being able to read better. Although she engaged in 
the reading process, she was uneasy understanding the process. I reminded her that 
there were other ways to improve ones literacy learning when one is unable to attend 
literacy classes. 
Denise’s situation made me think of Yetta Goodman (1997) speaking about the 
many unique and personal literacy experiences that effect how a person engages in the 
process of reading. For example, Goodman stated, “a person may regard themselves as 
not a ‘good reader’, and when this happens this same person does not believe that the 
literacy events in his/her life takes on the same importance as more academic events 
such as being read to, writing stories or being taught to read and write in school”(p.60). 
Marilyn: So if you don’t think you are a good reader What do you think 
would help you become a good reader? 
Denise: I would like to know all the words. Yes, I would like to read 
every word and really understand what each word means.... I would like 
to be able to sit down and read any book or any letter and not have to stop 
and figure out what each word says... When Iris and I read together, I try 
to keep up with her as she reads. She can read most of the words in a story 
with no problem. She doesn’t have to stop and think about the words, like 
I do. She just reads them right out. 
Denise was quick to respond to my literacy questions and she volunteered a few 
important reading strategies that in her opinion would help her become a better reader. 
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She mentioned not having to “figure out” each word and understanding what each word 
means as ways to improve as a reader. She was taking on a more active roll in her own 
children’s literacy learning but she still wanted to receive help to learn more about 
reading from other “good readers” like her teachers. She mentioned “to call out a word” 
quickly is something she wanted to be able to do. Most of her criteria for a good reader 
indicated that she had a word-based view of reading rather than a meaning -based view 
(Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987). I interpreted from the conversation I had with 
Denise that she did not think of reading as solely a process of understanding text. 
Marilyn: Did you think that your participation in the family literacy 
program helped you read better? 
Denise: Yes, I have been helped a lot by all of you (referring to the 
teachers in the family literacy program) and not just in reading. Louise is 
always suggesting that I talk with someone in another agency when I have 
a problem to solve. Like when I had to find a new apartment. All of you 
teachers have helped me understand the meaning of the big words in the 
reading that I did not know before. Now I have learned the words and I 
can keep them “in my mind.” When I go back and reread a book, I 
remember how to read the words. If they give me a paper to read at work I 
can do it pretty much all on my own. I’ll look, and I’ll think, and then I’ll 
say to myself, “Sure, I know most of these words.” 
Denise had only positive comments to make concerning her experience with the 
family literacy program. She had gained some important reading strategies such as 
learning sight words, learning the meaning of a word, rereading a text, and having 
confidence in her own ability to solve a reading problem. 
Marilyn: I am happy to hear that our program has helped you read better 
and helped your family in many other ways. The words that you “keep in 
mind” are your own “sight words.” You will recognize more and more 
words at a glance as you continue to read a variety of materials. I have one 
more question to ask you. This one is not about you as a reader but about 
your children as readers. What would you like your children to do better as 
readers? 
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Denise: (smiles and nods her head) I would like Gabe and Wilbur to read 
more often and read more books. Iris is doing okay. She is reading lots of 
books. She likes stories about girls her age and books about space. I don’t 
have time to get to the library to check out books for them to read. I used 
to check them out when I went to the family literacy program. The library 
was right in the next room. It was so easy. Oh, I like it when Wilbur 
knows the words as he reads and tells me about the story after he reads it. 
Gabe keeps a list of words he learned at school that he feels good about 
reading. He adds a word to this word list when he reads a new word he 
likes. I want him to know even more words. Gabe loves to reread certain 
books. Instead of retelling the story, or writing about the story he draws a 
picture about the story. I’d like him to write more of his thoughts down on 
paper. 
Denise expressed clearly and specifically what she wanted her two boys to do 
better as readers. She understood the importance of a reading goal that not only 
identified words in the text but also included comprehension of the text. She also 
understood the importance of reading different kinds of books to her children and she 
was familiar with the public library as the place to go to check out these books. Denise 
also saw the importance of connecting reading with writing opportunities (Au, 1992). 
Denise’s Viewpoint Regarding her Role in her 
Children’s Literacy Learning 
As I looked through the data I discovered that as early as the initial family 
literacy conference I held with Denise, she saw herself as taking a major role in her 
children’s literacy learning. At this initial conference I asked her the following question. 
Marilyn: Do you see yourself taking a role in your children’s literacy 
learning? 
Denise: Sure I do. I am teaching my kids reading and other stuff at home. 
Marilyn: What do you mean by “other stuff?” 
Denise: “Other stuff’ is all the other important information that we are 
learning when we read a children’s book together. I can talk about all the 
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different kinds of animals that live on a farm now because I learned about 
the animals in It’s a Perfect Day. 
Marilyn: Okay, I see what you mean. Do you see yourself continuing to 
take a role in your children’s literacy learning? 
Denise: I am getting better as a reader and as a parent supporting my kids’ 
reading. I set a goal for myself during my reading class to read and write 
better because I want to be able to help my child with reading at home. I 
didn’t do it on my own so I joined a family literacy program. Now I am 
more comfortable reading to and with my children. I couldn’t do it before 
[it implies reading with her children] but, little by little, I am gaining 
confidence in my reading with support from you and some of my friends 
here (here referring to the family literacy program)... Once I started 
reading with my kids, I really liked it a lot. 
Denise reported to the other parents during the first parent discussion that she 
was not having any luck reading with her three children. Parent discussion was a 
specific time during each Reading Strategies Workshop when parents talked about 
“how it was going” as they began to read books to their children at home. However by 
the June 16th post interview, I noted that Denise was including some of the “lingo” from 
the Reading Strategies Workshop in her conversation. For example, Denise was using 
some of the same language that she had heard me use when I modeled reading 
strategies. I heard her say, “Now, I am more comfortable reading to and with my 
children.” I had used the term “reading to and with” on several occasions when I taught 
the Reading Strategies Workshop. 
Denise: (She continued talking with a smile on her face) I teach them 
lots now. Before the workshop, I didn’t know how to support their 
reading. I am doing it now. It’s hard work, but I’m doing it. It’s not all 
serious. We laugh over the books. We laughed so hard when we read If 
You Give a Mouse A Cookie. (Short Pause) So I am being a teacher. But 
that’s not to say that I am just like you or their teachers at school. 
Marilyn: You sure do teach them many things. Reading is just one of the 
things you teach them. After all we know our children better that any other 
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people on earth. Oh, I like If You Give a Mouse a Cookie, too. It’s great to 
read a story and really have a good laugh after you have read it. 
I validated Denise’s role both as a teacher and as a parent. Denise was very 
certain that she was teaching her children literacy strategies and supporting then- 
reading. She referred to the Reading Strategies Workshop as the literacy occurrence 
when she began to help her children read. She was also very clear to make a distinction 
between herself as a teacher and her children’s classroom teachers. She built her model 
of reading to include reading as hard work and not always fun. She really appreciated 
humor in a book, recommending If You Give A Mouse A Cookie as a book she and her 
children thoroughly enjoyed reading together. I joined in and validated Denise on her 
evaluation of If You Give A Mouse A Cookie, and gave her positive feedback on her 
accomplishments as she read with her children. 
I positioned myself with Denise as a parent, when I stated “we know our 
children better than anyone else.” I validated for her that “knowing” about one’s child’s 
literacy needs was an important literacy strategy unique to a parent. I had discovered the 
importance of a parent “knowing” about his/her child’s literacy needs while conducting 
a pilot study of non-mainstream parent’s literacy practices (Antonucci, in Taylor, 1997). 
Denise’s Viewpoint Regarding the Successes and Challenges She 
Experienced Reading with Her Children at Home 
To locate information that would help to reveal Denise’s viewpoint as to the 
successes and challenges she encountered while reading with her children, I first turn to 
data I collected during a parent discussion held during a Reading Strategies Workshop 
in March, 1996. 
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During a parent discussion Denise mentioned to the other parents in the Reading 
Strategies Workshop that she was hesitant to read to her children at home. 
Denise: I don’t have time to read The Quilt to my children.... I haven’t 
had any luck sitting down with my children and looking at the pictures in 
the story... Once I read better, I will be more help to my children.... 
Sometimes I get stuck on the words... And I don’t want Iris (her daughter) 
looking over my shoulder telling me the words that I don’t know. I don’t 
have many books at home. We have the books you gave us at the 
workshop to read to our children. 
Marilyn: Your days are very busy right now. If you do get a few extra 
minutes, why don’t you sit down and read. 
Parent Participant: Yeah, Denise, I know what you mean. I don’t like it 
when my daughter reads words to me that I don’t know. But after all 
we’re all doing this together. Just try it. 
Denise recounted the challenges that she faced at the start of the Reading 
Workshop. Family literacy in Denise’s home did not revolve around book reading. 
Although she spoke about listening to her children talk about books which they were 
reading at school she did not have a “schooled” literacy event of reading with her 
children in place at her home and she was unsure of how to initiate one. She also 
mentioned that she did not have books available to read in her home other than the 
books I had given to her from the workshop. She described to the parents that she 
initiated a literacy practice of rereading a book she had read in the Reading Strategies 
Workshop as a way to prepare for reading the same book with one of her children. She 
was particularly sensitive reading in front of her daughter Iris because she was aware 
that her daughter. Iris, read more fluently and knew more words than she did. I noted 
that Denise used the word “luck” for a second time in a situation where I would have 
anticipated her using the word “success.” Perhaps as she becomes more confident in her 
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own reading ability and henceforth more in control of her own decision making she may 
feel less inclined to believe that her destiny is determined by “luck.” 
I continued to give Denise support as she began to weave this new literacy 
practice of reading with her children in with her own family literacy practices. I 
recognized all the other important events and jobs she was accomplishing and I tried to 
convey to her that I understood that it took time and energy to initiate a new literacy 
event like reading with her children. 
I include here a question that I asked Denise at the first home reading session on 
September 23, 1996.1 was curious to see if she had begun to read with her children. 
Marilyn: Have you done any reading with your children over the 
summer? 
Denise: Yes, Wilbur and I read It’s A Perfect Day. Now I read stories to 
all three of my kids because I am more comfortable reading to them. I still 
practice reading the stories over before I read them to the kids... I couldn’t 
read to my kids before the workshop, but now I can... I thought I wouldn’t 
read the words right. Now Wilbur is reading many of the “repeated” words 
over and over again from the book to me. 
Denise gave the Reading Strategies Workshop a strong endorsement. She 
explained that before she took the workshop she didn’t read to any of her children. Prior 
to the workshop she would not be described as a “risk taker” a term used by the 
Goodmans (Goodman, 1994) to describe a reader who is confident in her own ability to 
read any unfamiliar word. After the workshop Denise was working at reading unknown 
words on her own. 
Marilyn: This is great news. I knew you could do it. It just takes time and 
practice. I realize how little time a busy parent with three children has to 
read books with their children. But if you make the most of the time you 
have together, you often can fit in a little reading. I am glad that the 
strategies you learned at the workshop are really useful ones. 
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The fact that Denise was reading with Wilbur indicated to me that she had begun 
to accomplish some of her own personal reading goals, one of which was to support her 
children’s literacy learning by “helping them read better.” I praised Denise because she 
had made the effort to read with her children, recognizing that she had not been 
successful reading with them prior to this literacy event. As I praised her I referenced a 
traditional formula of success, suggesting that it takes both time and practice in order to 
succeed. Then I reiterated that she was similar to many parents, who found they had 
very little time on their hands to read with their children, but despite this challenge, 
managed to accomplish important literacy practices such as reading with their children. 
Denise: Iris and I read together. I read one page and she reads the next 
page... Gabe likes to join in with me as I read the animal noises in It’s A 
Perfect Day. I read cock a-doodle-do and he reads the words right along 
with me. 
Denise mentioned that she was able to accommodate not only Wilbur’s reading 
needs, but also those of her two older children, Gabe and Iris. She used different 
reading strategies with each of her children. She accommodated Iris’s reading needs by 
giving her the opportunity to read one page of a text independently while Denise read 
the other page. Denise described how they usually read together right before bedtime 
and some nights it was hard to stop reading! She encouraged Gabe to join in with her as 
she read the animal sounds during a shared reading of a predictable text. It’s A Perfect 
Day. 
Denise demonstrated that as she was learning new reading strategies she also 
was able to offer these same reading strategies to her children and was becoming a more 
active participant in her children’s literacy learning. 
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Denise’s definition of a “good reader” included a reader not just reading words 
accurately but understanding the meaning of what one is reading. Her definition 
indicated that she was moving to a “meaning based view of reading” (Davenport, 2002, 
p. 51), one in which the reader has a sense of the reading process as a process of 
understanding the text. 
Denise was beginning to appreciate her role as a teacher of her children’s 
literacy. Huey validated this role for parents many years ago (1908, p. 103) when he 
proclaimed, “Parents are the first teacher their children have- they are the teachers 
children have for the longest time.” One of the challenges that a parent who is learning 
and modeling literacy along side his her own children, is that of accepting help from 
his/her own children. Family literacy educators speak of the importance of establishing 
a two-way flow where the communications between parent and child moves from one to 
the other, rather than a one way flow where the communication moves in one direction 
from parent to child. Denise provided an example of a two-way flow of communication 
between herself and her children. She readily accepted reading assistance from her older 
daughter. She also passed on these reading strategies to her other two siblings when 
they engaged in reading together. 
My Interview with Shrieffe 
Shrieffe’s Profile of a “Good Reader” 
I include in this section the interview that I held with Shrieffe after she 
completed the Reading Strategies Workshop. 
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Marilyn: I am going to ask you several interview questions. Please answer 
each question the best you can. There are no wrong answers to these 
questions. Again, I’ll be using this information as data for my research. 
Whom do you consider to be a good reader? and could you also include 
What are your educational experiences? 
Shrieffe: Okay. Let me think.( pausing before giving her answer) I am a 
good reader in my first language, which is Arabic. I learned to read in 
school, in Lebanon. I studied hard and did my lessons well. Now that I am 
living here in America, I am learning to speak English. However I am not 
a “good reader” when I read in English.... When I read a sentence in 
English there are many words that do not make any sense to me. I sound 
the words out or if I can’t read them I ask one of my daughters to help me 
read the words. Once I can read the words, I use my English to Arabic 
dictionary to look up the meaning of the words. I find that although I may 
be able to read the word, I don’t know what the word means. ..Iam 
reading more in English now. I can pick up a local newspaper and read 
what is happening ... I can read most of the notices the children bring 
home from their schools. This is good. 
Shrieffe named herself as a good reader in Arabic and considered herself to be a 
good student when she studied in Lebanon. She did not go into any details about her 
educational background. She transferred the literacy skills and literacy practices she has 
already established reading and writing in Arabic to help her accomplish her new goal 
of reading and writing in English. She expressed concern with her progress as a reader 
of English because although she could read the words she did not understand the 
meaning of the text. She is adept at using an Arabic-to-English dictionary to try to find 
the meaning of the new English words. She also read school notices and a local 
newspaper in English. However at his point she proclaimed that she was not a “good 
reader” in English. 
Shrieffe: I am studying hard to become a citizen of the United States. I 
have a special teacher {sic] who I study with on Saturday. I read all about 
history of the United States. Lots and lots of history. If I am [sic] a poor 
reader, I won’t be able to pass the requirements to become a citizen. I take 
time out each day to practice reading English. I would be a better reader if 
I could attend every family literacy class. But I have missed several of the 
family literacy reading workshops because my husband is away, and it is 
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difficult for me to find a babysitter to take care of my youngest daughter, 
Jamell. She is too young to enroll in the family literacy preschool program 
where her two brothers, Omar and Mahmude attend. I am happy that you 
have kept me caught up with my studies. 
Shrieffe’s prior experience with schooled literacy gave her confidence to pursue 
her goal of becoming a U.S.citizen. She realized that to accomplish this goal she needed 
to be able to read and write in English. She studied for the U.S. citizen exam with a 
tutor who is also a teacher in the same family literacy program where I teach. She 
learned of this opportunity to study for her citizenship while attending the family 
literacy program when she asked one of the teachers how she might go about becoming 
a U.S. citizen. Fortunately one of the literacy teachers was trained as a citizenship tutor 
and Shrieffe was accepted into the program to study for U.S. citizenship. 
Shrieffe lamented that she would be a better reader if she could attend more 
family literacy classes. But she seemed resolved to the fact that her daughter Jamell was 
too young to be enrolled in the early childhood program and that it was against family 
literacy policy to bring her daughter to adult classes. The policy she referred to was put 
into place after a parent discussion about whether babies and very young children 
should accompany a parent to class. Shrieffe’s attendance contract had been designed 
with the program director, permitting her to miss more than three classes in a row. The 
director had agreed to make changes in Shrieffe’s attendance contract because she felt 
that her extenuating circumstances of her husband being away for extended periods of 
time and not being able to find a babysitter for Jamell merited her doing so. 
Shrieffe: (continuing on to answer the question, “Who is a good reader?”) 
Nafee and Hureae are good readers. When Nafee reads to me, she reads all 
of the words correctly. If she doesn’t know a word, she tries to read it, but 
if she can’t, she skips it and keeps on reading. She reads books on her own 
and then writes book reports for school. She gets good marks in reading. 
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Yes, Layla, my third daughter, is a good reader. Her teachers say she is a 
good reader... She likes to read, and she doesn’t complain. I’m not good 
to help her because her English is better than mine. 
It is interesting to note that ShriefFe named only herself and others in her own 
family as examples of good readers. Although I previously identified ShriefFe as having 
a meaning-based view of reading, she does mention here as a criteria of a good reader 
being able to read all the words correctly. She introduced the concept of “marks” as a 
useful evaluation when considering whether a person is a good reader. She 
acknowledged a “good mark” or grade issued by one of her children’s teachers to be the 
criteria she used to assess that her daughter was a good reader. 
Marilyn: Do you think your participation in the family literacy program 
helped you read better? 
ShriefFe: Yes, I am doing better reading in English, and I write better in 
English. I read newspapers and all about American history. I read how to 
drive and all the rules, directions on how to use medicines, and school 
news from all my children’s schools. I am writing my life story now. I am 
writing about my wedding day. I am reading children’s stories with you. 
It’s good. I show the books to the kids, but they don’t always want to 
listen to me read. Before the workshop, I didn’t read stories to my children 
in English. Maybe I read a little bit to them in Arabic. I didn’t write with 
my children. My children like to be read to, but they don’t read stories to 
me, only Nafee (her oldest daughter) (See Appendix D, #6 for A Wedding 
in My Town). 
ShriefFe equated being a “good reader” with being able to read well orally. She 
acknowledged that she liked to be read to in English by her oldest daughter. I observed 
that ShriefFe regarded reading and writing as important in the literacy process (Au, 
1992). When I asked her whether she thought the program helped her read better, she 
replied in the affirmative, giving me specific examples. She stated that the program had 
introduced her to different genres (i.e., newspapers, stories, and non-fiction text) as well 
as to read texts in different domains (i.e., self-help medical books, citizenship 
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textbooks, and committee notes). She also gave examples of what she was writing. She 
mentioned that she was presently writing her life story. However she stated that 
although she did write stories, she had not encouraged her own children to sit down and 
write with her before attending the reading workshop. She practiced reading and writing 
in English whenever time permitted. 
Shrieffe’s Viewpoint Regarding her Role in her 
Children’s Literacy Learning 
I looked though all the data I had collected of observations from the Reading 
Strategies Workshops to discover how Shrieffe viewed her role in her children’s literacy 
learning. In Shrieffe’s initial family literacy conference she was reluctant to identify 
herself as a teacher or give herself credit for taking a role in their literacy learning. At 
this initial conference I asked Shrieffe the following question. 
Marilyn: Do you see yourself taking a role in your children’s literacy 
learning? 
Shrieffe : Maybe yes, maybe no. I am not a teacher... Sometimes I feel a 
little like a teacher when I help my children read a story. Sometimes I give 
them a book they don’t like, they get up and shout and run away. Then, I 
feel like I’m not a teacher. When I show them something about reading, 
like putting a finger under the words as they read, they do it and 
understand me. Then I feel more like I am doing okay reading and writing 
with them. I have no time to write down any of the happenings when we 
read together. Remember you asked for a literacy log? I am so busy with 
six children. No time for anything. 
Shrieffe acknowledged that she read to her children in Arabic before she 
participated in the Reading Workshop. She also acknowledged that she was reading a 
few stories to her children in English. She expressed she felt more like a teacher when 
her children interacted with her after she modeled a particular reading technique with 
her younger children of tracking the text with a finger. She did not feel teacher-like if 
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the children were off task and not following her directions or listening to her read a 
story. She had experienced the boys running off to play while she was reading a book to 
them. She was not confident that they would like the book she chose to read to them. 
Although she never mentioned the book title I was curious as to what book she selected 
to read to the boys that didn’t interest them. 
Shrieffe: I read a little to them in Arabic, but not often... I didn’t listen to 
what they said about the story... I just read to them. The older girls like to 
read by themselves or sometimes I hear them reading to each other. My 
children are speaking English and reading in English in school. I don’t 
speak English as good (sic) as they do. 
Marilyn: What children’s book did you read to them in Arabic? I would 
like to know more about Lebanese writers, especially those who write 
children’s literature. You are not the only parent who says they do not 
speak English as well as their children. After all your children have the 
opportunity to listen to and speak English with their friends and teachers 
for at least six hours every day. 
At the time of this interview, Shrieffe was reading to and with her younger 
children, Mahmude, Layla, and Omar. After being introduced to several children’s 
books during the Reading Strategies Workshop, she was slowly gaining confidence to 
read one or two of these books in English with her boys. She sat down and read It’s A 
Perfect Day to her children. 
Shrieffe: Oh, I read them the story of Aladdin and the Magic Lamp in 
Arabic. They really like that story. They also liked the story I read in 
English, It’s a Perfect Day. Yes, it’s one of my favorite stories... After I 
read the story they drew pictures of the animals. Here are the pictures 
(handing me the pictures with a smile). 
Marilyn: These are lovely (slowly gazing at each picture). May I keep 
them? Or do Mahmude and Omar want them back? Oh, Jamell must have 
drawn this one. (speaking to Shrieffe and pointing to the picture) See she 
has drawn a kitty. 
Shrieffe not only was reading in English for the first time, but she was also 
introducing her children to an initial step of language experience writing, a strategy I 
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taught during the reading workshop. As her children drew a picture of one of the farm 
animals, she asked them to recall the name of the animal and to tell something about 
what the animal was doing. Jamell, her youngest daughter, was already being socialized 
into literacy learning as she listened to her mother read the story with her brothers and 
then she drew a picture of one of the animals she remembered from the story (a copy of 
their drawings appear in Appendix D, #7- #10). I was impressed that Shrieffe valued the 
children’s work and saved the pictures to show me. 
Shrieffe’s Viewpoint of the Successes and Challenges She Experienced 
Reading with her Children at Home 
I challenged Shrieffe by my invitation to engage in reading with her children at 
her home. She was conscious of the fact that she did not speak English as fluently as her 
children. Therefore, because she perceived that she did not sound “okay” when she read 
a story in English, she was hesitant to read a book to her children in English. 
I asked Shrieffe in the Reading Strategies Workshop interview the following 
questions. 
Marilyn: I have a two-part question for you to answer. As you read to and 
with your children at home, what successes have you experienced? What 
challenges or what has got in your way? 
Shrieffe: Reading the books out loud with my reading partner (in the 
Reading Strategies Workshop) helped me feel better about myself and 
helped me gain confidence that I sounded okay when I read a story in 
English. I also practiced reading in English by listening to a tape recording 
of a story, and then I joined in reading the words right along with the tape. 
I read a story to the younger children when Nafee was in the room with 
me. If I can’t read a word she is right there to help me figure it out 
Shrieffe left the table where we were seated to follow after her youngest 
daughter Jamell. She brought Jamell to the family literacy center on this day because 
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she knew there were no formal classes in session. She sat Jamell on her lap and 
continued to answer the second part of the question). 
Shrieffe: I would say that finding time to read with my children is one of 
my biggest challenges. I planned to read The Quilt with Layla this week, 
but I just couldn’t find any time to sit down with her. It took me a couple 
of weeks just to find time to look at the pictures in the story with 
Mahmude, Omar, and Layla. 
At first, Shrieffe found it difficult to find time to read to her children during her 
busy schedule. In the fall of 1996 as I began the first home reading session I asked 
Shrieffe to answer the following question: 
Marilyn: Have you done any reading with your children over the 
summer? 
Shrieffe: I am reading out loud to the boys as they sit down with me and 
listen to the story... I asked Mahmude to read some of the repeated lines 
in the story.. .1 sound better reading to and with my children now.. .When 
we read together in English, I asked them questions about the story in 
Arabic, so they will understand the story better. At first, I found it hard to 
find time to sit down and read with Mahmude and Omar. The boys were 
restless when I read, and they didn’t seem interested in books I selected. I 
didn’t know if it was the way I read or that they just couldn’t sit still and 
listen. The boys love dinosaurs. So when I read the story If the Dinosaurs 
Came Back, they were very interested, and they sat down and listened to 
me. That’s when our reading together got much better. 
Shrieffe believed that a “good reader” not only can read all of the words 
correctly, but also understands what each word means in every sentence. She also 
believed that a good reader should be exposed to many kinds of reading materials, such 
as manuals, legal text, and medical information. She believed a person could become a 
better reader by studying reading in an adult literacy class. Finally, she believed a good 
reader is also a good writer. Her definitions of a good reader closely fit the framework 
of the expectations of a “good reader,” emphasizing reading every word in a text 
correctly. 
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Denise and Shrieffe Coming to an Understanding About the 
Commonality of Using Reading Strategies 
Denise and Shrieffe’s experiences, first as learners and then as “teachers,” 
gradually helped them develop a sense of self confidence as they engaged in reading 
interactions with their children at home. Denise and Shrieffe shared a similar belief as 
to how to define a good reader. They both believed that a good reader is a person who 
sounds good when reading, reads all the words correctly, and enjoys what he/she is 
reading. Shrieffe mentioned in her interview that she felt it was important not only to 
know how to pronounce new words, but also to know the meaning of the words. 
Each parent viewed reading with her children as a challenge. Denise thought 
that she did not read well enough to be a “teacher, reading stories to and with her 
children. Shrieffe thought her English was not good enough to take on a role as 
“teacher” of her children’s literacy learning. She suggested to me that I continue as 
“teacher,” rather than assume the role of researcher, while I was attending her home 
reading sessions. 
Denise and Shrieffe expressed in their interviews that the Reading Strategies 
Workshop was instrumental in introducing them to what they called “new ideas” that 
they now used as they helped their children read at home. Denise stated that she needed 
the support of a family literacy program in order to continue to improve as a reader. 
Specifically, she said, “I wanted to improve the way I read aloud to my children, and I 
wanted to know the words I came across when I read a story.” 
When taking on a teacher-like role to help support her child with reading, 
Denise realized that it was “okay” if she didn’t know all the answers and if she asked 
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her daughter Iris or her friend Katie for help reading a new word. Shrieffe realized that 
she was contributing to her children’s literacy learning by acting in the role as a 
“teacher” and offering support to them as they read with her. 
Both women understood the importance of encouraging their children to read 
with them at home and of offering their children reading support whenever possible. 
Shrieffe adopted the reading jargon introduced by me in the reading workshop. She 
spoke of reading “to and with her children” in Arabic and maybe a little in English 
before she took the Reading Strategy Workshop. Shrieffe recalled that before the 
workshop she wasn’t familiar with listening to her children retell a story or encouraging 
them to talk about the illustrations prior to reading the story. Once she participated in 
the workshop and learned new reading strategies to help support her children’s reading, 
she began reading in English with her children. 
In this next section, I present two initial and two concluding conversations that I 
had with Denise and Shrieffe during their home reading sessions. I conducted these 
conversations in order to understand more about the family’s literacy practices which I 
refer to in this study as the “parent fabricated” support strategies that Denise and 
Shrieffe used to support their children’s literacy learning. My inquiry led me to analyze: 
(1) what was happening in each home concerning literacy learning; and (2) what social 
interactions were occurring between family members in the homes. 
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Section Two - Parents Coming to an Understanding of 
How to Support Their Children's Literacy Learning 
Initial Home Reading Session Conversations with 
Denise’s and Shrieffe’s Families 
An analysis of my conversations with Denise and Shrieffe, which include taking 
into consideration both confirming and disconfirming evidence helped me take a closer 
look at the social interactions between the family members as they read together. All the 
conversational data was taken from field notes that I wrote after I completed a first visit 
to the homes of the families and audiotape recordings of the initial home reading 
session. 
Prefacing my discussion of the initial conversations is a description of the 
settings where each of the families’ home reading sessions takes place. This description 
may help the reader visualize the social context in which the family reading event 
occurred. As emphasized by Cook-Gumperz (1975), the setting of a literacy learning 
event is important to the interpretations of the ongoing communicative event. In the two 
case studies that I introduce here the literacy event refers to a parent and child reading 
together. 
Denise’s Initial Home Reading Session Conversation 
At this initial home reading session on October 2, Wilbur was waiting for me on 
the sidewalk outside of the apartment building where he lived. He greeted me with a big 
hug as I stepped onto the curb from my car. He offered to help me carry one of the tw o 
book bags upstairs to the third floor. As Wilbur and I arrived at the top of the stairs. 
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Denise opened the front door and welcomed me to her house. First she introduced me to 
her daughter Iris, a dark-haired young girl with a beautiful smile who informed me she 
was a fifth grader. Then Denise introduced me to Gabe, a curly, brown-haired boy who 
informed me that he was a second grader. The three children were very eager to talk to 
me and curious to find out what I had in my book bags. 
Denise led us into the dimly lit living room, where I set my bags down beside 
the couch on the wooden floor. As the children settled down on the couch, I explained 
to Denise and her family my plan to carry out a year -long research study of their home 
reading. 
Marilyn: First of all, I will have a new role as a researcher. In this role, I 
will not be teaching reading to you, Denise, or to the children. I will be 
observing you and your children as you read together. However in my role 
as a researcher I am also a participant observer. This means that I may 
enter into your conversations while you are reading together and add my 
own comments. While all this is happening I will not be able to accurately 
document exactly what is happening if I don’t tape the conversations with 
a tape recorder. So Denise, I need to ask you for your permission to tape 
record these conversations. Do you mind if I do this? (See Appendix E for 
a copy of the Consent Form.) 
Denise: (shaking her head back and forth) No, go ahead. I don’t mind. 
But I would like you to shut off the tape recorder when other 
conversations are going on in the room. 
Marilyn: Thanks, no problem. It is my hope that my research study of 
your family’s reading sessions may provide other family literacy teachers, 
like myself, with a better understanding of what kinds of reading strategies 
are useful to teach parents who are interested in helping support their 
children’s reading. 
Marilyn: Denise, where would you like to gather to read with your 
children? 
Denise: Let’s move to the kitchen. There is more room there. 
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As I looked into the kitchen, I noted that there was ample space and adequate 
lighting by the kitchen table for all five of us to gather. 
Marilyn: Okay, good choice. Let’s try it. 
We all moved into the kitchen, and I began to unpack the two bags. I placed It’s 
Did You Ever See A Snail Sail. Little Blue and Little Yellow. Are You 
My Mother?. Jump. Frog. Jump, and A Bath For A Beagle, titles appropriate for 
beginning or developing readers, on the kitchen table in front of the children. I had 
selected these books to bring to Denise’s family because I knew Denise had read all of 
them but Little Blue and Little Yellow, and Are You My Mother? during the Reading 
Strategies Workshop. Denise had expressed to me that she was only comfortable 
reading a book with her children if she had already practiced reading it. I had visited 
Denise’s house previously when I was carrying out the home visit component of the 
family literacy program. While I was visiting I became aware that Denise and her 
children had very few books in the home. Therefore I prepared for this session by 
selecting the above children’s books anticipating that at least one of them would be of 
interest to the two younger children (see Appendix F, Additional Children’s Books 
Selected For Family Reading for a complete list of books selected by me). 
I hoped that one of the books would be appropriate for Denise to read with her 
children. I was aware that she might invite her oldest daughter. Iris, to read with her. 
However, I realized as I looked at the book selections that I had forgotten to bring any 
books that were appropriate for Iris’s interest or reading level to this first session. My 
rationale when I organized the Reading Strategies Workshop was to teach reading 
strategies to parents that might be used to help support beginning and developing 
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readers. However now that I was beginning an actual reading session in the home, I 
needed to expand my focus to include reading support for all the children in the home 
and that included a selection of books to reflect every child’s interest. 
I had no preconceived idea as to how the parent-child reading interaction would 
proceed. I anticipated that Denise’s fabricated parent support strategies, already in place 
in the home, would guide Denise as she read with her children. I wondered just how she 
would organize the reading interaction. Would she designate time for each child to read 
with her or would she involve two or more of her children reading the same story? I was 
prepared as a participant observer to sit back and observe how each of the family 
members engaged in the reading interaction. I had permission to tape the session and I 
was also ready to write field notes. 
Wilbur picked up It’s A Perfect Day, and as he flipped through the pages he 
proclaimed: 
Wilbur: Oh, I remember Mommy reading this book. 
(Gabe was looking at the pictures in Bath for A Beagle when I took my tape 
recorder out of the bag. Gabe put down the book and exclaimed in delight). 
Gabe: Wow, can I try it out? 
We were interrupted by a telephone call that was for Iris. Iris went off into the 
living room to talk. She remained in the living room for most of the reading session. 
Then there was a knock at the back door, and a little boy asked Gabe to come down to 
his apartment to play. Denise spoke to the little boy and told Gabe to back in one half 
hour. Gabe exited with him through the back door. Wilbur, the only child left in the 
kitchen, sat down in the chair next to me. 
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Wilbur: (addressing his question to me) Can you show me how to run the 
tape recorder? 
Marilyn: (showing him how to use the tape recorder) Sure, this button 
says Record. You press it down when you want to record what is being 
said. This button says Rewind. You press it to rewind the tape so you can 
listen to what you recorded. This is the Play button. You press it to hear 
what you recorded. Let’s try it out now. Would you like to talk so I can 
tape your voice? (Wilbur nods his head in the affirmative) Okay, ready. 
Press the Record button. Wilbur, how is everything going at school this 
year? 
Wilbur: I am not having a good time at school. I am in the first grade 
again this year and all my friends are in second grade. My teacher says I 
need to do better with reading. Maybe if I do better I can catch up to my 
friends. I am ready to read a book right here and now. 
Marilyn: Okay; press the stop button. Oops, I forgot to show you the stop 
button. Here it is. Now we press rewind and the tape is ready for you to 
listen to it. 
Wilbur didn’t seem interested in hearing the tape right then as he was looking 
through the pile of books. He picked out A Bath For A Beagle. 
Wilbur: I’ll read this one. Mom has read it to me before. 
Marilyn: (nodding to Denise who had pulled up a chair and placed it on 
the other side of Wilbur) Okay, take it away, Wilbur. 
It is at this point that the initial conversation with Denise and her family ended. I 
observed both schooled and family literacy practices present in Denise’s home literacy 
environment. Denise had several school notices and school calendars displayed on the 
refrigerator door to remind her of upcoming events at her children’s school. She had an 
unfinished puzzle laid out on one of the “ t.v.” trays in the living room. There was a 
paint-by-number art set on another table. There were several pencils, broken crayons 
and yellow lined paper in the hallway. I assumed that these materials were available to 
the children. A special collection of cards, called Garbage Pail Kids were arranged in a 
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shoe box on the kitchen table. I later found out these cards were a prized possession that 
belonged to Gabe. I did not see any newspapers or magazines on any of the tables in the 
kitchen or the living room. I did not go into any of their bedrooms to look for books or 
other literacy materials. 
When I placed the children’s books on the kitchen table, Gabe and Wilbur 
showed great interest in reading them. I did not bring any books appropriate for Iris to 
read to the first reading session. However, Iris accommodated the situation and as she 
looked through the pile she selected Are You Mv Mother? to read to her brothers. I 
learned that I would need to select books that reflected all of Denise’s children’s 
reading levels and interests for future home reading sessions. 
Despite Wilbur’s unhappiness with his school situation he seemed motivated to 
learn more about reading. He articulated that he “needed to do better in reading.” 
Perhaps Denise had used similar words when she was explaining to him why he was 
repeating first grade. He saw himself as a reader as he volunteered “I’ll try this one.” 
When he didn’t say to whom he would read, I quickly clarified it for him, giving a nod 
to Denise, I indicated to her that she would be the lead reader and take on the “job” as 
the one who would read with Wilbur. Both parent and child appeared confident that 
they could fulfill their roles, Wilbur as the reader and Denise as the lead reader. 
Next, I present a description of Shrieffe and her family and the home setting 
where the first home reading session occurred. Then I present the initial conversation I 
had with Shrieffe and her family. 
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Shrieffe’s Initial Home Reading Session Conversation 
At the first home reading session on September 23,1 was greeted by Shrieffe 
and her youngest daughter, Jamell. I entered the living room, carrying two book-bags. I 
hadn’t seen Shrieffe since I conducted the interview with her at the family literacy 
program two and a half months ago. She greeted me cheerfully. 
Shrieffe : Marilyn, it is so good to see you again. I have missed you. 
Marilyn: Thank you, I am happy to be here. 
Mahmude and Omar came running out of their bedroom when they heard my 
voice. They were excited to see me at their home. Omar gave me a big hug. Mahmude 
stood in front of me and smiled. 
Mahmude: Hello. What do you have in the bags? 
Shrieffe: (looking at him sternly) You should not ask Ms. Marilyn such a 
question. She will show you in time. 
Marilyn: Oh, it’s all right if he asks me that, Shrieffe. 
Shrieffe led me into the kitchen and invited me to sit down at the table. The two 
boys followed us into the kitchen and sat down in one of the chairs on either side of me. 
Jamell ran in and out of the kitchen bringing toys from her room. As Shrieffe prepared 
the tea, I placed The Doorbell Rang. If the Dinosaurs Came Bade The Three Bears. It 
Didn’t Frighten Me. and The Little Red Hen on the kitchen table. I had selected these 
predictable children’s stories to bring to Shrieffe’s home on this first home reading 
session because I was uncertain as to whether she would have any children’s books 
written in English for her children to read. I prepared for the first home reading session 
by selecting books that I thought would be of interest to Shrieffe’s two boys and 
familiar to Shrieffe, so that she would feel confident reading them with her children. 
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I did not have any preconceived idea as to how the parent-child reading 
interaction would proceed. I anticipated that like Denise, Shrieffe’s “fabricated” support 
strategies, already in place in the home, would guide her as she read with her children. I 
anticipated that Shrieffe would begin her first reading interaction by leading her two 
boys in a shared reading of the text. Again, I was unsure as to how she would manage 
the reading event. I assumed that she would spend most of her time reading with the 
two younger children. I was aware that her daughter, Lola, a third grader, might also 
read with her. However, I had not provided any books at this first session that were 
appropriate for her older daughter’s interests or reading level. I realized that I needed to 
bring books for all of her children. I was prepared as a participant observer to observe 
the reading interactions and conversation between Shrieffe and her boys. I needed to 
make further preparations to meet the literacy needs of her daughter. I had permission to 
tape record the sessions and I was also ready to keep field notes of the event. 
Marilyn (speaking to Omar and Mamude): I have brought some books for 
you to read with your Mother. 
Mahmude and Omar were attracted to the Big Book with a giant dinosaur on the 
cover. They picked it up and carried it from the table, to the kitchen floor where they 
opened it up and began to look at it together. Shrieffe sat down at the table and offered 
me tea and fruit as the boys looked at the book. 
Shrieffe: (picking up one of the books) Oh, I have read some of these 
books with you in our class. I have read this one (pointing to The Doorbell 
Rang) to Omar and Mahmude. Do you think this would be a good one to 
start reading to them today? 
Marilyn: (enthusiastically) Yes, I think it would be a great choice. 
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As I drank my tea, I explained to Shrieffe how I planned to carry out my 
research study of the home reading sessions over the next year. I defined my role as that 
of a researcher, observing everything that occurred during the home reading session. 
Marilyn: Okay, your Mom’s going to read a story with you and I’m just 
going to listen and watch what you are doing together. I’ll be writing 
myself notes and I’ll try not to interrupt while you are reading together. 
Shrieffe: (looking at me with a concerned expression on her face) Oh, I 
was hoping that you would be teaching Mahmude when we get together. 
He needs some extra help with numbers and reading to keep up with the 
other children when he enters kindergarten next fall. I didn’t know I would 
be the one doing the reading. Could you work with Mahmude? 
Marilyn: I am sorry to disappoint you, but I am going to be very busy 
when I come to visit. I’ll observe you as you read with the boys and 
Layla. This is how I described the other part of my research project that I 
told you about way back last January. What do you think, can I come and 
listen to you read with the children? 
Shrieffe: (hesitatingly) Oh, I see, well, all right. I’ll do what I can, and 
I’ll read to them. Maybe you can do a little work with Mahmude, you 
know, after we read? 
Marilyn: I would enjoy reading with Mahmude. However I’ll be busy 
Shrieffe, doing my research and collecting data. Where would like to 
gather to read with the children? 
Shrieffe: I am very comfortable right here in the kitchen. There is enough 
room for the books. And if company comes while I am reading, they can 
sit in the living room and talk or watch television with Yusiffe. Yes, right 
here in the kitchen... it’s fine. 
Analysis of Initial Home Reading Session Conversations 
with Denise’s and Shrieffe’s Families 
As I analyzed the two initial conversations I had with both Denise and Shrieffe 
and their families, I noted that both parents were responsive and eager to begin reading 
together at home with their children. Denise seemed to be comfortable with her role of 
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reading with her children. However, Shrieffe was not at first willing to take on a role of 
reading with her children. When I mentioned to her that I would try not to interrupt her 
when she read, she responded by saying that she did not know that she would be the one 
doing the reading. When I directly asked her if I could listen to her read with her 
children, she hesitatingly agreed to let me listen. It is interesting to note that she 
continued to negotiate her own literacy needs for Mahmude, as she stated, “Maybe you 
can do a little work with him, after we read?” 
Denise was willing to accept my own literacy needs to conduct this research 
study as well as my new role as a researcher. Denise also negotiated her own literacy 
needs when she asked me, “Can you help me with reading too? I am not able to attend 
the family literacy program anymore. Now I go to work every day at the nursery 
school.” Shrieffe was, at first, more concerned with her own literacy needs for 
Mahmude than for my literacy need to collect data for my research study which is 
understandable. 
My analysis of the initial home reading session conversations that I held with 
both of the families indicated to me that there was a great deal of enthusiasm expressed 
by all the members of each family as they anticipated participating in the home reading 
sessions. Although Denise and Shrieffe had expectations that I would be a teacher 
throughout the literacy encounter, they adjusted to my new role as a researcher. 
The conversations I had with both of the parents focused on my expectations for 
the home reading sessions. I discussed my perception of the roles we would each carry 
out as we participated in the home reading session. Denise and Shrieffe made a 
commitment to continue on as participants in my research study and consented to allow 
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me to tape record each of the parent-child reading interactions occurring in their homes. 
I was made aware by Denise’s comment concerning setting appropriate parameters 
when taping conversations of the vital importance of establishing respect and trust 
between myself as a researcher and the parent participants. Again trust and respect 
between researcher and parent participant was one of the assumptions I discussed 
briefly in Chapter 2. 
Both parents selected their kitchen as the place in their home where the reading 
events would take place. Denise selected reading in the kitchen because it was one of 
the places in her apartment with adequate light and enough room for all four family 
members to sit down together and read. Shrieffe selected her kitchen because she said 
the kitchen was large enough for the three younger children to sit down with her and 
read, leaving the living room “free” when relatives stopped by during the home reading 
sessions. 
Concluding Home Reading Session Conversations with 
Denise’s and Shrieffe’s Families 
I present here an excerpt from two concluding conversations I had with Denise 
and Shrieffe’s families. 
Denise’s Concluding Home Reading Session Conversation 
The concluding home reading session with Denise and her children was held at a 
“chain” restaurant in her neighborhood. I had planned to have the final session at her 
home but upon my arrival to her home on June 21, Denise explained to me that she was 
having a problem with her partner and he was too upset to entertain any company. So if 
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we wanted to continue with our plan to discuss the home reading sessions she and the 
children would have to find another location to talk with me. I suggested that we go to a 
restaurant to hold the final interview. 
The children were delighted to go out to eat. The restaurant was not crowded so 
we quickly selected our dinner and sat down to eat. After we finished eating I had an 
opportunity to interview both Denise and the three children. I designed eleven questions 
to find out how each parent evaluated herself as a “reading partner” with her children. I 
review three of the questions Denise answered here. 
Marilyn: What do you do to help your child with reading? 
Denise: After I practice reading a book and I am sure I can read all the 
words, I invite one of two boys to come over and read with me. Before we 
start to read I decide what reading strategy I want to use as we read 
together. I use the strategies pretty much as I was taught. We look at the 
pictures, we skip any words we don’t know and then we try to figure them 
out after reading the whole sentence. It works pretty smoothly. Now it is 
a little different with Iris. She is a better reader than me. So I don’t need to 
help her with reading but she helps me. We sit down together and she 
reads a page and I read a page. And we keep on reading until it is too late 
to read. 
Marilyn: Please describe the most valuable strategy or lesson you have 
learned from the workshop sessions. 
Denise: I guess the best thing I learned was that I can help my children 
with reading. I didn’t help my children before the Reading Strategies 
Workshop, because I didn’t know how. Now I know strategies to use 
when they need help. I also really look forward to reading with my 
children. We laugh over what is happening in some of the stories. I 
laughed the hardest when we read If You Give a Mouse a Cookie. Oh, yes, 
I also learned that I can call up several of the parents I met in the 
workshop and ask them for help if I don’t know how to read something. 
They are becoming my friends. 
Marilyn: Do you feel more confident as a reader and teacher? 
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Denise: (answers laughingly) Yes, I am feeling much more confident as 
a reader. I guess I’m a “teacher” too. I do try to help my child with 
reading. 
Shrieffe’s Concluding Home Reading Session Conversation 
The concluding home reading session with Shrieffe and her children was held 
on July 21 at Shrieffe’s home. I planned on meeting with Shrieffe the previous week, 
but our meeting was cancelled because Shrieffe had car problems. When I arrived 
Shrieffe was in her backyard preparing a birthday party for Omar. I joined in the 
birthday celebration enjoying the conversation with the children and the delicious food. 
After the party was over Shrieffe and I sat down and I asked her eleven questions that I 
designed to find out how she evaluated herself as a “reading partner” with her children. 
I review three of the questions Shrieffe answered here. 
Marilyn: How do you feel as you read to and with your child? 
Shrieffe: I’m still self-conscious. My English and reading are getting 
better. But my English and reading is not as good as my three daughters’. 
My daughters help out and read to Mahmude and Omar too. 
Marilyn: Please describe the most valuable strategy or lesson you have 
learned from the workshop. 
Shrieffe: Ah, the lesson is that now I can help my children with reading. I 
read books with them that interest them. So now they sit with me and read. 
We go to the library or to the mosque and they pick out books they want to 
read. I am very busy taking care of my six children, but now I do take time 
to read with them. My husband is turning off the television and this gives 
them more time to read. 
Marilyn: As a result of your helping your child with reading, are you 
more confident as a “reader” and “teacher”? 
Shrieffe: Yes, I am. I never thought I would sit down and be a “teacher” 
and help them with reading. But I am. I only read easy books to them. I 
am more confident as a reader now. But I can’t go to the family literacy 
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program until I find someone to take care of Jamell. I will miss going to 
class. 
Analysis of Concluding Home Reading Session Conversations with Denise's and 
Shrieffe’s Families 
As I analyzed the two concluding conversations I had with both Denise and 
Shrieffe and their families, I noted that the parents had gained a new sense of 
confidence and had assumed a role as teacher so that they could help their children read. 
Denise seemed to have gained considerable confidence in her ability to use the reading 
strategies she learned in the workshop with her children. I interpreted her comment that 
“the best literacy lesson she learned in the workshop was to help her children with 
reading” to mean she was giving her approval to being taught schooled literacy 
strategies. However she also acknowledged her own family’s literacy practices when 
she stated, “I use the strategies pretty much as they were taught to me.” Denise’s 
referral to using the strategies “pretty much as they were taught to me”, indicated to me 
that she too valued the strategies but also wanted to adjust them so they fit her own 
family’s established literacy patterns. She also mentioned a second “best lesson 
learned” of having a network of friends from the literacy program to call upon 
whenever she had a literacy question or a family problem. She realized that her power 
to use school literacy practices to support her children’s literacy learning was 
strengthened when she had an established literacy network available to her. She had 
also gained confidence in her own ability as a reader. 
Denise had respectfully given me the space to be a researcher when I explained 
to her that I was setting out to collect data for my dissertation; however she still turned 
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to me when she needed specific literacy information to help her negotiate through a 
reading interaction with her children. 
As I observed Shrieffe preparing the food for Omar’s birthday party, I noted she 
was confident in her role as mother and wife. She volunteered to give me her recipe for 
hummus, a chickpea dip, she was serving at the party. Her family’s literacy practices 
were noticeable to me as I glanced around the kitchen. The display of school bulletins 
and newsletters that had adorned her refrigerator in June was now empty. Hureae’s and 
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Nafee’s text books and homework that had adorned the kitchen counters less than a 
month ago were also gone. Shrieffe expressed to me that she was still self-conscious as 
she read with her children. She said she had a great deal more to learn about English. 
When I asked Shrieffe to describe the best lesson she had learned in the 
workshop, she replied, “I can help my children read.” She also mentioned that she could 
select books at the library that were of interest to her boys. Previous to her participation 
in the workshop she had mentioned that she could not select books to read to her boys 
that sustained their interest and as a result the boys would not sit down and read with 
her. I considered this as a major literacy accomplishment on Shrieffe’s part. She could 
not only select appropriate books that her sons would enjoy listening to and reading but 
she could locate the books in a library. She summed up her evaluation of herself as a 
“reading partner” with her children by saying that although she was as busy as before 
with her family, she now took time to read with her children (see Appendix G for a 
reading record of all the books read at home by Mahmude). 
Next I present an analysis of selected parent-child reading interactions in which 
Denise and Shrieffe offered reading support strategies to their children. First, I discuss 
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and analyze selected literacy events in which Denise offered reading strategies to 
support her children’s reading. Then I do the same with Shrieffe and her children. 
Throughout the selected reading interactions I discuss and analyze my own negotiations 
with the parents and their children in my dual role as both teacher and as researcher 
during parent /child reading interactions. 
Section Three - Analysis of Parent-Child Reading Interactions Occurring 
During the Home Reading Sessions 
My analysis of thirty-one home reading sessions revealed a pattern of the two 
parents in the case studies offering two kinds of parental reading support as they read 
with their children: (1) reading support strategies adopted and adapted from reading 
strategies taught and modeled in a family literacy reading workshop; and (2) “parent 
fabricated” literacy support strategies. “Parent fabricated” literacy support strategies is a 
term I have coined for this study which I define as reading support strategies offered by 
a parent to one of their children which are not directly related to strategies taught during 
the Reading Strategies Workshop and are unique to each parent. My analysis of the 
parent-child reading interactions also revealed a pattern of myself negotiating my dual 
role as teacher and as researcher with both parents and their children as I participated in 
the home reading session 
First, I looked to see if a pattern of a parent using reading strategies with their 
children at home was emerging from the data. Once I identified that there was such a 
pattern emerging, I then set out to identify which reading strategies the parents were 
using most often by Denise and Shrieffe. Then I looked to see how each parent modeled 
a reading strategy. I wanted to know whether and how any or all of the reading 
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strategies were adopted by Denise and ShriefFe. By an adopted reading strategy, I mean 
the act of a parent taking up and using the reading strategy exactly as I taught and 
modeled it during the family literacy reading workshop. As I analyzed the data to see 
whether a parent adopted a reading strategy, I found a new pattern. 
The six reading strategies that I taught to the parents in the Reading Strategies 
Workshop were: 1) shared reading, 2) paired reading, 3) story grammar, 4) language 
experience reading and writing, 5) “good reader” strategies and 6)“reader survival” 
strategies. I described these reading strategies in detail in the third chapter. 
I found that that there were several instances where a parent did not model the 
reading strategy exactly as I did. I identified parents adapting the original taught reading 
strategies as they read with their children. By adapting a reading strategy, I mean a 
change or modification to one of the originally taught strategies so that the reading 
strategy is better suited to the family’s reading needs. 
Secondly, I was interested in discovering what reading support strategies Denise 
and ShriefFe introduced with their children that were not directly taught to them during 
the family literacy reading workshop, recognizing that it is difficult to trace the origin of 
every reading support strategy. Indeed, a strategy which I may credit to a parent, may 
have been inspired by something done or said at the Reading Strategies Workshop or by 
other literacy experiences not associated with the strategies learned at the Reading 
Strategies Workshop. Nevertheless, I analyzed the reading interactions as they occurred 
between the parent and child in order to find evidence of “parent fabricated” reading 
support strategies. 
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Regardless of their origin, in this analysis, I focus here on fabricated reading 
strategies that emerged from the data, such as: (1) making verbal and/or non-verbal 
gestures; (2) displaying a sense of humor while reading with their children; and (3) 
chatting with child while reading. This section focuses on how Denise and Shrieffe 
offer literacy support strategies to their children at home 
I also analyze each of the four selected literacy events to discover how I 
negotiated my dual role as teacher and as researcher with the parents and their children 
during a parent-child reading interactions. I do this in an effort to answer my second 
research question. 
I have organized the presentation of the selected parent-child reading 
interactions as to the date that the literacy event occurred and by the title of the book 
that the parent and child were reading together. Each reading interaction may show 
evidence of multiple reading strategies being adopted and/or adapted by each of the 
parents. 
I selected these four literacy events because they are instances that are 
representative of either a recurrent or a unique example of a parent-child literacy 
interaction. 
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Two Parents Using Taught Reading Strategies 
During Parent-Child Reading Interactions 
Denise’s Interactions 
October 2nd Literacy Event - A Bath for A Beagle by Thomas Crawford 
I have selected a literacy event from October 2nd as an instance of a unique 
parent-child reading interaction in which Denise demonstrated that she was adopting, as 
well as adapting a shared reading strategy to support her children’s reading at home. I 
selected this excerpt because it presented Denise as, not only modeling shared reading 
with Wilbur, but also adapting shared reading to make it compatible with Wilbur’s 
particular stage of reading development and her own fabricated literacy skills. A shared 
reading protocol is described in detail in Chapter 3, page 88. In this selected literacy 
event, Wilbur “pretend reads” (Pappas & Zecker, 2001), a familiar text, A Bath for A 
Beagle by Thomas Crawford to his mother Denise. The following discussion is based 
on the coded transcript found in Table 4 below. This transcript also includes a 
comparison of Wilbur’s “pretend reading” to the actual text from A Bath for a Beagle. 
As Wilbur selected A Bath for a Beagle, he placed the book in front of him, and 
said to me, “I’ll read this one. Mommy has read it to me before.” He opened the book 
to the first page. Acting in my role as researcher, I observed him looking at the picture 
on the left-hand side of the page, and then shifting his gaze to the text at the bottom of 
the page. I noted that he didn’t read any of the text on the first page, nor did he turn to 
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Table 4. Coded Transcript from Literacy Event 
Text: A Bath for A Beagle by Thomas Crawford ~1 
Wilbur’s pretend 
reading of the text 
Actual Text from 
Bath for a Beagle 
Talk About Text 
M= Marilyn, 
D= Denise 





















W: We will read 
this one. (looking 
atM.) 










D: Do you 
remember the 
name of the dog 







W: (shakes his 






obs. Pt .list to 
Ch. ans. 
D:The dog’s name 
is Burton. Now go 
on, read the story. 






W: (looks at his 
mom) 
D: Smiles and 









Our dog Burton is 
a beagle. 




ARS #1 R/role 
obs. 
Pt obs. ch. 
-waits for 
response 
He likes to jump. (W. looks at 






And a dog was laying 
around 
He likes to roll in 
the dirt 
W. reads his 
approximation of 
text 






And the dog was 
laughing. 
W. reads text- no 




Continued, next page. 
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Table 4, cont’d.: 
You are a bad dog. W. “reads” text - 
makes inference 
that Burton is bad 










You have to stay home 
W. infers that 
Burton has to stay 
home. 
ARS #1 





Burton is dirty 
W. looks at 
picture- skips the 
text on this page. 
Pt obs. R/role 
obs. 
M: So Wilbur, 
why do think 






Pt obs. T 
ask qu to 
ch. 
W: I think he is a 
bad dog because 
he got so dirty. 
Now he needs to 
stay home as a 
punishment. If I 
told Lucky (his 
cat) to stay home, 
she would do it 
So yeah, the dog 













Pt list to 
ch and tch 
talk 
M:Yes the dog 
was dirty. The 
story ends. Barton 
is dirty Barton 




Vc to txt. 
PT.obs/tc 
tk & rding 
of txt to 
ch. 
his mother, who was sitting next to him, to ask for any reading assistance. He continued 
on to the second page of the book. 
Denise did not interrupt Wilbur and read the actual text as it appeared on page 
one to him. Instead she asked him a question that she thought might help to prompt him 
to recall the dog’s name. She asked, “Do you remember the name of the dog in this 
story?” Wilbur shook his head and answered, “No, I don’t remember his name.” At this 
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point, Denise noted that Wilbur was unable to remember the dog’s name, and she 
volunteered the information to Wilbur. “The dog’s name is Burton. Now, go on, read 
the story to me.” 
Denise adapted the shared reading strategy as she encouraged Wilbur to 
continue on and “pretend read” his own version of the text. I put “read” in quotation 
marks in this section because Wilbur was not at a stage of reading development where 
he could decode every word. Rather he had a sense of what the text said because he had 
heard the story read to him before by his mother. As he “pretend read” the book a 
second time with Denise he was able to recall the story line of the text but he was not 
able to read the actual text. He created his own text for each page of the story by 
combining his recollection of the story with the pictures on each page. 
Denise observed Wilbur skipping the text on page one. She stopped Wilbur and 
asked him if he could pick up any clue from the illustration on page one that might help 
him figure out the dog’s name; finding none he proceeded on to “read” the next page of 
the story. 
In this parent-child reading interaction, Wilbur exhibited using another reading 
strategy, a “reader survival” strategy, of “keeping on going” when he came to a word or 
words he didn’t know. In this case, the words Wilbur omitted on page one were “Our 
dog Burton is a beagle.” I surmised that Wilbur either learned this strategy from 
observing his mother use this strategy when she read to him at home or he might have 
learned this strategy from his classroom teacher during reading class. 
Wilbur “read” the next page to his mom: “And a dog was running with a girl.” 
He picked up clues as to what the text was saying from the illustration on the page of a 
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little girl running with a dog. Before he continued to read, Wilbur looked over at his 
mom, to see if she was in agreement with what he “read.” Denise smiled and nodded 
her head, a gesture that Wilbur interpreted to mean that his mother was in support of 
how he was “reading.” Wilbur continued “pretend reading” the story, skipping over any 
page of text he didn’t recall. 
I continued in my role as a researcher, observing and listening to Wilbur’s 
“pretend reading” and I noted in my field notes that several of his attempts to read the 
text were very different from the actual text. The following example illustrates how 
Wilbur’s pretend reading compared to the actual text of A Bath for a Beagle. Wilbur 
pretend read, “And the dog was laughing,” while the actual text was, “Burton is dirty.” 
Here, the meaning he inferred from the picture led him away from the meaning of the 
text. However, Denise was not concerned when Wilbur’s reading of the text differed 
from that of the actual text because she wanted to support Wilbur as an emergent reader. 
Denise listened to Wilbur as he orchestrated his own reading of the story. He displayed 
active problem solving and predicted the meaning of the text as he “read,” skipping 
over some of the pictures and elaborating on others. In another example, he created a 
textual conversation between a little boy and a little girl as they faced the problem of 
looking for Burton. I observed him tracking the text, a reading practice of moving his 
finger along the text from left to right and from top to bottom (Clay, 1991). 
In this literacy event Denise demonstrated that she was adapting a shared 
reading support strategy that I taught and modeled during the family literacy workshop 
to fit Wilbur’s stage of reading development (Clay, 1991). As they constructed their 
own version of shared reading, Denise gave Wilbur positive feedback on how well he 
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“pretend read.” Denise’s gesture of a smile and a nod, a support strategy she had 
fabricated to encourage her children while reading, indicted to Wilbur that his “shared 
reading” of A Bath for a Beagle sounded like reading and made sense. For the better 
part of this literacy event I remained a participant observer observing Wilbur and his 
mother adapt a shared reading strategy so that it complemented Wilbur’s own literacy 
needs. 
It was at this point in their reading interaction that I justified negotiating my role 
as teacher with Wilbur and Denise. As I entered into the reading interaction I asked 
Wilbur to clarify the meaning of the text he had “pretend read.” I queried Wilbur with, 
“So, Wilbur, why do you think that Burton is a bad dog? Do you think Burton will stay 
home now that the little girl has told him to stay home?” I was hoping to find out what 
his though process entailed as he constructed his “pretend reading” of the text. 
Wilbur responded, “Yeah, I think he was a bad dog because he got so dirty. Now 
he needs to stay home as a punishment. If I told Lucky {Wilbur’s cat] to stay home, she 
would do it. So yeah, the dog will listen to the girl.” 
I discovered as I asked Wilbur, ’’Why do you think Burton is a bad dog?” that 
Wilbur had inferred from the picture of Burton that Burton was not only dirty, but that 
being dirty made him a bad dog. He also inferred that Burton had gotten dirty when he 
ran away from the children. 
Denise acknowledged Wilbur’s “pretend reading” as a meaningful 
approximation of the text. She did not choose to follow the shared reading protocol and 
read the actual text to him. Rather she encouraged him to keep on as lead reader making 
an approximation of the actual text. I did not prompt Denise to reread the actual text to 
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him but I note here that it may have been fruitful if I had made such a suggestion to her. 
This was also Denise and Wilbur’s first parent-child reading interaction and I did not 
want to interrupt the patterns of communication that they were establishing as they read 
together. I was also aware that as a researcher my role was to observe whatever 
happened between Denise and Wilbur as they constructed their literacy lesson and not 
to participate in the reading interaction unless absolutely necessary. However, I 
reluctantly joined in the reading interaction, taking up a role of teacher because I felt it 
was important to model for Denise how to support Wilbur as an emergent reader. 
By questioning Wilbur about the meaning of the text he created, I discovered 
that he predicted that Burton the dog should listen to the little girl, based on his own 
experience with his cat. Lucky. He had used his personal experience with his cat to 
make an inference about what was happening in the story to the dog. Borrowing from 
DeTemple (2001), I identified this type of talk as non-immediate talk. I thought it was 
important to shift to a teacher role so that Denise would observe me modeling how to 
check in and inquire as to a child’s understanding of the story. Wilbur allowed me to 
engage him as a teacher in a “mini-lesson” using recitation script, a schooled literacy 
pattern of interaction. This script pattern allowed me to ask Wilbur a question, have 
Wilbur give a response, and then have me validate Wilbur’s response by repeating it. 
At this point in the reading interaction, Denise reestablished herself as the lead 
reader and directed Wilbur back to “reading” the story with her as she said, “Okay, keep 
reading, Wilbur.” I relinquished my role as teacher and returned to my role as 
researcher, satisfied that I had taken an opportunity to model for Denise how to support 
Wilbur when his “pretend reading” led him away from the actual meaning of the text. 
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In summary, Denise did not model a shared reading protocol with her son 
Wilbur as I had originally taught it. Therefore I categorized this literacy event as a 
unique instance because it was the first instance I observed a parent changing or 
adapting a shared reading strategy to fit the child’s literacy need. In this case Wilbur’s 
literacy need was to be the lead reader in this reading interaction. Denise encouraged 
Wilbur to “read” the picture and tell his own story without her reading the text from 
cover to cover. She understood that “reading” or telling a story from the picture clues 
was an important strategy for a new reader to use. Wilbur retold the story about Burton 
by piecing together picture clues and recalling the story line read to him by Denise last 
summer. 
In this literacy event, Denise adapted a shared reading strategy as she supported 
Wilbur’s “pretend reading” of the text. Although she learned the procedures I had 
modeled in the workshop to carry out a shared reading protocol, she was willing to give 
her son the opportunity to pretend read the text using his own interpretation of the 
pictures to tell the story. Denise understood that it was important to build Wilbur’s 
confidence as a reader. She knew how disappointed Wilbur was when he was told he 
was not promoted to second grade. He continued to display anxiety about reading and 
writing at school. She was hopeful that she could teach him reading strategies that 
would help him improve his reading. 
I remained for the majority of this reading interaction in a participant observer 
role, observing and collecting data about the reading interaction. However at one point 
in the interaction, I relinquished my role as researcher and took up a role as teacher, so I 
could question Wilbur as to why he had responded as he did during his “pretend 
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reading” of the text. I made a decision to participate as a teacher, prompting and 
questioning Wilbur. I thought it was important to model for Denise how to support 
Wilbur when his “pretend reading” led him away from the actual meaning of a text. I 
asked Wilbur questions specific to the text he constructed from the pictures in A Bath 
for a Beagle and his recall of the story after hearing it read once by his mother. 
Following Denise’s example I also offered Wilbur support and encouragement so he 
would enjoy reading. 
As I coded the transcript for evidence of Denise using one of the reading 
strategies taught in the workshop with her children at home, I made an interesting 
discovery. I discovered Denise had changed the original taught reading strategy (ORS) 
to better fit in with Wilbur’s literacy needs. I named this new category Adapted Reading 
Strategy (ARS) and coded it as such. 
December 4th Literacy Event - The Joke Book by Roy McKie 
I have selected a literacy event from December 4th as instance of a recurrent 
parent-child reading interaction between Denise and Gabe. In this instance I observed 
Denise not only adopting a paired reading strategy from the Reading Strategies 
Workshop (described in Chapter ID, p.89), but adapting this strategy to fit Gabe’s 
particular literacy needs. The paired reading techniques which I modeled and taught 
during the family literacy workshop were borrowed and modified from the Rvedale 
Adult Literacy Paired Reading Training Pack (Topping & Scoble, 1986), written for 
parents in Great Britain who were interested in learning reading strategies which could 
possibly help their children read better. 
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In the Reading Strategies Workshop, I emphasized that a parent’s role during a 
paired reading was to provide support to the child as she/he progressed toward 
becoming an independent reader. I introduced them to several of the Ryedale Reading 
Techniques of paired reading which included a parent: (1) being the lead voice, (2) 
encouraging the child to repeat a line of text independently; (3) reading in unison with 
the child; and (4) letting the child read independently whenever he/she indicated (using 
a signal) that he/she was ready to read the text. In this selected literacy event, Denise 
and Gabe were engaged in a paired reading of The Joke Book by Roy McKie. The 
following discussion is based on a coded transcript found in the first table in Appendix 
A. 
As Gabe selected The Joke Book from several other books that I placed on the 
kitchen table, he said, “Let’s read this one.” Looking at the title on the cover, he read 
the title The Joke Book. Iris and Wilbur, also seated at the kitchen table were drawing 
pictures, while they waited their turn to read with their mother. Denise supported 
Gabe’s book selection of The Joke Book as she said, “Okay, Gabe open it up.” 
Denise established herself as the lead reader of this parent-child reading 
interaction and said to Gabe, “I haven’t read jokes before. I don’t know about joke 
books.” She looked at the first page of jokes, and added, “We are going to take turns 
reading the jokes.” 
Without any further instruction from Denise, Gabe opened the book to the title 
page and read, “Knock, knock,” demonstrating that he knew how to successfully initiate 
a “knock, knock” joke. Denise, selecting the next line of text, as her line to read, 
responded “Who’s there?” Gabe answered the question, “Ida.” Denise echoed Gabe’s 
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response by saying “Ida who?” Gabe delivered the punch line of the joke at the 
appropriate moment, “Ida want to.” He looked at his mother and said, “Huh! I don’t get 
this joke ” Denise added, “I don’t either. It doesn’t make any sense. It’s not funny!” 
Sensing Denise and Gabe’s frustration over not understanding the “knock, 
knock” joke, I entered the reading interaction, prepared to coach them through the next 
joke. I thought it was more important to relinquish my role as researcher and discuss 
Denise and Wilbur’s frustration with this new genre. Anticipating that the features of 
the joke genre were a new reading experience for Denise, led me to help prepare her so 
she would have a positive reading interaction with Gabe. 
I said, “Well it’s hard to understand every knock, knock joke. It’s supposed to 
sound like ‘I don’t want to’, but you’re right. It’s not very funny.” Gabe was not 
discouraged that he did not “get” the joke, and he eagerly looked for another joke to 
read with his mother. Gabe, anticipating that the second knock, knock joke would begin 
with the same pattern as the first, began the joke with “knock, knock,” even though I 
noticed that the words “knock, knock” were not printed on the page. 
Denise, locating the text in the first talking balloon, read “Who’s there?” Gabe 
made three attempts to sound out Celeste, a name unfamiliar to him, “Ce-Ce-Ce-”. He 
signaled his mom with a glance of his eyes that he needed help. A glance of the eye was 
a paired reading signal I taught to parents in the Reading Strategies Workshop. Denise 
caught his signal and read the word for him, “Celeste.” Gabe said, “Oh , as he listened 
to her read the word “Celeste” and then he reread the word, “Celeste.” Denise followed 
with, “Celeste who?” 
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Gabe paused and then read the punch line, “Celeste time I’ll see you,” pausing 
between each word. Gabe and his mom did not laugh at this joke either. 
At this point, I assessed that Denise and Gabe needed more assistance than help 
with pronouncing a proper name if they were going to have success reading this new 
genre of knock-knock jokes. I interrupted their reading interaction for a second time and 
made a suggestion to both of them, “Maybe if you read Celeste’s name like this. Ce- 
last, putting an emphasis on the last syllable-last, it would work. Try it again.” 
Gabe followed my suggestion and read the punch line a second time. He laughed 
this time when he finished the joke, indicating to me that he had finally “got” the joke. 
As Gabe finished reading the punch line, Denise looked over at me and shrugged her 
shoulders signaling to me that she still didn’t understand the joke. Gabe responded, 
“Well, okay, I guess I get it now.” 
Gabe selected to read The Joke Book, a genre new to Denise. Using the 
techniques she has learned for paired reading, Denise read her part of the joke on cue 
and gave Gabe an opportunity to read his part of the joke independently. Gabe eagerly 
responded and participated in the paired reading, reading his part of the joke without 
asking for any reading support from Denise. I observed that the joke genre was a good 
choice as it truly fit Gabe’s literacy needs. He was able to attend to the short two or 
three word utterances, reading his part and waiting for a reply from Denise. 
The joke genre presented a reading challenge for both Denise and Gabe. They 
voiced frustration when they couldn’t understand the meaning of the first knock, knock 
joke. As a developing reader, Denise constantly monitored herself as to whether she 
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was gaining meaning from a text as she read it. She knew that when she read the “Ida 
Joke” with Gabe that she just didn’t “get” it. 
Although Gabe and Denise were familiar with most of the vocabulary words in 
the two “knock, knock” jokes, they were not able to make sense out of the jokes. I 
entered into Gabe and Denise’s reading interaction, offering Denise and Gabe a few 
suggestions about how to read a knock, knock joke. I explained to Denise that 
understanding a joke is often dependent on the reader’s ability to “play with language” 
and have an understanding about the multiple meaning one word can manifest. 
I interrupted their reading interaction in order to offer the following advice to 
Denise, “In a way, I am teaching you another ‘reading survival strategy.’ In this reading 
situation, you have come to a kind of book you don’t know, instead of a word you don’t 
know. So I am suggesting that you skip over the rest of the knock, knock jokes and go 
on to a new section and try reading a riddle.” In this negotiation, I reinforced a reading 
strategy already familiar to Denise to help motivate her to accept the new joke genre. As 
teacher I gave Denise and Gabe equal responsibility to figure out how to read and 
understand a riddle. 
I noted from observing Denise and Gabe in the paired reading interaction that 
Gabe required little reading support from Denise as he read his part of the joke on cue. 
He was familiar with the joke genre as he frequently told jokes to his friends at school. 
Gabe was comfortable reading jokes with Denise as his reading partner. He liked to 
check in with her and talk about the joke. 
Denise demonstrated that she could adapt a paired reading strategy to 
accommodate the features of the text in a joke and allowed Gabe to read the text 
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independently. She expressed to both Gabe and me that she still was challenged by the 
knock, knock jokes and she proclaimed, “Knock, knock jokes are hard.” However, she 
“rose to the occasion” and read a different kind of joke with Gabe and discovered that 
she enjoyed the humor in a riddle more than she enjoyed the humor of a knock, knock 
joke. . This instance was representative of other interactions where I observed Denise 
adopting and adapting a paired reading strategy to meet the literacy needs of her 
children. In this instance Denise was mindful of Gabe’s literacy needs which were to 
select a text that would interest him, be at his reading level and not require him to sit for 
an extended period of time. 
I remained in a role as teacher for the majority of this literacy interaction. In this 
instance I shifted into my role as teacher, monitoring the reading strategies that Denise 
and Gabe already shared. Teaching comprehension involves more than having a child 
mimic a specific schooled literacy strategy. Denise was metacognitively aware as she 
read the knock, knock joke that she was loosing meaning because the jokes were not 
funny; however she didn’t know how to gain the necessary information that would 
assist her to figure out the meaning. In my role as teacher, I encouraged Denise to use 
her own thinking as she attempted to comprehend the text and I helped her pronounce 
the name Celeste by suggesting she emphasize the last syllable of the word. I was not 
able to teach Denise what a play on words entailed. Her experience with knock, knock 
jokes remained fraught with frustration. My suggestion that she try reading a different 
kind of joke was well received and Denise proceeded to get a laugh out of the riddle she 
read with Gabe. 
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Shrieffe’s Interactions 
September 23rd Literacy Event- The Doorbell Rang by Pam Hutchins 
I have selected a literacy event from September 23rd as an instance of a 
recurrent parent-child reading interaction in which Shrieffe demonstrated that she not 
only adopted, but also adapted a shared reading strategy taught to her in the Reading 
Strategies Workshop. Shrieffe provided reading support to more than one of her 
children at a time as they read together. She was comfortable modeling a shared reading 
selection in front of an audience of her two sons. Both of her son’s voices chimed in on 
familiar lines of text as Shrieffe led them through a shared reading of The Doorbell 
Rang. This discussion is based on the coded transcript found in the third table in 
Appendix A. 
As Mahmude selected the book The Doorbell Rang by Pam Hutchins from my 
book bag he announced to me, “Oh, we have this book.” I commented, “Do you like it? 
Have you read it with your mother before?” Mahmude exclaimed, “Yes, I really like it. 
Let’s read it now.” 
Nafee, the oldest daughter, entered the kitchen to offer her mother assistance 
during this first home reading session that I had scheduled with Shrieffe’s family. We 
were all getting used to our new roles and responsibilities. While Shrieffe was assuming 
more of a role as teacher, I was assuming my role as a researcher. Nafee instructed 
Omar and Mahmude how to position themselves when hearing a story. 
She said, “Sit down. You have to sit down!” The boys quickly complied to 
Nafee’s directive and took a seat on either side of Shrieffe, who was seated at the 
kitchen table. 
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Nafee stationed herself in the living room, adjacent to the kitchen, making 
herself available to assist her mother, if need be, during the reading interaction. As 
Mahmude picked up The Doorbell Rang. Nafee moved back into the kitchen and said to 
Mahmude, “This is not yours. You can’t touch things that aren’t yours!” 
In order to keep the literacy event flowing, I interceded in the literacy interaction 
and said to Nafee, 
Nafee, you are such a good sister to Mahmude. I appreciate your concern 
for my personal belongings. However I want to encourage your brothers 
and sisters and you to use any of the books or the art materials that I bring 
to your home. 
I also realized that Nafee, as a child of a parent learning English as a second language, 
was assuming a responsibility of helping support her younger siblings as they were 
introduced to schooled literacy practices. Nafee smiled and said, “Okay, that’s great.” 
Shrieffe, who was already sitting at the kitchen table, nodded her head in 
approval and said to the children, “You are lucky to have so many books to read from 
Miss Marilyn.” (See Appendix F for children’s books selected for parent participants in 
the Reading Strategies Workshop.) 
As Shrieffe initiated the reading interaction, she opened the book and informed 
the boys as to where she was going to start the shared reading, “Very first page.” 
Shrieffe directed the boys’ attention to the first page of the book and she started to read 
the text under each picture. She read, “I made some cookies for tea, said Ma,” placing 
her finger under each word. She read I for “I’ve,” a miscue that did not change the 
intended meaning of the text. A miscue is an unexpected response during oral reading, 
such as an insertion, omission or substitution; an altering of the actual text (Davenport, 
2002). 
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Shrieffe looked at Mahmude as she stated, “Okay, turn the page.” Mahmude 
responded right on cue and Shrieffe nodded her approval. Shrieffe modeled shared 
reading precisely the way I modeled the strategy during the family literacy workshop. 
As Shrieffe read, “‘That’s six each,’ said Sam and Victoria,” Mahmude, familiar with 
the children’s names from hearing the story read to him previously, joined in with “said 
Sam and Victoria” at the same time as Shrieffe. She pointed out to both boys that the 
children were smiling in the picture. 
In an effort to find out if Mahmude was enjoying the story, she asked, “See 
Mahmude, do you like the story?” Checking in to see if a reader enjoys what he /she is 
reading was another reading strategy Shrieffe had observed me model during the family 
literacy workshop. 
Mahmude gestured, nodding his head and smiling, then he said, “Yeah, and I 
want a cookie too.” His response indicated to his mother that he was very engaged in 
the story and willing to explain to her through “storytalk” what he visualized happening 
to the children in the story. Shrieffe occasionally interrupts reading in English and 
speaks to the children in Arabic. I do not interrupt to ask her what she has said to the 
children in Arabic. I assume she is giving him a direction or clarifying something about 
the story. 
At this point in the shared reading interaction, Shrieffe stopped, looked at me 
and asked, “I don’t know. Should I talk about each picture? Or just read the story?” She 
requested further coaching from me as to how to use a shared reading technique of 
previewing story information prior to reading the actual story text. In order to answer 
Shrieffe’s question about a shared reading strategy, I had to relinquish my role as 
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participant observer. I responded to her request, offering coaching tips to her on how to 
get her children to become active in a shared reading. I informed Shrieffe that for some 
new readers it was enough to have the lead reader talk about the pictures when sharing 
the story the first time. However, I added that there were new readers who gained a 
better understanding about a story if they were encouraged to look at the pictures and 
talk about them on more than one occasion (Clay, 1991). A new reader might also 
benefit from listening to a lead reader read a story text more than once. I explained that 
each lead reader must determine what combination of talking and listening is best for a 
particular child’s learning style. Shrieffe seemed satisfied with my mini lesson on the 
techniques of share reading and she resumed reading with Mahmude and Omar 
suggesting to them, “Talk a little bit-okay?” 
Shrieffe made her own decision to adapt the shared reading strategy to include 
math questions and vocabulary. On a previous occasion she had stated that she wanted 
her children to practice basic math computations, so I understood that supporting her 
children’s math literacy was important to her. She broke away from reading the text to 
ask Mahmude a question, which focused on how to do a basic math computation. I 
modeled a questioning technique as part of the “good reader strategies” during the 
family reading workshop; however, Shrieffe combined understanding of number sense 
with her adaptation of this questioning technique. She asked Mahmude, “One girl and 
one boy. And how many children is that?” 
Mahmude responded with, “Urn, that makes two.” 
Shrieffe confirmed his answer with, “Two, yes. That is good.” 
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Shrieffe resumed reading the story aloud. I noticed that although Mahmude and 
Omar were listening to her as she read, they were not actively chiming in with her even 
on the most familiar lines of the text. I decided the children would benefit more from 
the shared reading if I encouraged them to join in with Shrieffe as she read to them. 
Taking on a role as teacher, I prompted Omar and Mahmude by saying, “And here 
comes the part that you are going to read with your mom. Soon you will be ready to 
read all by yourself.” 
This time as Shrieffe read the familiar line of text, both boys joined her 
and read, “No one makes cookies like Grandma, said Ma, as the doorbell rang.” 
I praised them saying, “See, you are reading the story with your Mom.” I noted 
here that Shrieffe immediately integrated the reading suggestion I made into her reading 
interaction with her sons. She reemphasized certain reading strategies so the children 
would become more familiar with how to do them. Mahmude quickly accepted my 
compliment and added, “Yes, and I can read the whole book.” 
I had assumed the role as coach of this literacy event hoping to involve the boys 
more in the shared reading. I praised the boys when they joined in with their mother and 
read a line with her. 
Shrieffe adeptly regained control of this reading interaction from me by 
refocusing the boys’ attention on the story as she asked, “Okay, guess who is at the 
door?” She was assuming a role as teacher and requesting mathematical information 
from Mahmude. 
Mahmude responded to Shrieffe’s question, accurately predicting, “Urn, more 
kids.” 
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Shrieffe confirmed Mahmude’s prediction, with, “Yeh, uh huh. You’re right.” 
She continued to ask another math question. “Is everyone going to get as many cookies 
if there are more kids?” 
Mahmude replied with a logical answer, “No, I don’t think so. The more kids, 
the less cookies to eat.” 
Omar repeated his brother’s answer, “I don’t think so.” 
When I had resumed my role as a researcher I was able to continue my 
observation of Shrieffe using a shared reading strategy with her two sons. I noted that 
her fluency and expression improved as she read more of the story. I also noticed that 
Mahmude was joining in with his mother’s voice more often to read a familiar line. On 
a few occasions, Omar also joined in and read with Mahmude and his mother. When 
Shrieffe came to the end of the story she added, “The end.” After she said this, both 
boys clapped their hands loudly. On several occasions during the Reading Strategies 
Workshop I had said, “The end” at the conclusion of a story; thus Shrieffe adapted this 
strategy in this situation also. The boys’ early childhood teacher in the family literacy 
program had also encouraged clapping at the end of a story as a gesture of appreciation. 
Now Shrieffe responded to Mahmude and Omar’s clapping by saying, “Yes, you like 
it?” 
As I analyzed the data from the transcript of this reading interaction, it became 
evident to me that Shrieffe was using a shared reading strategy with her children at 
home very similar to the way I had taught it in the Reading Strategies Workshop. She 
demonstrated that she could assume a role as a lead reader and teacher, modeling shared 
reading with her children and that she had gained confidence in her own ability to read 
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to and with her children in English. She understood that, as a teacher and lead reader, 
her job was not only to read the text to the children, but also to involve the children in 
talk about the text by asking them questions, even when she already knew the answer. 
Making a request for known information is a literacy practice mainstream parents 
frequently use when reading with their children at home. She demonstrated her 
knowledge of the shared reading strategy as she invited both Mahmude and Omar to 
join in and read a familiar line of text from The Doorbell Rang with her. 
I noted she adapted the shared reading to include questions emphasizing math 
literacy rather than asking questions requesting clarification about the main ideas of the 
story. The specific math questions she asked the children to answer involved knowledge 
of one to one correspondence and counting. 
It was also important to Shrieffe that she replicate all of the reading strategies 
she learned in the workshop, such as shared reading, exactly as I had modeled it for her. 
For instance, during a shared reading of The Doorbell Rang, she noticed that the boys 
were not commenting on the illustrations, so she stopped the interaction and asked me 
for suggestions on how to get her boys to talk about the pictures in the story. 
This was the first home reading session in which Shrieffe, her children and I 
participated. We were establishing new relationship and setting new grounds rules for 
this new literacy event. We were all eager to participate together in the home reading 
session. We all had a great deal to learn about each other as we interacted together. I 
was contributing my time, and expertise as a teacher to Shrieffe’s family. In return I 
would have the opportunity to observe Shrieffe interacting with her children while 
reading and writing. 
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I first took on a role as teacher taking the responsibility of bringing a collection 
of selected children’s books to ShriefFe’s home. I introduced the books and when 
Mahmude selected The Doorbell Rang I attempted to engage Mahmude in a 
conversation by asking him his opinion of the story. By engaging him in this manner I 
was giving him recognition as a reader. I recognized his sister as a valuable supporter of 
her brothers’ literacy learning as she instructed her brothers where to sit for the story. 
For the rest of the time I carried out my role as a participant observer, observing and 
collecting data. I finally switched to my role as researcher once Shrieffe was situated as 
teacher-lead reader reading The Doorbell Rang with her two sons. I didn’t remain in my 
role as researcher for very long. ShriefFe interrupted the shared reading to request that I 
coach her on how to preview story information before reading a shared story. I 
suggested to her that usually a one discussion of the pictures provided enough of a 
support for a early reader to pick up clues and attempt to read the text; however, I also 
clarified my statement by adding, “Of course it depends on the individual child’s 
needs.” I gave her encouragement to read the story one more time with her children as 
she had already completed talk about the pictures. 
She was very grateful for my input and she thanked me before she continued on 
reading the story. My final act in my role as teacher was to praise both Omar and 
Mahmude as they joined in with their mother and read a few of the predictable lines of 
the story. 
Although I envisioned that I would keep some sort of distance between myself 
and the parents, characteristic of a participant observer, I was not able to carry this plan 
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out. I heeded Shrieffe’s request to coach her on how to preview story information 
before reading a shared story, thus returning to my role as a teacher. 
December 30th Literacy Event- If the Dinosaurs Came Back by Bernard Most 
I have selected a literacy event from December 30, as an instance of a recurrent 
parent-child reading interaction in which Shrieffe demonstrated that she could adapt a 
paired reading strategy, combining reading techniques from both paired and shared 
reading. She did this after Mahmude communicated to her that he preferred to read the 
story independently and did not want her to be the lead reader. In this selected literacy 
event, Mahmude and Shrieffe read If the Dinosaurs Came Back by Bernard Most. I also 
analyze how I negotiated my role as a researcher and as a teacher with the parents and 
their children during the home reading sessions. 
Shrieffe initiated the paired reading interaction, placing a big book version of If 
the Dinosaurs Came Back on the kitchen table. She called Omar and Mahmude into the 
kitchen, and she asked them to sit down on the floor. 
Shrieffe opened the book and placed it on a cardboard bookrack that she and I 
constructed on a previous visit. She was interrupted by Jamell, her youngest daughter, 
who was running back and forth between the kitchen and her father, Yuseff, who was 
sitting in the living room. Layla was also sitting at the far end of the table, ready to 
listen to the story. I sat down at the table across from Shrieffe and the boys. The coded 
transcript upon which this discussion is based can be found in Table #4 in Appendix A. 
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Shrieffe prepared Mahmude for the beginning of the story reading. “Okay, 
Mahmude, ready?” Mahmude sat up tall, pointing with his finger to the title on the 
front cover of the book and read, “If the Dinosaurs Came Back.” 
At the same moment as Mahmude started to read the name of the author, 
Shrieffe inteijected “What’s going to happen?” asking him to make a prediction about 
the story. Making a prediction about a story is part of the “good reader strategy” she had 
observed me model in the workshop as well as a reading strategy she was taught as a 
learner in the adult component of the family literacy reading program. Instead of 
answering his mother’s question, Mahmude read the author’s name, “Bernard, 
..Umm..Most.” Shrieffe said nothing to him and turned to the next page. Omar and 
Mahmude’s voices blended together as they read the title again, “If the Dinosaurs Came 
Back.” 
Shrieffe read the first page of the story to the boys. She turned the page and, 
before she could begin to read the page to them, Mahmude began to read his version of 
the text. He read, “If the dinosaurs came back they could drive my daddy to work.” 
The bold part of the text indicates the words Mahmude substituted for the actual text 
“carry people.” The sentence he constructed was syntactically and semantically 
correct. In other words, the words, “drive my daddy,” that he selected as substitutes for 
the actual text, “carry people,” had the same syntax, a verb followed by a noun, and it 
sounded like a pattern of speech Mahmude might use when he talked. I added, “Oh, 
very good.” 
Shrieffe reread the same page of text back to Mahmude and Omar, “If the 
dinosaurs came back, they could carry my daddy to work and back.” I found it 
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interesting to note that as she reread the text to the boys she did not read the actual text. 
Rather she read, “carry my daddy,” blending Mahmude’s approximation, “my daddy,” 
with the actual text, “carry.” Although I was curious to know why she did this, I did not 
interrupt the reading interaction to find out. 
Next I observed ShriefFe adapt the paired reading protocol. Instead of Shrieffe 
reading the text to Mahamude, and inviting Mahmude to read the text right after her or 
right along with her, Shrieffe gave Mahmude the opportunity to be the lead voice and 
read the entire text independently with a minimum of interruption. Shrieffe waited until 
he had finished reading the entire story and then she read the text back to him so he 
could hear the text as the author had written it. 
Hureae, her middle daughter, joined in the reading interaction and directed the 
following comment to Mahmude. “That’s good, Mahmude. Now read it again.” She 
suggested to Mahmude that he read the line of text again while he could still remember 
how his mother read it. Although Hureae recognized Mahmude as a new reader, she 
expressed a reading expectation she held for other readers, an expectation that the new 
reader will read the text as close to the actual text as possible. 
Mahmude and Omar “read” the text together a second time. This time they read 
“If the dinosaurs came back, they could drive my daddy to work.” As they read “drive 
my daddy,” Shrieffe joined in and read, “carry people” at the same time with them, 
letting them hear the actual text. 
The reading interaction came to an immediate halt as Mahmude said very 
assertively to his mother, “Stop. I want to read by myself.” Shrieffe acquiesced to 
Mahmude’s request and he finished reading the line of text all by himself. 
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She looked at me and said, “Mahmude doesn’t like to have me join in with my 
voice when he is reading. He likes to read all by himself.” Shrieffe found it necessary 
to justify to me why she had adapted the paired reading with Mahmude. Shrieffe still 
acknowledged my role as teacher, rather than researcher. She mentioned that she 
sensed Mahmude’s impatience with her when she blended her voice with his to support 
his reading. I concurred with her that I too observed this same behavior when she read 
with Mahmude. 
I praised her for recognizing her child’s literacy need to read the story without 
any support from her even though the text was a challenge for him to read. I assured her 
that he would learn more about decoding words in school next year. 
To summarize, Shrieffe demonstrated her knowledge and understanding of 
paired reading by supporting Mahmude and Omar as they pair read a familiar text. If 
The Dinosaurs Came Back. She was willing to adapt this paired reading strategy in 
order to accommodate Mahmude’s behavioral need to be in charge of a reading 
interaction and not receive reading support from his mother. In the original paired 
reading strategy that I taught in the Reading Strategies Workshop, I modeled a two-step 
process of reading the actual text, and then inviting the new reader to join in and read 
with the lead reader whenever he/she was familiar and comfortable. 
Shrieffe’s adaptation of the paired reading strategy provided an opportunity for 
Mahmude to “pretend read” the text, a reading technique appropriate for an emergent 
reader, like Mahmude. Recognizing that Mahmude was eager to read independently, 
even though the text was a challenge for him, Shrieffe provided him with an 
opportunity to read the story all by himself. She read the actual text to him immediately 
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after he finished reading the text, giving him the opportunity to hear the actual text as it 
was written and to discover for himself how his reading differed from the actual text. 
Shrieffe continued in her role as a lead reader, demonstrating that she could 
engage both of her sons in the same reading interaction. She suggested, at one point in 
the reading episode, that Mahmude read the text on one side of the page and Omar read 
the other side. This paired reading configuration provided an opportunity for the two 
brothers to read with one another. Shrieffe recognized that it was important to 
encourage turn taking if literacy goals were to be accomplished in a family of six 
children. 
Omar demonstrated that he was gaining some of the strategies of a new reader as 
he repeated familiar refrains of text, joining in with his mother’s and brother’s voices. 
He also demonstrated that he was using his memory of story structure, combined with 
picture clues, to assist him as he “pretend read” read the text. 
Mahmude demonstrated that he wanted to read independently by challenging 
himself to read without any prior reading support from his mother. He was gaining 
confidence as a new reader, using recall of the story and picture clues to help him 
remember the text in the paired reading. He did not signal his mother for reading 
assistance because he wanted to be in the role as the lead reader, even though he was an 
emergent reader. Mahmude and Omar demonstrated that they enjoyed reading and 
rereading the story about dinosaurs with their mother because of their interest in 
learning and playing with dinosaurs. 
For the majority of this literacy event I carried out my role as a participant 
observer, observing and collecting data. Although I was curious as to why Shrieffe did 
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not read the actual text as it appeared, but rather read it using Mahmude’s approximated 
text. I did not inquire and interrupt the flow of their literacy interaction. I shifted to a 
teacher role when Shrieffe addressed me and as if reading my mind, she explained her 
rationale for adapting the paired reading strategy. I surmised that Shrieffe explained her 
rationale at this time because she still identified me first and foremost in a role as 
teacher. Although I was attempting to negotiate a new role as researcher with her, she 
was more familiar with my fulfilling a role as teacher. Eventually I returned to a teacher 
role as she had anticipated me doing; whereupon I praised Shrieffe for her adaptation of 
the paired reading strategy and her ability to recognize her child’s literacy needs. I also 
praised Mahmude and Omar as they learned new reading strategies 
In this next section, I present an analysis of Denise and Shrieffe using “parent 
fabricated” literacy support strategies as they read at home with their children. As a 
family literacy educator who advocates for a “strength model” of family literacy, I want 
to emphasize not only the taught reading strategies but the “parent fabricated” literacy 
support strategies as well. 
Two Parents Using Their “Fabricated” Literacy Support Strategies 
I include in this analysis the following categories of “parent fabricated” 
strategies that emerged from the data when I observed Denise and Shrieffe’s parent- 
child reading interactions: (1) verbal and/or non-verbal gestures; (2) a sense of humor; 
and (3) chats with child during reading; and (4) turn taking style during reading. First, I 
present two selected literacy events in which Denise demonstrated using several parent 
fabricated literacy support strategies when reading with her children. Then I present two 
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selected events in which Shrieffe demonstrated using parent fabricated literacy support 
strategies with her children. I note here, as I did previously, that it is impossible for me 
to say for certain that these literacy support strategies were entirely “fabricated” or 
made up based on their own family’s literacy practices. They may have seen or heard 
something in the family reading workshop which influenced how they would support 
their child to learn about reading and later this led them to fabricate these literacy 
support strategies. 
Denise’s Fabricated Literacy Support Strategies 
Verbal and/or Non-Verbal Gestures 
I have selected a literacy event from May 14, because it is representative of 
other recurrent parent-child reading interactions in which Denise used verbal and non 
verbal gestures as a parent fabricated literacy support strategy to support Wilbur as he 
read Little Blue and Little Yellow by Leo Lionni. 
Here I include a description of both non-verbal and verbal gestures, particular to 
Denise and her children and not directly related to those suggested in the paired reading 
model. The coded transcript upon which this discussion is based, Table #5, can be 
found in Appendix A. 
After Wilbur chose Little Blue and Little Yellow from a selection of books I had 
placed on her kitchen table, Denise announced, “Okay Wilbur, let’s read.” 
When Wilbur began to read the sentence “Here he is at home with his papa,” he 
misread “your” for “here.” He stopped reading and his eyes scanned the entire 
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sentence. He glanced over at Denise with a look of puzzlement in his eyes because the 
sentence he was attempting to read did not make sense to him. Denise interpreted his 
glance to mean he needed help reading the sentence. 
Denise joined right in and assisted Wilbur, reading the first two words of the 
troublesome sentence as “Here he,...” while tracking the two words with her finger. 
Wilbur attempted to repeat the words just as she read them, but he managed to 
mix the words up and he read, “He has.” Denise reread the sentence again so that 
Wilbur could hear the text read a second time. “Here he is at home with papa.” Before 
Denise could read the next word “and,” Wilbur joined in read and read “and” by 
himself. Denise broke into a warm smile and gave Wilbur a big hug. This non-verbal 
gesture let Wilbur know that he had pleased his mother by reading the word correctly. 
The paired reading continued with Wilbur reading the words “papa” and “mama Blue” 
independently. When Wilbur was confident that he could read a few words on his own, 
he signaled his mom by touching her on the hand and flashing her a big smile. He read 
the color words, blue, orange, brown, red, and dark brown, using the illustrations as 
cues. If Wilbur did not know a word, he would stop, shake his head back and forth, and 
wait for his mother to join in and help him read the unknown word. Denise wanted to 
keep Wilbur interested in reading the story, and so she told Wilbur the unknown words. 
Denise had a relaxed and playful manner as she read with Wilbur. She was 
ready to give him reading support whenever he indicated that he needed help. She 
understood how important it was to give Wilbur encouragement while reading, 
especially when he was challenged by a new vocabulary word. Her verbal responses 
encouraged Wilbur to keep reading the text and sent him a clear message that she 
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approved of his reading. Denise’s non-verbal gestures (smiles, head nods, and hugs) 
further encouraged and supported Wilbur as he read the new text. Denise had an 
excellent sense of timing as to when to add a certain verbal and/or non-verbal gesture. 
Wilbur responded positively to the reading support she offered, and he let her know he 
appreciated her help by responding with a smile or head nod. 
A Parent-Child Chat During Reading 
Denise initiated a “parent-child chat” as a parent fabricated literacy support 
strategy during many reading interactions. A “parent-child chat” is a term I devised to 
describe a spontaneous conversation occurring between parent and child during a 
reading interaction. The “chat” is inspired by the text or illustrations in a book that 
parent and child were reading together and leads to recollections of personal 
experiences, extending the reading experience for both parent and child. I compare my 
definition of a “parent-child chat” to De Temple’s definition of non-immediate talk 
(2001) which she used to describe a type of talk between a mother and her preschool 
aged child. See Chapter 3 for a complete discussion of non-immediate and immediate 
talk. 
I return to a literacy event of May 14 when Denise and Wilbur read Little Blue 
and Little Yellow because it is representative of recurrent examples of a parent-child 
chat. Denise used a parent and child chat as a parent fabricated literacy support strategy 
to extend the meaning of the text. This discussion is based on the coded transcript found 
in Table 6 in Appendix A. 
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As Denise and Wilbur read the story together, they came to a page which 
described how Little Blue liked to plays games with his best friend Little Yellow. One 
of the games they liked to play together was “hide and seek.” Denise began to read the 
text, “How they loved to play hiding.. ,oh, hide and seek..” but she found “hide” and 
“seek” to be challenging words. As she attempted to self-correct the word seek she 
sensed that she was not succeeding on her own, and turned to me and asked, “What is 
this word?” 
I entered into the reading interaction to help Denise figure out the unknown 
word “seek.” I focused her attention on the last letter of the word, the “k” and asked her 
to give me the letter name. She quickly replied “k.” Then using the letter-sound 
association clue to figure out the word, she responded, “Oh, I get it, the word is seek.” I 
asked Denise, “Have you ever played “hide and go (sic) seek?” Denise responded to my 
question, “Yeah, hide and seek... When I was small.” At this point Denise initiated a 
“parent -child chat” with Wilbur, springing forth with recollections of her personal 
experience playing hide and seek. 
She asked, “Do you remember playing hide and seek with Gabe, and Iris and 
me?” Wilbur answered, “I don’t know.” 
Gabe was sitting at the table listening to this brother read and drawing a picture 
of their family while he listened to Denise and Wilbur read the story. Gabe entered into 
the reading interaction, responding with a chant he associated with playing “hide and 
seek.” “Ready or not, here I come.” 
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Denise immediately repeated Gabe’s chant, “Ready or not, if you’re not ready. 
I’m She was interrupted in mid sentence, as both Gabe and Wilbur called out, “Here 
I come!” 
Denise continued to describe how to play hide and seek to Wilbur. “Some 
people try to stay down real near the goal, and then when the person who is “it” walks 
away from the goal they try to grab it.” 
Gabe joined in again, this time, reciting repeatedly another chant he recalled, 
“My goal, one, two, three.” Denise interrupted Gabe to explain to Wilbur the definition 
of a goal. She said, “ If you go down there, and I start to look for you, you try to run as 
fast as you can and get to the goal before I do.” I added, “Yes, you call that place ‘your 
goal.’” Gabe responded, “Yeah, I remember. You can catch it from your back.” He 
jumped out of his chair and lay down on the floor to demonstrate for us how to “catch” 
a goal. “And you go like this.” Denise confirmed his answer, “Right, sometimes I would 
hide and then run to the goal. Oh, I loved that game.” 
The “chat” ended and Denise satisfied that Wilbur understood how to play hide 
and seek, resumed reading the story Little Blue and Little Yellow with Wilbur. Gabe 
returned to his artwork and listened to Denise and Wilbur as they read the story 
together. 
A Sense of Humor 
I have selected a literacy event from February 5 as an example of Denise using a 
sense of humor as a parent fabricated reading support strategy to increase her children’s 
interest in reading. Denise encouraged her three children to read If You Give A Mouse 
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A Cookie with her, emphasizing the humor in the story. This story was an excellent 
choice for Denise to use because the story is filled with humorous incidents that revolve 
around a young boy’s adventures with an energetic mouse who loves cookies. The 
following discussion is based on a coded transcript found in Table 7 in Appendix A. 
As Denise and Wilbur “pair- read” a line from the text together, “When he looks 
into the mirror he notices his hair needs a trim,” Denise interrupted the reading to 
comment, “Look at this picture. The mouse has only one hair. What if you went to the 
barber and you had only one hair to cut. This picture so funny” (She laughed). 
Wilbur joined in with her, laughing as he said, “Yeah look at this. He has only 
one hair.” When they turned the page, Wilbur declared, “ There is so much hair going 
all over the place? He only had one hair! Let’s read.” 
Denise continued reading, “When he...” followed by Wilbur’s voice reading the 
next, “ fin..fin..finishes,” and Denise reading, “getting himself a trim... ” They both 
completed the sentence together, “...he’ll want a broom to sweep up.” Denise laughed 
again and said, “How can he make such a mess when he only has one hair to cut. This is 
so silly.” 
Denise’s sense of humor and enthusiasm while reading If You Give A Mouse A 
Cookie was infectious. She engaged Wilbur in the text as she guided him to appreciate 
the amusing parts of the story. 
When they finished reading the book, Denise declared,” I love this book. It is so 
funny.. .Oh, I want to read that other one. If You Give a Moose A Muffin. ” 
In summary, Denise used several of her own fabricated literacy support 
strategies combined with the taught reading strategies from the Reading Strategies 
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Workshop when she participated in a reading interaction with her own children. A 
verbal gesture of a well placed word of praise or a non-verbal gesture such as a smile or 
hug, encouraged her children to continue to keep on reading using whatever reading 
strategies they had learned. She also extended her own children’s understanding of a 
text by sharing her own personal experience playing hide and seek, a game also 
mentioned in the story. She also enhanced the reading experience for her children by 
expanding their understanding of the story with a “parent-child” chat. 
Denise demonstrated how she used humor as a sustaining force in a reading 
interaction. She encouraged her children to appreciate the humorous scenes in If You 
Give A Mouse A Cookie. They all laughed together and discussed the probability of a 
small mouse making such a mess in his own house. 
Shrieffe’s Fabricated Literacy Support Strategies 
ShriefFe also used a variety of her own “parent fabricated” literacy support 
strategies as she read with her children. In the following selected literacy events, I 
present instances of her using three categories of “fabricated” literacy support strategies 
with her children. 
Verbal and/or Non-Verbal Gestures 
ShriefFe, like Denise, used both verbal and non-verbal gestures to reinforce good 
reading behaviors as she read with her children during the home reading sessions. I 
have selected a literacy event from January because it is a representative example of 
how ShriefFe used verbal and/or non-verbal gestures during parent-child reading 
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interactions. The coded transcript upon which this discussion is based, Table #8, can be 
found in Appendix A. 
An instance of Shrieffe using verbal and/or non-verbal gestures while reading 
with her children occurred as she read If the Dinosaurs Came Back with her son 
Mahmude. I informed Mahmude and Denise at this particular home reading session of 
my intention to video the parent-child reading sessions. Shrieffe selected If the 
Dinosaurs Came Back because she felt confident reading this familiar book with her 
children. During this video taped reading session Shrieffe changed her usual turn taking 
style of reading with both boys at the same time, and reading with each son 
individually. 
After Mahmude read an approximation of the sentence from the story, Shrieffe 
stopped him and helped him figure out how to read a few of the challenging words. I 
put in bold the words Mahmude substituted for the actual text. As Mahmude read, “If 
the dinosaurs came back they would have no use for lawn movers.” Shrieffe hearing 
him read the word as “lawnmovers” instead of “lawnmowers” asked him, “What is a 
lawn mover?” Shrieffe’s question gave Mahmude an opportunity to think more about 
the word “lawnmover” that he had just read and whether this word carried the meaning 
that he intended it to carry. 
Shrieffe’s verbal gesture provided Mahmude with a strategy that helped him 
figure out an unknown word. When he reread the word he realized that lawnmover did 
not carry the meaning the author intended for the sentence. He then substituted the word 
“lawnmower”, for lawnmover, making the appropriate response. 
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Shrieffe responded with a nod of her head and replied, “Okay, now.” Mahmude 
knew that he had read the word correctly and had gained her approval as a new reader. 
Mahmude continued to read the next sentence in the story, “If the dinosaurs 
came back, painters would have, they would have, no more ladders to climb” In this 
sentence he omitted the word “house,” in front of painters, he substituted “would have 
no more” for the actual text “wouldn’t need any” and finally inserted “to climb” at the 
end of “wouldn’t need any more ladders.” 
Shrieffe responded quickly to Mahmude’s approximated reading of the text, 
“Okay, more or less. Why don’t you try this with me? ‘If the dinosaurs came back, 
house painters wouldn’t need any more ladders.’” 
Mahmude didn’t join in and read with her but responded, “No, wait until I’m all 
done with the whole book and then it’s your turn to read the whole book.” Shrieffe 
replied proudly, “You want to read the whole book, Mahmoolie.” I noted that Shrieffe 
used a diminutive form of her children’s names as a term of praise and endearment. 
Mahmude smiled and said, “Yeah.” Shrieffe smiled back and said “Yay! You want to 
read the whole book.” Mahmude smiled again and said, “And then it’s your turn to read 
the whole book.” Shrieffe hesitated for a moment, and replied “Okay, turn the page.” 
With this adaptation of the paired-reading strategy, she acquiesced to Mahmude 
the role as the lead reader, and Mahmude continued to read the next page on his own. 
As I analyzed this incident, I marveled at Shriefffe’s perceptiveness as she pair 
read with Mahmude. She used her own verbal and non-verbal gestures to encourage 
Mahmude as he read this familiar story on his own. Sensing his determination to read 
independently, she gestured appropriately and gave him an opportunity to read an 
approximation of the text. 
A Parent-Child Chat During Reading 
This analysis focused on one of the infrequent times when Shrieffe engaged her 
children in a parent-child chat during book reading. The “chat” occurred in a literacy 
event on November 25 while I was reading the book. How Much Is A Million? to 
Mahmude and Omar. Shrieffe used the text as a springboard for recollections of 
personal experiences about other millionaires. Again I refer to DeTemple’s research 
(2001) of mothers and children talk during reading because of the similarity between 
my definition of a “chat” and her definition of nonimmediate talk. 
I stepped out of my role as researcher to read the book How Much Is A Million? 
to Mahmude and Omar. How Much Is A Million? is a math concept book that presented 
information and facts about the value of a million, a billion, and a trillion. Shrieffe had 
completed her parent-child reading interaction with her sons and had begun to prepare 
dinner at the kitchen sink. Omar and Mahmude selected the book out of an assortment 
of children’s books I had placed on the kitchen table. They brought it over to me and 
asked if I would read it to them. This discussion is based on a coded transcript found in 
Table 9 in Appendix A. 
I agreed and began to read the book. I read, “If you want to count from one to 
one million, it would take you about 23 days.” I stopped to comment/4 Think of that! If 
you count from one to a million it would take you 23 days, all day and all night!” 
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Shrieffe responded to my comment, “Wow, that is something to think about.” 
Mahmude also impressed by this fact, stated “That’s a lot. Wow. That’s too long.” 
I read on, “If a trillion kids stood on the top of each other they would reach way, 
way, way beyond the moon. Beyond Mars and Jupiter too. It you wanted to count from 
one to one trillion....” Again I interrupted my reading to comment, “Oh no, get this 
one, ‘ To count to a trillion, it would take you 200 thousand years.’” 
At this point, Nafee, Hureae, and Layla became engaged in the story. “Yeah, 
right! They’re crazy people, they’re making that up,” Nafee said. Hureae commented 
emphatically, “That’s not true!” Mahmude, hearing both of their comments, joined in to 
give her own opinion, “That couldn’t be true!” It was at this point of the interaction that 
Shrieffe joined the ongoing book discussion. She walked over to the table where I was 
reading with the children and sat down in the chair next to me. She initiated a parent- 
child chat, recalling personal experiences that extended her children’s math literacy. I 
include here a partial script of the actual parent-child conversation. 
Shrieffe: And you know there is a man in this country who has a trillion 
dollars? 
Nafee: (joined in with her and said) Yeah, and he ran for President of the 
United States. 
Layla: How could someone have that much money? 
Nafee: So it would take him 200 thousand years to count all his money! 
Mahmude: 2000 thousand years. That’s too much years [sic]. 
Omar: (had been listening to everyone else chatting) A trillion is a lot. 
Mahmude: (interrupted to announced to all) I like to salute the flag. 
Layla: That has nothing to do with counting to a million . 
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Mahmude: And then we sing, “God bless America.” 
The chat came to an end, and I continued on reading the book, “...And, If you 
put a trillion of our stars onto a gigantic roll of paper, it would stretch from New York 
City all the way to New Zealand.” When I finished reading the book, Layla engaged 
Omar and Mahmude in a math activity of counting pennies, nickels, and dimes. 
I observed that Shrieffe was most comfortable modeling the reading strategies as 
I had taught and modeled them during the family literacy reading workshop. She was 
not inclined to stop reading in the middle of the story just to chat with her children 
about a personal experience that related to the story content. When I reviewed the 
transcripts of all the home-reading sessions Shrieffe participated in, I found that when 
Shrieffe did stop to ask a question during reading the question related to the illustrations 
or the words in the text that she had just read. I coded this type of talk as immediate talk 
in the transcripts. I also noted that other than in this episode Shrieffe saved her “chat” 
for times when the children were not reading with her. She would engage them in talk 
about topics of interest to her children, such as what they were going to eat for supper 
and what they were playing. 
Later, as I analyzed this data, I realized that Shrieffe had joined in a parent-child 
chat with her children because I had taken on the role as the lead reader, giving her the 
opportunity of listening to me read and think about what I was reading while she 
cooked. I did not model how to initiate a parent-child chat during the reading strategies 
workshop; however, her interest in math led her to initiate a conversation about 
millionaires and presidential candidates who were millionaires. I also observed Shrieffe 
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use parent fabricated literacy support strategies in conjunction with taught reading 
strategies. 
In summary, Shrieffe used verbal and/or non-verbal gestures to encourage her 
children to read with her and to be “risk-takers”(Goodman, 1985), reading as much of 
the text as they could without her support. She rarely engaged in a “parent-child chat” 
when reading with her children. She preferred to encourage her children to read the text 
with her support, rather than talk about it. However, on the one occasion when she had 
an opportunity to listen to me read How Much Is A Million?, she initiated a most 
interesting “chat” with her family. Most of the questions and comments that I observed 
her make when she read books with her children were math questions she derived from 
the illustrations or words in the text. For example while reading If the Dinosaurs Came 
Back with Omar, she asked, “How many dinosaurs are pink? Count them. How many 
dinosaurs are yellow? Count them.” She regarded math literacy as a very important part 
of her children’s literacy learning. 
In this chapter, I have discussed and analyzed the data related to my two 
research questions. The data reported in this chapter demonstrates that parents did use 
taught reading strategies along with their own parent fabricated literacy strategies to 
support their own children’s literacy needs. As the teacher- researcher, I negotiated with 
the parents as to the role that I would assume when I participated in their parent-child 
reading interaction. In the next chapter, I will look at specific conclusions that I have 





Framed by a family literacy perspective and using ethnographic research 
methods, these two case studies have documented what happened when two parents, 
introduced to reading strategies in a family literacy reading workshop, used these 
reading strategies when they read with their children at home. As a participant observer 
of eleven months of home literacy sessions, I observed both Denise and Shrieffe 
connect their own “parent fabricated” literacy support strategies with reading strategies 
I modeled in a Reading Strategies Workshop as they helped their own children with 
reading. 
Introducing a family literacy reading instruction, consisting of school based 
reading strategies which include shared reading (Holdaway, 1979) and paired reading 
(Wolfendale & Topping, 1989) to parents, so they can help their children with reading, 
is not unique to this study. What is unique to this study is that these findings extend the 
research on family literacy beyond Wolfendale and Topping’s and Holdaway’s research 
to include bringing the school literacy practices into the homes of non-mainstream 
families, already filled with “fabricated” literacy practices. Here in the home a hybrid 
literacy practice is forming (Compton-Lilly, 2003) as a “formal” school like practice is 
redefined within a family’s literacy practice. 
In this section, I begin by offering an overview of the merging findings from the 
two case studies. I have organized the findings into three key sets: (1) findings related to 
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two parents’ evaluation of the reading strategies taught in the reading strategies 
workshop; (2) findings related to the two parents adoption of the reading strategies 
taught in the family literacy program; and (3) findings related to my negotiations as a 
teacher-researcher during home reading sessions. I then discuss the conclusions that I 
have drawn from these findings. Finally I discuss the implications of the two case 
studies for research and for practice. 
Discussion of the Findings 
This study addresses several key issues concerning the impact of family literacy 
upon children’s literacy learning. 
Findings Related to Two Parents’ Evaluation of the Reading Strategies 
Taught in the Reading Strategies Workshop 
As a family literacy teacher in a family literacy program I designed a reading 
instruction for parent participants enrolled in a family literacy program to accommodate 
one parent’s personal literacy need to help her support her own children’s literacy 
learning. There is agreement among family literacy teachers and researchers that parents 
enrolled in family literacy programs need opportunities to improve their literacy. 
However, there continues to be disagreement among these same family literacy 
educators and researchers as to how the literacy instruction should be constructed. 
This study under investigation was designed to include my assumptions of 
respect for each literacy learner in a family as well as for their literacy practices. 
Therefore as I designed a literacy intervention for the Reading Strategies Workshop, I 
took into account the following: (1) the parent’s support strategies, unique to their own 
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understanding of the reading process; and (2) the parent requests as to the reading 
support they hoped to offer their children when implementing this intervention. 
One group of family literacy researchers argue that any instruction in a family 
literacy program including teaching a parent how to read to their children “transmits 
mainstream school literacy practices into the home” (Auerbach, 1989, 1997; Taylor, 
1983; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988). As mainstream literacy practices are transmitted, 
a deficit view of a non-mainstream family’s literacy practices is also transmitted. In 
Auerbach’s opinion, family literacy teachers holding such a deficit view of a family’s 
literacy overlook a vital understanding that all families have “literacy strengths” that 
should be embraced, as a basis for developing literacy skills that address the families’ 
own needs and goals. Furthermore, she argues that family literacy teachers are 
encouraging a deficit view of family literacy when they introduce school based literacy 
skills to parents enrolled in a family literacy program with an expectation that they will 
replicate each skill in their own home with their children. 
A second group of family literacy educators and researchers led by Sharon 
Darling of the National Center for Family Literacy argue that it is useful to teach 
parents enrolled in a family literacy program school based literacy practices such as 
reading strategies. 
Now a third group of family literacy educators and researchers advocate for 
adopting a “reciprocal approach”(Brown-Rodriguez, 2003; Gadsden, 2001; Paratore, 
2003). These researchers advocate that educators not choose sides as to whether they 
perceive a family’s lack of school based literacy strategies as a barrier to learning. The 
“reciprocal approach” is predicated on an understanding that teachers introduce parents 
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in family literacy programs to school based literacy instruction as requested by parents 
as they also learn about and integrate parent’s existing knowledge and resources into 
school curricular. They advocate for a “strength model” of family literacy (Moll, 1994) 
acknowledging a parent’s knowledge, beliefs, and home literacy practices. They hold a 
view that non-mainstream parents have worthwhile literacy strategies and practices to 
contribute toward their children’s literacy learning. 
I designed family literacy reading instruction in the case studies under 
investigation with a “strength model” in mind, taking into consideration each parent’s 
knowledge, beliefs and family literacy practices. Therefore I align myself with those 
family literacy educators who are adopting a “reciprocal approach.” I disagree with 
Auerbach’s position of categorizing a family literacy educator as a perpetuator of a 
deficit view toward a families’ literacy practices when they introduce parents to school 
based literacy practices which may be later used to support reading with their children 
at home. 
At the conclusion of the Reading Strategies Workshop that I taught, I held a Post 
Reading Strategies Workshop interview with both Denise and Shrieffe and gathered 
their responses as to how they regarded the Workshop. First, I asked interview 
questions, and audiotaped the parent’s responses (see Appendix C for interview 
questions). I carefully constructed the wording of the interview questions so the 
questions would be neutral, singular and clear as suggested by Patton (1992, p.295). I 
tried to discourage dichotomous response questions that would provide the interviewee 
with a grammatical structure suggesting a “yes” or “no” answer. My goal was to capture 
as candid a response as possible from each parent as they talked about the Workshop. 
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Then I transcribed the audiotapes of these interviews and looked for the places where 
the parent’s responses indicated that they were using the taught reading strategies when 
they read with their children at home. I then completed a tally as to which reading 
strategies a parent mentioned most often during the interview. 
This thematic analysis of the interview transcripts revealed that Denise and 
Shrieffe regarded the Reading Strategies Workshop as a worthwhile and valuable 
learning experience. The two parents expressed that they used most of the reading 
strategies, that I modeled and taught in the Reading Strategies Workshop, because the 
reading strategies provided a way for them to offer reading support to their children. 
The parents also conveyed their enthusiasm for the many children’s books that I 
introduced them to in the Reading Strategies Workshop. (See Appendix F for titles of 
children’s books selected for Reading Strategies Workshop.) 
In their interviews, both Denise and Shrieffe responded that they often used a 
shared reading strategy when reading with their children. They explained that their sons 
were just beginning to read and they found that using shared reading was “just right.” 
They had figured out after being immersed in a family reading program that modeled 
shared reading that a shared reading strategy provides a beginning reader, also called an 
emergent reader, the opportunity to gradually acquire an understanding of print and its 
relationship to the spoken word from a lead reader. (See Appendix B for a description 
of shared reading techniques for parent participants.) They both expressed to me that 
they were comfortable using the shared reading strategy, and they reported to me how 
they used shared reading to engage their youngest children in reading a book with them. 
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Denise stated that she also often modeled a paired reading strategy, especially 
with her oldest daughter Iris, who was developing into a proficient reader. A paired 
reading strategy is used to assist a developing reader who is becoming an independent 
reader. A signal system is established between the readers allowing the developing 
reader to inform the lead reader when she is ready to read on her own. (See Appendix B 
for a description of a paired reading technique.) Although Iris read many of the “chapter 
books” she borrowed from school independently, Denise enjoyed rereading these books 
with Iris. She commented that she used a paired reading strategy to read chapter books 
with her daughter. As Gabe and Wilbur developed as readers, Denise also introduced 
paired reading to them. Shrieffe modeled a paired reading strategy when she read with 
her children Mahmude, Omar and Lola. 
Denise and Shrieffe were in agreement that “good reader” strategies which 
include asking questions about a text, using phonics to decode a word, and using picture 
clues, and using “reader survival” strategies were important reading strategies to know 
when supporting their children’s reading. (See Appendix B for a description of “good 
reader” strategies and reading survival strategy techniques). Denise mentioned that she 
used the two strategies listed above on several occasions when reading with both Iris 
and Gabe. 
Neither parent reported using either the language experience writing or story 
webbing strategy with their younger children. As I reflect back on when I first 
introduced story webbing and language experience writing at the Reading Strategies 
Workshop I recall that both Denise and Shrieffe were absent. Although I made it a 
practice to review the content of the Reading Strategies Workshop for any parent who 
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was absent, I wasn’t able to replicate the lesson as originally taught. It is possible that 
Denise and Shrieffe didn’t display story webbing because they were not confident how 
to use the strategy. I was aware that both parents were familiar with language 
experience writing before I introduced the strategy in the Reading Strategies Workshop 
because I had taught and modeled the strategy to them during their daily reading class. 
Denise recalled encouraging her children to participate in a language experience story 
about farm animals (See Appendix D, Artifact #3, #4, and #5.) Shrieffe did not mention 
during the interview that she had used language experience writing on any occasion. 
Denise mentioned in her Post Reading Strategies Workshop Interview that she 
had never read any stories to her children at home prior to her enrollment in the Reading 
Strategies Workshop. Currently, she was reading some of the children’s stories she had 
been introduced to in the Workshop. Denise regarded most of the children’s books as 
“good books and fim to read” and she particularly “loved” It’s a Perfect Day, a 
predictable story about animals on a farm. The only book that she did not enjoy reading 
was The Joke Book. She explained that she did not like this book because she did not 
understand the humor in the “knock, knock” jokes. (See Appendix A, Table 2 for 
Denise’s complete discussion of the humor in a joke.) 
Shrieffe mentioned, in her Post Reading Strategies Workshop Interview that, 
prior to her enrollment in the Reading Strategies Workshop, she was hesitant to read to 
her children in English. She mentioned that she did read to her children in Arabic prior 
to the workshop although they did not sit still long enough to listen to her read. 
However, after the workshop she was more comfortable reading the children’s stories, 
which she had been introduced to during the workshop, with her younger children. 
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Mahmude and Omar. Shrieffe said that she enjoyed reading “American” stories to her 
younger children. She especially enjoyed reading The Doorbell Rang because math 
literacy was embedded throughout the story. 
I asked Denise and Shrieffe interview questions I adopted from a Burke Reading 
Interview (Clay, 1985) in order to find out their beliefs and understandings about 
reading. According to the two parent interviewees, they believed that a “good reader” 
reads every word of a story correctly, “sounds good” as she reads aloud to others, and 
understands what the author has written in the story. 
Neither Denise nor Shrieffe identified themselves as “good readers” in English 
because they said that they did not read smoothly and quickly and did not know all the 
words in the text. However, both parents acknowledged that their reading “aloud” was 
improving. They thought that this improvement might be a result of reading aloud with 
their reading partners during the Reading Strategies Workshop. Shrieffe did identify 
herself as a “good reader” in Arabic. 
Denise identified her daughter Iris as a “good reader” because she said Iris could 
read most of the words in the “chapter” books. When she came to a word she did not 
know, she would skip it and keep on reading. She added that she enjoyed having Iris 
read to her. 
Shrieffe identified her oldest daughters, Nafee and Hureae, as “good readers” in 
English. She commented that she enjoyed hearing her daughters read to her in English 
from their school books. She also mentioned that she learned a lot of English as she 
listened to them read aloud. 
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Denise and Shrieffe remarked that they liked the reading instruction that they 
were receiving in the family literacy program. They mentioned they understood the 
“why’s” of the reading approach they were being taught in the program because then- 
family literacy reading teachers, which included me, took time to explain how to use a 
particular reading strategy. The parent participants were confident that they were 
becoming better readers because they were studying with reading teachers who taught 
them new reading strategies, such as the importance of being a “risk taker”(Goodman, 
1986) when reading text. An example of “risk taking” when reading a text is exhibited 
in the transcript of May 14 (see Table 6 in Appendix A) when Denise attempted to read 
the text of Little Blue and Little Yellow, a book she had not read before, with her son 
Wilbur. 
I conclude that it was of considerable importance to this study that both Denise 
and Shrieffe’s beliefs and understandings about reading were consistent with the 
reading pedagogy of the family literacy program where they were enrolled. For example 
I taught parent participants in the family literacy reading group, which included Shrieffe 
and Denise, to skip unknown words and keep on reading when they came to a word 
they did not know. I then taught the parents participants in the Reading Strategies 
Workshop a similar strategy; however I changed the name of the strategy to a “reading 
survival” strategy. Therefore I would suggest that family literacy educators use the 
Burke Reading Inventory or a similar diagnostic instrument to ascertain each 
participants beliefs and understandings about the reading process prior to designing a 
reading intervention or reading lesson. 
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Parent participants who attended the weekly Reading Strategies Workshop and 
the bi-weekly reading classes reported that they had “no problem” learning the reading 
strategies because I, in my role as the family literacy teacher, was “very clear” as I 
taught and modeled the reading strategies. They said that my enthusiasm for reading 
and interest in their personal well being, as well as that of their families, helped to 
motivate them to model the reading strategies with their own children. This data 
suggests that a family literacy teacher would best serve parents if they are clear when 
they teach and model a particular reading strategy or skill, demonstrate an enthusiasm 
for reading all genres and interested in each participants well-being. 
The parents disclosed to me during the Post Home Reading Session Interview 
that they valued the parent discussions, held at the start of every Reading Strategies 
Workshop. The parent discussion provided an opportunity for parents to discuss what 
literacy practices and activities were “happening” in their homes and to validate each 
other as “teachers of their own children’s literacy development” (Taylor, 1983, p. 92). 
There are many family literacy teachers and researchers who support a view of a 
parent as the “first teacher of their child” (Nickse, 1990).” Ruth Nickse describes 
parents in a family literacy program as taking on many roles. One of the roles she 
describes a parent taking on is that of parents as “first teachers,” learning about and 
practicing school literacy practices with their children as they blend their own literacy 
strategies with them. The parent discussions held during the Reading Strategies 
Workshop supported this view of parents as the “first teachers” of their children. 
During one parent discussion, Denise reported to the parent group that she was 
not finding time to read with her children at home. She also mentioned she might have 
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to leave the family literacy program because of new standards set by welfare reform 
requiring a parent who has children over six to go to work. Denise’s statement indicated 
to me that Denise was feeling overpowered by circumstances created by other cultural 
institutions (such as welfare reform) as well as by her own responsibilities as a single 
parent of three children. I knew Denise had set several literacy goals for her own 
literacy learning. There were many specific literacy goals she wanted to achieve; 
unfortunately, she realized that she would not be able to accomplish many of these 
goals in the near future. The current demands of a newly organized welfare system 
required that she work rather than attend a family literacy program to improve her 
literacy learning. 
Conversely, during a parent discussion, Shrieffe shared news that she was 
reading a few stories in English with her children at home, in addition to reading stories 
in Arabic. She had doubts as to whether her two sons would join in and read stories with 
her; however, she found Mahmude and Omar motivated to join in and read It’s a Perfect 
Day with her, remembering many of the repeated lines of this predictable text. 
I conclude from the findings of the Post Home Reading Sessions Interviews, that 
Denise was beginning to identify herself as a good reader She stated that she no longer 
sat silently, listening to her children read. She actively engaged in reading with each of 
her children, supporting them with reading strategies, both taught and fabricated from 
her own family literacy practices and appropriate for each of their reading needs. I also 
conclude that Shrieffe was beginning to identify herself as good reader in English. She 
stated that she was learning English from her teacher’s in the family literacy program as 
well as from her older children who read to her from their English textbooks. She was 
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becoming more actively engaged in reading with her younger children. She said she was 
more confident when reading to the children because she using a literacy practice of 
rereading a children’s book prior to reading the book with her children. 
Findings Related to the Two Parents’ Adapting the Taught Reading Strategies 
A thematic analysis of selected transcribed literacy events revealed that Denise 
and Shrieffe not only adopted, but adapted the reading strategies, shared reading, paired 
reading, good reader strategies and “reading survival strategies,” using them as they 
helped their children with reading at home. I observed Denise using a “good reader” 
strategy of questioning more often than did Shrieffe. I also observed both parents 
blending their own fabricated literacy practices with the taught literacy strategies. For 
example Denise talked and joked with her children during parent-child reading 
interactions. Shrieffe encouraged her children to read the text straight through without 
stopping to ask questions about the text or to talk about information from the text. Then 
once the text was read she would ask questions directly related to the text. 
On one occasion I observed Shrieffe modeling a language experience writing 
strategy with her children. Shrieffe modeled language experience writing after leading a 
choral reading of It Didn’t Frighten Me with three of her children. Following her choral 
reading of the story, I reinforced for Shrieffe how to engage Mahmude in language 
experience writing. She then in turn modeled how to engage Omar in language 
experience writing (see Appendix D, Artifact 7, 8, 9, and 10). However, as mentioned in 
the previous section, Shrieffe made no mention that she had modeled language 
experience writing with her children when I interviewed her. 
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I did not observe Denise modeling language experience writing with her 
children during any home reading sessions; however she presented me with samples of 
language experience writing (pictures and a text) that her youngest three children had 
drawn after she read It’s a Perfect Day to them (see Appendix D, Artifact 3, 4 & 5 for 
language experience writing). 
I did not observe or hear from either Shrieffe or Denise that they used story 
webbing or story grammar as a reading strategy during or after a parent-child reading 
interaction. As reiterated before I recalled that both Denise and Shrieffe missed the two 
classes when these two strategies were taught and so they weren’t confident using a 
skill they hadn’t learned. 
After I conducted an informal tally of how many times Denise and Shrieffe used 
a particular reading strategy, I found that each parent seem to adopt only those reading 
strategies that fit with their own children’s literacy needs and present stage of reading 
development. For example, since Wilbur, Mahmude and Omar were all emergent 
readers, Denise and Shrieffe modeled shared reading as a way to involve the children in 
reading. Later, as the children developed into early readers, the parents introduced their 
children to a paired reading strategy. 
Both Denise and Shrieffe used multiple reading strategies on several occasions 
during a parent-child reading interaction. For example I noted that Denise modeled a 
“good reader” and a reader survival strategy in the same parent-child interaction as she 
modeled a paired reading strategy (See Appendix A, Table 6). If Wilbur, Mahmude, and 
Omar had been independent readers, Denise and Shrieffe may have initiated the story 
grammar strategy to find out what each child comprehended about a story. 
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A thematic analysis of selected literacy events also revealed Denise and Shrieffe 
not only adopting taught reading strategies, (modeling the reading strategies just as I 
had or very close to how I had originally taught them), but also adapting the reading 
strategies (changing the reading strategy from the originally modeled strategy) to meet 
their own child’s literacy needs and stage of reading development. 
For example, although Denise was the lead reader in a shared reading of A Bath 
for a Beagle, (See Table 1 in Chapter 4) she gave Wilbur the opportunity to “pretend 
read” the text from picture clues, rather than have him follow the shared reading 
protocol. A shared reading protocol consists of a new reader listening to the lead reader 
read the text once through and then, during the second reading, joining in with the lead 
reader to read familiar words or phrases of the same text. 
Likewise, Shrieffe, taking into consideration her son Mahmude’s need to read 
the text independently, adapted the paired reading strategy so that she modeled a 
reading of the actual text after Mahmude had read his “approximation” of the text (see 
Appendix A, Table 4). In a paired reading protocol, the lead reader reads with the 
developing reader until the reader signals the lead reader and is ready to read the text on 
his/her own. 
Following his approximation of the text in If the Dinosaurs Came Back Shrieffe 
reread the entire story to Mahmude so that he could hear the words as the author had 
originally wrote them. Although Shrieffe believed that a good reader must read every 
word correctly, she accepted Mahmude’s stage of development as a developing reader, 
and his approximated reading of the text, rather than insisting that he read every word 
correctly. It is apparent that Shrieffe accepted a traditional “school way” to talk about 
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reading; however she demonstrated that she was willing to go beyond the traditional 
way and carve out a new way to talk about reading in order to keep her son attentive 
and interested in the reading process. 
In this study, parent-fabricated literacy support strategies constructed from 
Denise and Shrieffe’s family literacy practices complemented the parents’ delivery of 
the taught reading strategies during the parent-child reading interaction. The parent 
fabricated literacy support strategies emerged out of the data, and are coded within the 
following categories: (1) verbal and/or non-verbal gestures; (2) a sense of humor in 
reaction to a story; and (3) a chat with a child during reading centered on the text. (See 
Chapter 3 for coding symbols of parent fabricated support strategies). For example, 
ShriefFe demonstrated using an endearing form of Mahmude and Omar’s name as a 
verbal gesture to encourage both children to keep on reading. Denise and her children, 
while reading If You Give A Mouse A Cookie together, discovered humorous incidents 
throughout the book that brought a sense of joy to each of them. Inspired by Little Blue 
and Little Yellow’s experience of playing hide and seek in Little Blue and Little 
Yellow. Denise “chatted” with all three of her children as they shared their own 
experiences playing this game. 
I asked the children in both Denise and Shrieffe’s families to jot down the title 
of any book they read at home with their mother or another sibling on a Reading Record 
form. Wilbur was the only child participant who consistently recorded the title of the 
books he had read. I would update their Reading Records at the close of each home 
reading session (see Appendix G, Reading Record of child). Mahmude demonstrated he 
was confident reading the books If the Dinosaurs Came Back and It Didn’t Frighten 
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Me. Omar demonstrated that he was confident telling several stories from picture clues 
and joining in to read the repeated phrases throughout the story. 
I did not observe or hear Denise or Shrieffe mention during the Post Home 
Reading Sessions Interview that they used a literacy log as a way to document a reading 
event happening in their homes. I had modeled how to use a literacy log during one of 
the Reading Strategies Workshop. However, neither Denise nor Shrieffe recorded 
anything in their “literacy logs.” Instead, as reported previously, parents did discuss 
reading events occurring in their homes during the parent discussion portion of the 
Reading Strategies Workshop. Both parents reported to me during an interview that 
they simply did not have the time to spend writing in a literacy log what was happening 
when their children read at home. 
Shrieffe was beginning to reclaim her identify as a “first teacher of her 
children.” She was fluently reading stories in English that I had modeled and read with 
her during the workshop. She had reread some of the stories so many times that she had 
almost memorized all the words. As a result of each parent’s consistent participation in 
parent-child home reading interactions I found that both Denise and Shrieffe were 
slowly being transformed from silent observer of their own children’s literacy learning 
into active participants. The more time a parent spent reading with her children, the 
more confidence she herself gained as a reader. By the end of the eleven months of the 
research study, both parents demonstrated increased confidence in their own reading 
abilities 
Both parents provided a positive home literacy environment for their children. 
They were respectful and demonstrated a willingness to cooperate with each of their 
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children as they engaged together in a reading interaction. Each of the parents 
demonstrated a unique “communication style” as they modeled reading strategies. 
Denise had an informal style of communicating with her children when she engaged in 
a reading interaction with them. She relaxed and enjoyed reading stories with each of 
her children. She encouraged conversations about the stories by weaving her own 
family’s experiences into the themes of the book. For example, when Denise was 
reading If You Give A Mouse A Cookie (see Appendix A, Table 7), she stopped 
reading to relate a personal experience she recently had with a mouse in her own house. 
She explained to her children that she didn’t think fondly about mice because of this 
awful mouse; however, the mouse in If You Give A Mouse A Cookie was making her 
change her opinion about mice. She was knowledgeable about each of her children’s 
learning styles, and she set realistic reading expectations as she engaged in a reading 
interaction with them. 
Shrieffe, on the other-hand, displayed a cultural practice of a more formal style 
of communicating with her children as she engaged in each literacy interaction. She 
expected her children to read the book from cover to cover before encouraging them to 
engage in a conversation with her about the story. She seldom joked with her children 
when they were reading a book together. (In hindsight I realize I never modeled joking 
when I read with the parents.) It was her goal to model the reading strategies for her 
children just as I had modeled them for her in the Reading Strategies Workshop. Like 
Denise, she also set realistic reading goals and expectations for each of her younger 
children. For example, she expected her two boys, who were at an emergent reading 
level, to recognize most of the letters in the English alphabet. She did not appear to be 
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frustrated with Mahmude when he reread If the Dinosaurs Came Back (see Appendix A, 
Table 4) using his approximation of the text rather than reading the actual text. Her two 
older daughters, using literacy support strategies they had learned from Shrieffe, then- 
father, Yusiffe, and from the public schools they attended, assisted their younger 
siblings, and, at times, Shrieffe herself with reading in English. 
I further concluded from initial and concluding home reading session 
conversations I held with Denise and Shrieffe that establishing and maintaining a home 
literacy environment was perceived by them as important to the development of a 
child’s literacy learning. I observed Shrieffe as she worked to establish a literate 
environment in her home. I observed her six children participating in literacy 
interactions throughout the home reading sessions in both Arabic and English. Her 
youngest children, supported by both their parents and their older siblings, were 
learning to lead literate lives. Both Shrieffe and her husband Yusiffe projected a very 
clear message to their children that school work should be given top priority. For 
example, while observing a home reading session at their house, I heard Yusiffe chide 
his two older daughters, Nafee and Hurae for only making second honors. I also 
collected several literacy artifacts made by Shrieffe’s family. Shrieffe’s three youngest 
children drew and wrote about It Didn’t Frighten Me. Shrieffe also contributed a writing 
piece she had written about her own wedding day when she was attending the family 
literacy program. 
I also collected a variety of literacy artifacts from Denise’s family over the 
eleven months of this study that indicated to me that she supported and maintained a 
literate home environment. Denise gave me pictures Iris, Gabe and Wilbur had drawn 
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after she read It s a Perfect Day to them. She also gave me two stories she had written 
about her family when she was attending the family literacy program. (A sample of the 
artifacts I collected from Denise’s and Shrieffe’s families is given in Appendix D as 
“The Works”- Artifacts Collected.) 
Findings Related to My Negotiations As Teacher-Researcher 
during Home Reading Sessions 
A thematic analysis of six home reading sessions revealed that I negotiated a 
dual role as both a family literacy teacher and as a researcher as I participated with 
Denise and Shrieffe in parent-child reading interactions. As I modeled the reading 
^ strategies for the parents in the Reading Strategies Workshop, I acted in a role as a 
family literacy teacher. The parents anticipated that I would continue in this role 
throughout the research study; however, my intentions were to shift into a new role as a 
researcher, quietly observing the home reading sessions and collecting data as to what 
was happening as the parents read with their children. 
Although it was my initial intention to remain in one consistent role as a 
researcher, I relinquished this role whenever a parent requested reading assistance either 
for themselves or for their children. I also relinquished my role as researcher whenever I 
determined that a parent needed a prompt from me to remind them to model a particular 
reading strategy. I assumed a role as a teacher, modeling, prompting, and reinforcing 
reading strategies in the presence of the two parents. I became what I refer to in this 
study as a teacher-researcher. For example, on one occasion, acting in the role as a 
teacher, I modeled for Shrieffe how to initiate a “chat” with Omar, Layla, and 
Mahmude while reading It Didn’t Frighten Me. I anticipated that she might avail herself 
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of this strategy by chatting about experiences related to the story when she wanted to 
extend the children’s reading comprehension. It was not until several months later that I 
observed Shrieffe initiate a “chat” with her children, inspired by How Much Is a 
Million?, a story I read to her children (See Chapter 4, p. 219). 
I did not have this same sense of responsibility when I shifted my role to that as 
a researcher. A role as a researcher was new to me and I was just acquiring the 
necessary skills. Once in the researcher’s role, I did not feel compelled to support the 
families’ literacy learning. Rather I anticipated that I should keep some sort of distance 
between myself and the parents and their children as I observed the “goings on in the 
home around reading.” I was interested as an ethnographer in observing, participating, 
and learning about each of the families’ literacy practices as well as their social worlds. 
I found that in my role as teacher-researcher I became a catalyst for a flow of 
information from the family literacy program (schooled literacy practices) to the homes 
of the families (family literacy practices) and vice-versa. For example, I introduced the 
parents to several new children’s books which they enjoyed reading with their children. 
Denise’s children, Gabe, Wilbur, and Iris, shared some of the new literacy materials 
with their classmates at school. On one occasion, Gabe and Wilbur brought one of their 
favorite children’s books from home and read it to their classmates. Iris brought a 
nonfiction book about planets to her classroom to use as a resource for her research 
report. Both Gabe and Wilbur brought one of the reading certificates they had earned 
during the home reading sessions to show their classmates and teachers. On another 
occasion, Gabe told his classmates some of the “knock, knock” jokes that he had read 
with his mother. 
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I also found that the parents were also negotiating a dual role as a parent and as 
a teacher during the home reading sessions. A role as teacher was not new to them in 
the sense that they are considered to be their children’s “first teachers”(Nickse, 1990). 
As I observed the parents interacting with their children during the home reading 
sessions I became aware of the social, cultural, linguistic, and political aspects of what 
it meant to them to teach reading with their children. I also became aware that there 
were other roles and relationships that were coming into play. For example a mother 
child relationship was part of the teaching relationship with non-verbal cues, the humor 
and the chats. 
I also became aware that a sociocultural perspective of literacy was beginning to 
emerge from the data I was analyzing. A view of literacy from a sociocultural 
perspective of learning considers and seeks to understand the social and cultural 
contexts within which children have grown and developed as readers (Perez, 1981, p. 
94). Each parent has been establishing a social relationship with each of their children 
from the time when they were bom. Therefore when a parent introduces a child to a 
newly learned reading strategy, the parent tailors the literacy interaction to include all 
that is relevant and important to the child. Likewise I observed Shrieffe and Denise 
gaining confidence in their own ability to negotiate a successful literacy interaction with 
their children. Each parent took an adopted reading strategy, added her own literacy 
practices and created an adapted reading strategy to fit the requirements of a particular 
social context. 
Duran (1996) argues that a sociocultural approach to literacy and language 
learning is especially important in settings in which participants are acquiring a second 
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language. The setting of the two case studies in this investigation also involve parent 
participants who are acquiring or recently acquired English as a second language. 
Therefore it is important for me to understand the cultural context of the two homes in 
this study and gain a view of literacy from a sociocultural theory of learning. 
I planned to involve Shrieffe and Denise in a third role as a parent researcher, 
helping me confirm whether my observations of their home reading sessions were 
accurate. In order to accomplish this I suggested that they read through a copy of a 
transcript of one of the selected literacy events, noting my coding and observational 
comments. Shrieffe responded that she was willing to try to read the transcript with me 
when I came to a home reading session. Denise was not interested in reading the 
transcript. I realized that I was introducing the parents to yet another literacy genre and 
Shrieffe would need support in order to respond to my request. Shrieffe and I sat down 
and read through the transcript of the literacy event on December 30 (see Appendix A, 
Table 4). In hindsight I might have better accomplished involving parents in a process 
of confirming my data if I had first asked them to first view a video of their family’s 
literacy event and then to orally comment on what they observed themselves doing as 
they read with their children. I could then compare their oral comments to the 
observational comments that I made of the same literacy event. 
Another goal of mine while conducting this study was to build reciprocity 
between the families and myself. The establishment of an equitable relationship 
between myself as a teacher and the two families was necessary if a linking of home 
and school literacy practices was to be attained. The reciprocity garnered in this study 
was not achieved through my providing any stipend to Denise or Shrieffe for 
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participation in the study. Rather the reciprocity was gleaned from several contributions 
I made while working with the families. First I contributed children’s books, math 
materials, games, and art materials to the families on several occasions. I also 
contributed my knowledge of teaching reading to the parents and their children. In 
addition I contributed my time, gas, and expertise as a librarian when I brought 
Shrieffe’s oldest daughter Nafee to the university library so she could complete research 
on a science fair project. Reciprocity was being achieved by each of us in the study as 
we gained mutual knowledge of each other’s worlds and worked together for a common 
goal of supporting literacy learning. 
The parents also taught me to negotiate within other domains of literacy. 
Shrieffe taught me the process of applying for U.S. citizenship. On another occasion 
when I participated in a family celebration of Omar’s fourth birthday, I learned how to 
celebrate a Lebanese birthday, including how to make a delicious recipe of hummus. 
From Denise I learned how to celebrate Three Kings Day, a Puerto Rican celebration 
held at the beginning of January. 
Finally as a researcher I am interested in analyzing what kind of a relationship I 
was developing with each of the two parents. Although I did not directly ask Denise or 
Shrieffe to tell me their view of me as a teacher-researcher, I project here what I 
perceive they may have replied based on a year of interaction with them. As a White 
researcher looking at literacy in a working poor and minority community, the parents 
saw me as a “supporter” of more traditional “schooled literacies”, while at the same 
time appreciative and respectful of their families’ literacies.” 
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I was initially perceived by the parents as “the literacy teacher,” modeling 
reading strategies and asking them questions about the texts. Throughout the home 
reading sessions I negotiated with Denise and Shrieffe to regard me as not only a 
“literacy teacher” but as a researcher. I am grateful for the trust that developed between 
the parents and myself. They allowed me to collect data from their homes that contained 
information about the schooled and family literacy practices occurring there. I respected 
each families’ home literacy schedule and adjusted each home literacy session to meet 
the needs of the family, remaining only as long or as short a time as was necessary. It is 
Denise and Shrieffe’s contributions that I bring forward and add to the study of family 
literacy. 
The findings from the two case studies demonstrate that there needs to be a role 
included within a family literacy program for a person to serve as an outreach link, 
connecting the two worlds of a family literacy participant; the world of schooled 
literacy learning within the world of family literacy learning. As I negotiated the various 
aspects of my dual role with Denise and Shrieffe, I slowly worked on changing my role 
from a teacher-researcher to a role of what I have named a family literacy liaison. In 
this study I see myself engaged in this role. As a result of my analysis, I strongly 
recommend that parent participants in a family literacy program be introduced to 
reading interventions, such as the ones I used. However the parent participants need to 
determine what kind of a literacy intervention is needed and then fit the intervention 
into their own parent fabricated literacy support. A family literacy liaison is also needed 
to participate in the homes of the parent participants, encouraging the linkage of these 
new parent readers to a larger community of developing readers. 
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Implications for Practice and Research 
Implications for Practice 
The major contribution of these two case studies is to acknowledge the many 
and varied ways in which parents who are enrolled in a family literacy program may 
offer reading support to their children at they read together at home. Specifically, these 
two case studies of two parents enrolled in a family literacy program, who became 
literacy supporters of their children’s literacy learning, have implications for the 
practice of family literacy teachers, and classroom teachers. 
Family Literacy Teachers in a Family Literacy Program 
This study suggests that it is important for a family literacy teacher to model 
reading strategies for non-mainstream parents enrolled in a family literacy program. 
Both Denise and Shrieffe described how they used the taught reading strategies during 
the Post Reading Strategies Workshop Interview and the Post Home Reading Sessions 
Interview. 
Likewise some of the literacy behaviors I exhibited as a family literacy teacher 
were eventually adopted, or adapted, by Denise and Shrieffe as they engaged in literacy 
interactions with their own children at home. As a family literacy teacher I modeled 
several literacy behaviors as I taught reading strategies to the parent participants. I 
observed Shrieffe adopt a literacy behavior I had modeled previously of asking her 
child questions as a way to check her child’s comprehension of the text. I also observ ed 
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Denise asking questions that would help her children think beyond a literal level of 
comprehension. 
The study under investigation also suggests that it is appropriate for a family 
literacy teacher to develop a reading intervention of introducing several reading 
strategies as part of the family literacy curriculum, providing the reading intervention 
reflected a parent’s expressed literacy need. 
This study further suggests that establishing a reliable literacy network among 
family literacy teachers and parent participants may be a benefit to both teachers and 
parents. A literacy network established within a family literacy program would provide 
a parent with consistent access to new literacy strategies and information, as well as 
reinforce reading strategies previously taught and discussed among the parent 
participants. 
Furthermore, this study suggests that it is important for a family literacy teacher 
who is in the process of designing a family literacy intervention to have a clear 
understanding of each parent’s beliefs and understandings about reading. The impact 
that a literacy intervention could have on how a parent offers literacy support to her 
child will be minimized if there is not a good fit between the parent’s beliefs and 
understandings about the reading process and that of the family literacy program’s 
pedagogy. In this study, a reading intervention was introduced to parent participants 
comprised of reading strategies complementary to the reading pedagogy practiced at the 
family literacy program and to the two parent’s beliefs and understandings about 
reading. 
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This study also suggests that a family literacy teacher needs to acknowledge a 
parent’s “funds of’ or literacy knowledge (Moll et al., 1992) as she introduces a literacy 
intervention to parents in the family literacy program. If a family literacy teacher does 
not acknowledge a parent’s prior knowledge about literacy and their parent fabricated 
literacy practices, then the effectiveness of the intended literacy intervention will be 
compromised. 
Finally, this study supports the literacy practices of a family literacy teacher 
sharing and modeling quality children’s literature with the parent participants during 
both the workshop and the home reading sessions. Both Shrieffe and Denise modeled 
the same children’s literature that they read with me. Family literacy teachers who are 
not familiar with quality children’s books may want to avail themselves of a children’s 
literature class at either a local university or a public library. Thus, the family literacy 
teacher should be prepared to make suggestions to parents about good children’s book 
choices and if requested provide coaching for each parent on how to make good book 
choices for their children 
Parents in a Family Literacy Program 
This study suggests that it is up to parents enrolled in a family literacy program 
to decide whether and how they will use reading instruction such as reading strategies 
taught and modeled in the family literacy program with their children at home. A large 
body of research in early childhood and emergent reading focuses on acquainting 
parents to the importance of reading aloud to their children (Morrow, 1989; Strickland 
& Taylor, 1986). This body of research concludes that reading to a child is one of the 
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best literacy supports that parents can offer to their children. Although this body of 
research has most recently been challenged by a recent study by the National Reading 
Association (2003) refuting the statement that parents reading aloud to their children is 
one the best literacy supports, I support the original research. 
One such case study focused on a mainstream mother’s perspective 
(Annicchiarco, 1993) as she supported her own three children’s literacy learning with a 
school literacy practice of actively reading to them. As they read together, she would 
stop and ask her children questions about the text that she thought would help to 
increase her children’s comprehension of the story. Nancy, the mother in the 
Annicchiarco study, transferred the new information she had learned in the family 
literacy program she attended about actively reading to children to help her support her 
three children’s literacy learning. 
Likewise, Shrieffe and Denise who are the focus of the two case studies under 
investigation supported their own children’s literacy learning by engaging them in a 
school literacy practice of actively reading including asking their children questions 
about the stories. An important difference between the two parents in my study and the 
mother in the Annicchiarco’s study, is that the parents in my study were becoming 
proficient readers and read with their children, while the mother in the Annicchiarco’s 
study already was a proficient reader and read to her children. The parents in my study, 
like the mother in the Annicchiarco’s study, transferred reading information that they 
learned in the Reading Strategies Workshop, in an effort to support their children’s 
literacy learning. 
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My study extends the body of family literacy research that considers reading to a 
child as one of the best literacy supports that a parent can offer to include non¬ 
mainstream parent participants from a family literacy program modeling taught reading 
strategies to their own children. My study also suggests that parents who model adopted 
or adapted reading strategies while reading with their children at home are “helping 
their child with reading.” 
I also extend the body of research that looks at a parent as a resourceful “first 
teacher’’ of their children. Parents as the “first teachers” of their children would benefit 
from further literacy training so they can support the myriad of literacy demands that 
their children are facing today. This training could be offered to parents at a public 
school’s professional development center and might include a variety of educational 
coursework such as reading, writing, computer applications, or any other literacy work 
as requested by the parents. My study concurs with family literacy researchers who 
advocate for parents who are interested in supporting their children’s literacy learning to 
be given the opportunity to receive literacy training appropriate to an area of the school 
curricula that the parent deems necessary. 
Classroom Teachers: Acknowledging the Non-Mainstream Family 
Classroom teachers, including English Language Learner teachers who work 
with culturally diverse children, should be taught skills for involving non-mainstream 
parents in the education of their children. One of the skills involved would be to value 
the literacy practices, and the beliefs and understandings about reading that children for 
whom English is a second language, bring to the classrooms. If children are to succeed 
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in school, every teacher needs to validate each child’s own beliefs about literacy, as 
well as the beliefs of their parents. Teachers should not assume that non-mainstream 
children who arrive in their classrooms are lacking appropriate literacy experiences and 
social behaviors. Rather the teachers need to work with these children to build upon 
their inherent abilities and cultural backgrounds until all the children have attained the 
necessary skills and strategies to succeed both socially and academically. 
If classroom teachers are unsure of how to involve parents in their children’s 
education, perhaps they could use some of the sociocultural perspectives and family 
literacy perspectives from this study to enrich their view of the learning environment in 
their classes. Likewise, school systems would need to fund and support family literacy 
programs that teach parents schooled literacy strategies. In this way parents, including 
non-mainstream parents, are encouraged to help their children succeed academically 
and socially in school. Literacy training which reflects the parents’ and the classroom 
teachers’ particular literacy needs could be designed and taught in professional 
development courses organized by family literacy educators. Parents could be 
encouraged to attend professional development classes designed for parents interested 
in helping their children succeed at school. Parents could earn continuing education 
credits at a participating community college for time spent enrolled in professional 
development classes which investing in their own and their children’s education. 
Finally, classroom teachers might look at their own classrooms to see how they 
consciously or unconsciously organize their classroom’s literacy environment. 
Classroom teachers who are interested in creating a literacy environment supportive of 
all children should consider introducing an interactive approach to reading children’s 
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literature and select titles that reflect the individual children’s interests and give the 
children an opportunity to match their home experiences with those found in the book. 
The teacher could make available student-made books to be “checked out” and taken 
home by the children so they can share them with their families. If a classroom teacher 
is in need of further study in children’s literature, then professional development classes 
should be arranged. 
The Role of the Teacher-Researcher 
In this study, teacher-researcher is used to designate the dual role that I played 
during the home reading series. Here, teacher-researcher is used to designate the dual 
role that I played during the home reading sessions as I interacted with the parents and 
their children. First, I took up a role as a teacher, modeling reading strategies to parent 
participants in a family literacy reading workshop. Later, I moved into a role of 
researcher, observing the two parents, Shrieffe and Denise, in the home reading sessions 
to see whether and how they used the originally modeled reading strategies and 
combined them with their own parent fabricated literacy support strategies. I had fully 
anticipated that I would remain in the role of researcher until the conclusion of this 
study; however, this was not the case. Instead, because of the parents’ view of me as 
their family literacy teacher, I took on a dual role, actively participating in the 
parent/child reading interaction by prompting and reinforcing many of the same literacy 
strategies that I had modeled previously while recording and observing the parent-child 
reading interactions. 
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Therefore, as a teacher-researcher, I transitioned between my role as a teacher, 
continuing to prompt and extend the use of the reading strategies, and my role as a 
researcher, observing and collecting data. Any teachers or researchers who take on a 
dual role such as I did, should be aware that their presence in their parent’s home will 
effect the parent-child interaction in some way. In my case, my presence at the home 
reading sessions reminded both parents of the reading strategies that I modeled in the 
reading strategies workshop and, therefore, significantly influenced how the parents 
used these strategies. 
As I brought a collection of children’s literature and other learning materials into 
Denise and Shrieffe’s homes during the home reading sessions, my dual role as teacher- 
researcher was transformed into a new role that I am naming a family literacy liaison. 
Although my interaction as a family literacy liaison was rudimentary, I envision that 
any program who provides family literacy services and supplies would find this role to 
be vitally necessary as a way for the family to remain connected to a literacy 
community such as the family literacy program. Thus these research findings open up 
questions such as should there be a liaison component to family literacy work? And 
should liaisons actually be teacher researchers9 
Implications for Research 
Study’s Capacity to Support and Extend the Research on Parent 
Involvement and Family Literacy Studies 
The main contribution of these two case studies is to highlight the invaluable 
literacy support that parents from non-mainstream backgrounds offer to their children. 
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That said, a parent, regardless of her/his race, ethnicity, gender or language, should have 
access to whatever literacy information may be necessary as she supports her own 
child’s literacy learning. In order to gain access to this literacy information, a parent 
may find it useful to receive specific literacy training that encourages ingenuity. In the 
study under investigation, literacy training consisted of my teaching reading strategies 
to parents in my role as a family literacy teacher. I anticipated that the parents who 
chose to enroll in this family literacy reading workshop would model the same reading 
strategies to their children. By using their own ingenuity and their own parent fabricated 
literacy support strategies, both parents in the case studies were not able only to adopt 
the parent taught strategies, but also to adapt them to meet their own children’s literacy 
needs. 
These two case studies extend the existing research in both parent involvement 
and family literacy literature by including non-mainstream parents, included as 
supporters of their own literacy learning (Baker et al., 1995; Edwards, 1995; Gadsden, 
1994; Hidalgo et al., 1995; Taylor, 1998; Volk, 1997). This study is in agreement with 
Weinberger’s research (1993, 1995) in which he posited that “parents didn’t know 
much, if anything, about how their children’s teacher taught reading and literacy skills 
and strategies in the classroom” (p. 172). In his study, once parents were instructed in a 
reading and writing curriculum which paralleled the one being taught to their children at 
school, they were ready to support their children’s literacy learning. Weinberger’s study 
makes a strong case for family literacy programs that support parents in their effort to 
build a home literacy environment to suit their complex and unique life styles. 
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Parents need to understand the power behind the literacy behaviors that they 
model, and the manner in which they model them, so that they can influence their 
children’s beliefs, attitudes, and values related to literacy learning. Although many non¬ 
mainstream parents are unaware as to what school based literacy strategies are needed 
to support their children’s literacy learning, most parents have a strong desire to support 
their own children’s needs, as well as their own literacy needs. When a family literacy 
teacher introduces parents to reading instruction, which includes school based reading 
strategies, providing the families with quality children’s books and other literacy 
materials, the parents are better prepared to meet their children’s literacy needs and 
continue in their role as “teachers of their children’s literacy.” 
This study concurs with other family literacy researchers (Barton, 1997; Moll, 
1994; Shockley, Michalove & Allen 1995; Street, 1991; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 
1988) who believe that children are best prepared for academic and social success when 
they receive a combination of literacy support from both the school and their home. 
This study also supports the concept that children are further prepared when the family 
and the school understand what each other are attempting to accomplish. Barton (1994) 
points out that it is also important to recognize the differences between home life and 
school life as they have implications for literacy. He states. 
In school, literacy is focused on as an object of study, in that it is explicitly 
talked about and taught. ...At home, literacy is brought into many 
activities, but it is often incidental to the main purpose of the activity, 
which may be shopping, paying the bills, or finding out local news. (p. 
105) 
Unfortunately, Denise and Shrieffe are representative of thousands of non¬ 
mainstream parents in the U.S.A. who are not in a position to access information from 
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the school as to how their children are being taught to read. Denise was totally 
unprepared to meet the request of Wilbur’s classroom teacher asking her to help Wilbur 
with reading at home. As stated by Edwards (1995) “the global statement teachers make 
to parents about ‘book reading interactions’ sail right over their heads making it hard for 
parents to translate what the teachers means by ‘reading to your child.’” 
Although there are a large number of studies that document mainstream and 
non-mainstream parental involvement in their children’s literacy learning and which 
encourage parents to take their place as “teachers of their children’s literacy learning” 
(Nichol, 1991; Senechal & Lefevre, 2001; Taylor, 1983; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 
1988), many schools have not taken this information to heart. Barton (1997) suggests 
that parental involvement in their child’s literacy learning go beyond book reading at 
home. He also points out that school literacy is a dominant literacy, “supported by 
powerful institutions”(p. 107). Therefore he warns that home literacy and school 
literacy are not equal and therefore some versions of family literacy turn out to be an 
invasion of the home by the school and its practices. 
Scott-Jones (1987) is one family literacy researcher who argues that a literacy 
practice of encouraging parents to help their children with schoolwork needs to be 
carefully implemented. She posits that a problem may be created when well-intentioned 
parents engage in helping their children with homework without understanding all that 
this responsibility entails. Lancy et al. (1989) concur with Scott-Jones’ argument for 
more training for parents who are interested in supporting their children’s literacy 
learning. She documented an example of a child who was engaged in a negative parent- 
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child literacy interaction because her mother had not received enough instruction on 
how to support her own child when reading. 
Extending the Research on Home Literacy Environments 
Researchers whose mission is to solely observe home literacy environments 
(Handel, 1999; Heath, 1983; Leichter, 1984; Sulzby, 1982 ;and Teale, 1984) have 
contributed and collected data on “what was happening around literacy” in the homes of 
families. This is not the case with this research study. Rather than solely observing and 
reporting on the two families’ home literacy environments, this researcher also 
collaborated with the parents, contributing literacy ideas and resources such as quality 
children’s books, art materials and tape recorders to their home literacy environments. 
However, as I observed Denise and Shrieffe modeling the taught reading strategies with 
their children in their own home, I also observed their own parent fabricated literacy 
support strategies working to create a responsive and stimulating literacy environment 
(Teale, 1986) where they enjoyed reading with their children. 
Implications for Further Research 
There are several kinds of research studies that could be conducted to address 
the limitation of my study. As mentioned in the research study of Senecal, Thomas and 
Monker (1995), families do not function in a vacuum. A home literacy environment is 
often a reflection of the context and surroundings of the family. Therefore, further 
research could connect to “out of school” literacy studies and explore the larger context 
and surroundings beyond the two families, such as their neighborhood and the greater 
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community. I could formally observe what other institutional supports are available to 
the family, as well as the daily hassles and stresses that the family encounters which 
may affect literacy learning. For example, some family researchers report that rising 
street violence tends to influence family literacy environments negatively (Fandel, 
1997). Others have found that personal problems within the family members also take a 
toll in terms of literacy and educational achievement (Antonucci, 1997). 
My theoretical framework and method should be extended to study the 
empowerment of non-mainstream parents in a family literacy program. Although it was 
not a goal of mine to use a critical literacy framework or use critical discourse analysis 
(Fairclough, 1989 in Compton-Lilly, 2003) to analyze the data, critical discourse 
analysis has the potential to reveal contradictions between ideological positions and 
power struggles. In these two case studies the two ideological positions revolve around 
dominant mainstream literacy, which includes instruction in reading strategies and the 
alternative non-mainstream literacy, which includes “non-mainstream parents literacy 
practices and strategies.” An unanswerable question, remains in the back of my mind as 
I completed data gathering for my research because it was of a concern to me as a 
family literacy educator to ask oneself, “And so what did the family accomplish when I 
introduced the reading strategies? And on a more global scale, “Can education provide a 
shield against poverty, low employment and other societal problems?”(Gadsden, in 
Paratore, 2003, p. 12). A little voice in the back of my mind whispers, “Not really!” 
Another useful follow-up study might be to initiate a community based literacy 
program where parent participants from a family literacy class would model reading 
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support strategies for other parents not enrolled in the program, but who have expressed 
an interest in learning more about supporting their own children’s literacy learning. 
Along similar lines would be the initiation of a community project where parent 
and teacher engage in a research and publication project on a community issue about 
which they both feel knowledgeable. This would downplay the issue between parent 
and teach-researcher being on an “unequal” plane around school based literacy skills, 
such as reading, writing, and word processing. 
Although it was not an intention of this study to assess the reading growth of the 
children in these two case studies after receiving reading support from their parents at 
home, it would provide an interesting study for further research to collect data of this 
kind. It might also help to address some of the questions that I feel remain unanswered 
at the conclusion of this research study. For example, I wonder if Wilbur continued to 
be catagorized as a child “at risk for failure in reading” by his classroom teacher. 
Therefore, further research might be to follow each of the children who participated in 
the home literacy study into their classrooms to find out if any of the home taught 
reading strategies transferred to their reading classroom and helped them to read better. 
I agree with the researchers who believe that everyone creates their own 
definitions of literacy based on their own personal experiences, and that ones literacy 
practices may vary according to the context and the cultural backgrounds of those 
individuals. Although, I concur with a view that literacy practices always involve power 
relationships, including one’s capacity to act within society in relation to the cultural 
notions about class, gender, ethnicity, language and race (Gadsden, 1992; Gilbert, 1991; 
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Heath, 1983; Rogers, 2003; Solsken, 1993; Street, 1993), I do not attempt to deal with 
this aspect of literacy practices in my study. I would recommend this for further study. 
My study concurs with family literacy researchers who advocate that parents 
who are interested in supporting their children’s literacy learning be given the 
opportunity to receive training in any area of a school curriculum that they request. My 
study also suggests that it would be beneficial to parents if they had access to what I am 
calling “professional development for parent-teachers.” Therefore I would like to refer 
for further research the idea of designing professional development for parent-teachers. 
Parents could earn continuing education credits from a college who sponsors the 
literacy coursework and the credits earned could be applied to certification in an area of 
the curriculum that a parent is interested in studying. 
As mentioned previously in this study, literacy events that occurred when I, in 
the role of the family literacy teacher-researcher, was not present have gone 
undocumented. One way to record what literacy activities occur when parent and 
children were at home alone is to ask parents to keep a “literacy log.” Although I 
suggested to Denise and Shreiffe that they keep a literacy log, this literacy practice was 
not compatible with their home literacy practices. I would like to refer for future 
research parents as “co-researchers.” It would be part of their job as a parent researcher 
to document all literacy practices and activities occurring in their home. 
Although the two parents in this study under investigation were mothers, it 
would be interesting to consider for further research what benefits accrue for both 
children and their fathers, when fathers and other significant males become more 
actively involved in their family’s literacy learning. There is considerable research in 
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this area that supports a practical need for more involved fathering in a child’s literacy 
learning. 
Lastly I recommend for further research a longitudinal study of a family literacy 
program that incorporates a newly conceived role as a family literacy liaison into their 
program. A family literacy liaison would provide literacy services such as bringing 
children’s books and other literacy materials such as math and art to the home over a 
longer period of time. It would be worthwhile to find out if the establishment of a 
reliable network such as the one set up between the family literacy liaison and the 
parent participant is important to the continued use of reading strategies by the parents 
as they help their children with reading. “One shot” family literacy training for parents 
has provided very little help for parents and has had very little effect on the parent’s 
literacy behavior. I suggest for further research a program with longer sustained 
investigation and one that gives a parent more time to model reading strategies with 
their children. 
Closing 
What I have learned from this study is that it is crucial to acknowledge the 
power of a parent as an invaluable supporter of his/her child’s literacy learning. This 
new understanding will have an impact on my practice as a teacher- researcher and on 
my future research. When I began, I was respectful of the literacy practices of parents 
from diverse cultural backgrounds; however, I predicted that if a parent used a reading 
strategy to support a child’s reading, they would teach the reading strategy to their child 
in much the same way that I had taught it to them. This was not the case. 
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I am aware after having carried out this study that I underestimated the potential 
of the parent as a supporter of their children’s literacy learning. The two parents in these 
case studies demonstrated that they not only adopted the strategies, but they also 
adapted the strategies to meet their own children’s literacy needs. 
At the beginning of my study, I did not realize the influence that I would have 
/ 
on the literacy interactions as parent and child read together. Rather than remaining in 
my role as a researcher, observing the parent/child literacy interaction, I became an 
active participant in their literacy interaction, once again modeling reading strategies. 
I also see a need for a teacher researcher who would begin to explore the larger 
context in which children live and learn in order to provide instructional experiences 
that are responsive to and supportive of the children we teach and their families. The 
tension between home and school continues, but there is a hint of the possibility of 
change within what Gutierrez et al (in Compton-Lilly, 2003 ) refers to as “‘the third 
space’- created at the intersection of home and school.” In this space, there is room for 
theories of “hybridity.” A hybrid of talk, that is not school, not home, but somewhere in 
between where change for reading happens (p.138). In this space one could imagine 
doing away with the parent-teacher dyad and replacing it with a new model for a parent- 
teacher conference, where the teacher isn’t always the expert. A place where the 
conversation of the non-mainstream parent can be heard and not ignored, dismissed or 
rejected by the school. 
As mentioned previously in this study, there is a group of researchers in family 
literacy literature who have concerns about school based reading strategies being 
introduced to participants in a family literacy program (Auerbach, 1995, 1997; 
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Gadsden, in Paratore, 2003; Paratore, 1999, 2001, 2003). These researchers maintain 
that introducing any such “ reading intervention” to parents is an acceptable literacy 
practice “only if there is a request of need expressed by parent participants in a family 
literacy program”(Paratore, p. 21). 
I completely agree with their caveat. The reading intervention that I introduced 
in this study to parent participants meets this “request of need” caveat. Denise, a parent 
enrolled in the family literacy program and a focus of one of the case studies, made a 
request to be taught strategies that would help her child read better. Hence, I designed a 
reading intervention to support her literacy need. 
I remain in contact with one of the parents in this case study. Shrieffe recently 
related to me through an e-mail message that she has continued to model the reading 
strategies that she learned in the Reading Strategies Workshop with her two younger 
daughters. She read two of her favorite children’s books The Perfect Day and The 
Doorbell Rang, which I introduced to her in the Reading Strategies Workshop. She 
identifies herself as a good reader who is able to read stories for pleasure with her 
children, tax forms with her husband, and sewing instructions on how to make dolls. 
She continues to reason her way through the infinite number of literacy challenges that 
she meets every day. She is grateful for the literacy knowledge and experience she 
gained from having participated in the family literacy program with the other parents. 
She is also grateful for the social, political, and economic support she has received from 
other contacts she has made because of the family literacy program. She continues to 
take great pleasure and pride in being the teacher of her own children’s literacy 
learning. 
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With this study, I wish to extend the research in family literacy that supports a 
reading intervention as a viable curriculum option for a family literacy program. I am 
eager to add to the ongoing discussion of family literacy teachers as to the 




SELECTED CODED TRANSCRIPTS 
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Table 5. The Doorbell Rang by Pam Hutchins 
Date: September 23 
Children Reading Text Shriefle’s Reading 
Text 
Talk About Text 
M - Mahmude 
MarMarilyn 
S. - ShriefFe 





















M: Oh, we have this book. PL list 
Mar: Oh, do you like it? 





M: Yes, I really like it. 




N: Sit down. You have to 
sit down. This is not yours, 
(referring to the book) Y ou 





Mar: Naffee you are such a 
good sister to Mahmude. I 
appreciate your concern for 
my personal belongings. 
However, I want to 
encourage your brothers 
and sisters and you to use 
any of the books or art 




T sh fl w sib 
N: (smiling) Oh, that’s 
great 
T/rL 
Sib mk ver. 
Gest 
S: (nods) You are lucky to 
have many books from 
Miss Marlene 
T/r.L PL prs Tr 
S: Very first page PL dir ch. R/r obs. 
/ made some cookies 







said Sam and Victoria. Said Sam and 
Victoria. “We 're 
starving. ” “ Share 
them between 
yourselves ", said 





Continued, next page. 
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Table 5, cont’d.: 
S: Okay, turn the page(to 
M.). 
Pt dir ch. 
(M) 
R/r obs. 
M: nods approval 
T/r 
n-ver. gest 
said Sam and Victoria. 
“That’s six each, 
“said Sam and 
Victoria. Thev look 













“As good as 






S: See Mahmude. do you 











S: (speaks to Mahmude in 
Arabic then in English.) I 
don’t know? 







S: Should I talk about each 






Mar.: Didn’t he already 
look at the pictures in the 










Mar.: Okay, he already 
saw the pictures so you 






S: So, Mahmude do you 
want to talk a little about 
the pictures, or just read 
the story with me? Okay? 





M: Talk about the pictures Ch. resp pt 
ARS #1 T/r 
L 




Continued, next page. 
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Table 5, cont’d.: 
S: One boy and one girl. Pt ak ch qu T/r 
And how many children is 
that? 
ARS#1 L 
M:Mmm that makes two. 
S : Two yes. That is good. 
Mar: And here comes the 
part you are going to read Pt L T/r 
with your mom. Soon you 
will be ready to read all by 
yourself. 
Pch 
“No one makes cookies “No one makes ORS #1 
like Grandma, "said Ma cookies like pt/ch 
as the doorbell ram. Grandma. ”,saidMa v.r.t 
as the doorbell ram. pt/chtt 
Mar. See, you are reading 
it 
Pt L T/r P ch 
M: Yes and I can read the Ch resp T T/r 
whole book. PtL L 
S: Guess who is at the ORS #3 R/r 
door? Pt ak. ch obs 
qu. 
M: Um, more kids. ORS #3 R/r 
ch M ans. pt 
qu 
Obs 
S: Yeh,uh huh? Is ORS #3 R/r 
everyone going to get as 
many cookies if there are 
more kids? 
Pt ak ch qu Obs 
M: No, I don’t think so. ORS #3 R/r 
The more kids, no more ch M ans pt Obs 
cookies. qu 
O: I don’t think so. ORS #3 R/r 
Ch O ans. 
qu 
Obs 
S : The End. ORS #1 
Pt ends 
R/r Pt ver 
O & M.: (clapping their 
hands 
Obs gest/Eng 
S: Yes, you like it R/r n-ver gest 
obs P* 
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Table 6. The Joke Book by Roy McKie 
Date: December 4 
Gabe Reading Text Denise Reading Text Talk About Text 
M= Marilyn 
D = Denise 





















The Joke Book ORS#2 R/robs Ch slcts tx. 
Okay, open it up Gabe R/r obs Pt dir ch 
M : This is a different 
kind of reading book - a 
joke book. 
ORS #2 T/r P Pt list to 
T/r 
D: We are going to take 
turns reading this joke. 
ORS #2 to 
ARS#2 
T/r L P dir ch 
Knock,knock 
ARS#2 
Ch rds bid 
R/r obs Pt L to ch 
rd 
Who’s there? ARS#2 
Pt rds ind 
R/robs 
Ida ARS #2 
Ch rd ind 
R/robs 
Ida who? ARS #2 
Pt rdind 
R/r obs 
Ida want to. 
ARS #2 
Ch rd. ind 
R/robs 






D: I don't either. It 






Continued, next page. 
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Table 6, cont’d.: 
M : Well, it’s hard to 
understand every knock, 
knock joke. It’s 
supposed to sound like 
“I don’t want to”, but 
you’re right. It’s not 
very funny 
ARS#2 T/rT pt and 
ch abt new 
genre 
Pt & ch L 
Knockjcnock ORS #2 Ch rd tx ind R/r 
Obs 
Pt list to 
ch 
Who's there? ORS #2 
Pt rds tx 
R/robs 
Ce - Ce - Ce G signals D for word in 
text 
ARS #2 
Ch inks n- 






Pt rd word 
ind 
R/robs Pt catches 
n-verb 
signal 
Oh, Cel -es -te 
ARS #2 
Ch rd ind. 
R/r obs 





G & D do not laugh at 
joke. 
ARS #2 
Ch rd. ind 
R/robs 
M: Maybe if you read 
Celeste like this Ce-last 
with a French accent, it 
would work. Try it 
again. 
ARS #2 T/r 
P pt and ch 
to rd tx 
Pt & ch L 
Ce -last time I’ll see 
you 
ARS #2 
Ch rpt. tx 
Pt L 
T/r L 
G: Well, okay I guess I 
get it now 
M: In a way I’m 
teaching you another 
‘reading survival 
strategy’. In this reading 
situation you have 
come to a type of book 
you don't know, instead 
of a word you don’t 
know. So I am 
suggesting you skip 
over the knock , knock 
jokes and go on and try 
a new joke - a riddle. 
ARS #6 T/r P pt & ch Pt & ch L 
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Table 7. Little Blue and Little Yellow by Leo Lionni 
Date: May 14 
Wil Reading Text Denise Reading 
Text 
























D: Okay, W. let’s 
read 
R/r 
Obs. Pt dir.ch 
Wil: Okay, here it 
is. 
Ch selts book R/r 
Obs 





D: That’s Papa (to 
M) 








G: Mama Blue. CH pt pic Sib sup 
Ver gest 
W: Glancing over 
atD. 
D. receives his 
signal 
ORS #2 R/r 
Obs 
Sib. obs W 
& D 
W g n ver 
gest to pt 
Your 
ORS #2 




Here —he ORS#2 
Pt Id v. 
ORS #6 
K re st. 
R/r 
Obs 
He has ORS #2 
Ch rpts tx 
Continued, next page. 
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Table 7, cont’d.: 
Here he is at home ORS#2 
Ptldv 
D: (smiling) Gives 
W. a 
hug 
Pt g ch n- 
ver gest 
With ORS #2 
Pt rd ind 
R/r 
Obs 
Papa ORS #2 
PT rd ind 
R/r 
Obs 
And ORS #2 
Ch rd ind 
Mama Blue Mama ORS #2 
Pt & ch rd 
has Has 
ORS #2 




Red, dark brown 
ORS #2 
Ch rds inc 
Ch Pt to colors 
M: They are trying 




Table 8. Little Blue and Little Yellow by Leo Lionni 
Date: May 14 
WU Reading 
Text 
Denise Reading Text Talk About 
Text 
D = Denise 
W = Wilbur 
M = Marilyn 





























love to play at ORS#2 








Pr snd wd 
R/r 
Obs 





Pt ak t wd. 
T/r 
L 
M: That is a k 
not an r on the 
end of the word; 
so the word is 
seek. Have you 
ever played the 






T/r R k 
re.st to pt 
Tr ak pt 
quest abt 
D: Oh I 
see...the word is 
seek 
ORS #6 
Pt learns wd 
T/rL 
D: (speaking to 
W.) Do you 
remember 
playing hide and 
seek with G and 
It and me ? 
Pt cht 
Pt ak ch 
quest 
Pt Cht 




D: Yea, hiding. 
Yea. When I 
was small. 
Pt tk abt per 
exp 
T/r L to Pt Pt cht 
Continued, next page. 
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Table 8, cont’d.: 
M: The game is 
called Hide & 
Seek because 
someone hides 
and then someone 
has to go seek. 
PtL 
Chren L 
T/rR&T Pt Cht 
cont 
D: Yea. PtTk T/rL 
M: In other 
words, seek means 
to go look for 









G: You have, 
(implying “played 
it”-) 
D: We used to 
say we had to 
count to 10 “ready 
or not, here I 
come.” 
R/rL PT cht/ 
n-imm 
Tk 
G “Ready or not 




D: Ready or not, if 




Gabe & Wil: Both 
join in, 
“ Here I come.” 
Both ch 
L 
M: Some people 
thought that if 
they laid down 
real near the goal, 
they could grab it. 
T/r 
Tk 
D: If you were 
way down there 
and I went looking 
for you. You 
would run as hard 
as you can to get 
there before I do. 
Pt ch cht 
sh exp w 
game 




T wd mean 
Continued, next page. 
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Table 8, cont’d.: 
G: My goal, one, 
two, three .(repeats 
chant) 
D: Yeah, I 
remember. 
Pt resp 
G: You can catch 
it, (the goal) from 
your back .{He lies 
on floor to 
demonstrate) And 







when you hide and 
then you run to the 
goal. Oh I used to 
love that game 
PT/ch 
cht 
Pt ret to 
ch 
M: Yon don’t have 
to be “it” in ring 
around the rosy. 
T/r 
Tr dir to 
pt or ch 
D: That’s what is 
nice about this 
game. Nobody 
loses or wins, you 
just are the last one 






Table 9- I£You Give a Mouse a Cookie by Laura JofFNumeroff 





































he notices he might-he notices 
ORS #2 




his hair needs a trim his hair needs a trim 
ORS #2 




D: Look at this 
picture. The 
mouse has only 
one hair. What if 
you went to the 
barber and you 
had only one hair 
to cut? This 
picture is so 
funny, (smiles 
then laughs out 
loud) 
ORS #3 
Pt pic cl 







• M: Notice the 
picture. 
Pt L T/r 
R str. # 3 - 
pic cl 
W: Yeah. Look 
at this. He has 








Ch enj hum 




ask Ask ORS #2 
Pt & ch v rt 
R/r 
Obs 
For a pair of nail 
Scssors 
ORS #2 
Pt Id v 
R/r obs 




Ch r ind 
ORS #6 
Ch sk wd 
R/r 
Obs 
Continued, next page. 
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Ch snd wd 
R/r 
Obs 
Getting himself a 
trim 
He ’ll want a broom 
• ORS #2 
PT ldv 




M: He has to 
sweep up the hair 





D: How can he 
make such a mess 
when he only had 
one hair to 






Table 10. If the Dinosaurs Came Back by Bernard Most 
Date: January 13 





























M: If the dinosaurs 
came back they 
would have no use 
for lawn movers 
ORS #2 ch 
rds ind. Ch 
Id v. 
R/robs. 
S: What is a lawn 
mover? 
ORS #3 
Ptak ch qu 
abt wd 
R/r obs 
M: Oh, okay. T/r 
Tgvsp 
M: lawnmowers. If 
the dinosaurs came 
back painters would 
have, thev would 
have no more 
ladders to climb 
ORS #2 




R/r obs. Pt.L 
S: Why don’t you try 
this with me? 
ORS #2 
Pt inks sugg. 
to ch. 
R/robs. 
If die dinosaurs 
came back 
housepainters 
wouldn’t need any 
more ladders 
ORS #2 
Pt Id v. 
R/r obs. 
Mah: No, wait until 
I’m all done with the 
whole book and then 
it’s your turn to read 
the whole book. 
Ors #2 to 
ARS #2 
Ch tells pt 
wh to rd 
S: You want to read 
the whole book 
Mahmoolie?. 
ARS #2 
Pt pr ch. 
R/r obs. Pt ver. ges 
of pr. to 
ch. 
Mah: Yeah, 
(smiling.) ARS #2 R/robs. Ch respnd 
to pt pr. 
S: (shrugs her 
shoulders) Yay! You 
want to read the 
whole book! 
ARS #2 R/r obs. Pt ver. & n 
verb, gest 
Continued, next page. 
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Table 10, cont’d.: 
Mah: And then its 
your turn to read the 
whole book. 
ARS #2 
Ch gvs dir. to 
Pt 
R/r obs. 
S: Okay, turn the 
page. 
ARS #2 
Pt gvs dir 
R/r obs. 
- 




READING STRATEGY TECHNIQUES MODELED FOR PARENT 
PARTICIPANTS IN THE READING STRATEGIES WORKSHOP 
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SHARED READING 
Reading Strategies Workshop 
SHARED READING HAS THREE STEPS 
STEP ONE 
INTRODUCTION TO STORY 
• Find a comfortable place to read . 
• Ask your child to select a story or select one yourself. Be sure you are 
comfortable reading the book. Read the title and author of the book on the cover. 
• After looking at the cover and title page ask your child to make a prediction 
about the book . Say ,“What do you think this book is about? 
• Give your child the book. Invite your child to look at the pages in the book 
while you tell her the names of the parts of the books. Say “This is the front 
cover. This is the title page, etc. Ask your child to find the different parts of the 
book. Say Show me the back of the book? Show me the spine? Show me a letter 
? Show me a space between two letters? Show me one word? Show me two 
words? Show me a sentence? 
• Look at each picture and talk to child about what is happening on each page. 
• Ask your child questions about the pictures. Ask questions like: 
• “What do you see?” 
• “What do you think this book is about?” 
• “What do you think will happen next? Why?” 
• Listen to what your child has to say about the story. Invite them to talk. 
Remember not to do all the talking. 
STEP TWO 
THE FIRST READING OF THE STORY 
• Read the entire story aloud to your child You are a reading model for your child 
and if you show enthusiasm for reading your child will also show enthusiasm 
• Try using a different voice for each of the characters in a story. 
• When you are finished reading a page -stop and pause - and then ask your child 
to tell you one thing that happened in the story. This is a “retelling” of one page 
of the story. 
• When you are finished reading the story together ask your child whether her 
predictions about the story were correct. 
• .Ask your child to tell you her personal reaction to the story. 
• What did you like about the story? 
• “What is your favorite part of the story?” 
• “What is your favorite illustration?” 
• Does the story remind you of something you have done before?. If so, what? 
• Ask your child to recap the story. Tell what happened first, second, and last. 
STEP THREE 
THE SECOND READING OF THE STORY 
• As you read the story aloud a second time, invite your child to join in with you to 
read. 
• As you read together point or track the words in the text with your finger you read 
the story. 
• Take time to pause at the end of each page and encourage your child to retell the 
story. Encourage child her to ask questions or give comments about the story. 
• After reading the story together ask your child to make a personal response about 




Reading Strategies Workshop 
PAIRED READING HAS TWO STEPS 
STEP ONE 
I. Reading Together 
1. Ask your child to select a book. 
2. Remember to use the same techniques you used when you modeled a 
Shared Reading. (Remember to talk together about the pictures before 
you begin to read the text, encourage conversations about the text) 
3. Read the words of the story aloud together. Your voice is the “lead 
voice” and you will support your child as you read together. Read the 
story at a medium pace- not too fast or too slow. 
4. As you read the story through together for the first time, you will notice 
that there are many words that your child will not know how to read. 
Your child will hear you reading the words she doesn’t know. 
5. Ask your child to point to the words in the text using a finger or a pointer 
as you both read. 
6. After you finish reading a page together, stop and talk about what is 
happening in the story. Talk about what happened first, second, and last. 
Remember to include your child’s own life experiences. 
7. It is important for you and your child to reread the same story together. 
STEP TWO 
II. Reading Alone 
1. As your child gains confidence reading aloud with you there will be 
many times when she will not want you to read aloud with her. This 
usually occurs at a place in the book where the child is confident that she 
can read all of the words. When this occurs, the child will signal you to 
let you know that she is ready to read alone. 
2. You both need to work out signals that will let you know when she 
wants to read alone. Some suggestions for signals are a knock, or a tap 
on your hand. 
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3. It is not easy to decide when your child needs your assistance Be ready 
to jump back in and be the lead voice as you continue on reading aloud 
together. It is better to offer more support than not enough support. 
4. Once your child becomes confident with reading you can sit back and 
listen to her/him read the whole book . 
5. However, you will always have a part in the paired reading. You will 
need to stop and ask questions (checking to make sure your child 
understands what is going on in the book). 
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“GOOD READER” STRATEGIES 
Reading Strategies Workshop 
The following are reading strategies that are used by good readers of all ages. We have 
been practicing the first two strategies in the workshop. 
When reading a story, stop and ask yourself these questions: 
Strategy #1 - Making Predictions 
What do you think will happen next? 
. Why do you think this? 
Strategy #2 - Asking Questions 
What more do I want to know about this? 
What interests me about this book? 
Strategy #3 - Learning New Information 
What do you already know about the topic? 
Read to learn more. After reading ask yourself - 
What did you learn that is new? 
Strategy #4 - Relating Reading to Personal Experiences 
1. What does this remind you of? 
2. How is this the same as my experience? 
3. What is this different than my experience? 
Strategy #5 - Using Phonics to Decode Words 
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READING SURVIVAL STRATEGIES 
Reading Strategies Workshop 
Here are a few suggested reading strategies that I have named “survival strategies” to 
help you as you support your child with reading. 
When a child is reading a text to you, and she/he comes to a word she/he does not 
know, do not give him/her the word, let your child figure it out with you, ask him/her to 
“make a best guess” using the following strategies: 
Ask your child to use these clues to try and figure out the word: 
• Use Picture clues. 
• Say blank for the word she does not know, and then read on to the end of the 
sentence - then reread the sentence and make a best guess at what word makes sense 
in the blank. 
• Use your prior information / knowledge about the story to make a likely 
prediction as to what the word is. 
• Use phonics to help you predict what the word is. Look at the first letter of the word 
and last letter of the word. Think aloud with your child - ask yourself does the word 






PARENT INTERVIEW I: 
POST READING STRATEGIES WORKSHOP INTERVIEW 
BEFORE TAKING THE WORKSHOP 
1. Did you read stories to your child?  _ 
How often did you read to your child? 
2. Did you listen to your child read to you? 
If so, how often? 
3. Did you read stories with vour child? 
If so, how often? 
4. Did you write down your child’s words on any of their drawing? 
If so, how often? 
5. Does your child enjoy being read to? 
6. Does your child like to read to you? 
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AFTER TAKING THE WORKSHOP 
Did you set up a time and place to read to and with vour child? If yes, when? 
and where? 
Did you read to and with your child? 
Did you use a PAIRED READING STRATEGY with your child? 
Did you set up a signal with your child to let you know when he/she was ready 
to read all alone?___ 
What Signal did you se?  
Do you feel more comfortable reading to and with vour child now? 
Do you feel your child is more comfortable reading with you? 
Would you find it helpful to continue with this workshop? 
Did you find time to write down your child’s story on his/her drawing? (doing 
language experience)__ 
Do you think you are able to ask your child questions about a story you are 
reading together? 
10. What was your favorite story from this workshop? 
11. What was your child’s favorite story from this workshop? 
Thank you for your participation in this workshop! I hope it has been useful for you. 
Ask your child to choose new books and continue to read together this summer. 
I need to continue to observe a few parents and their children as they read together at 
home. Would you be willing to continue doing this research project with me next fall? 
If yes, please write name and phone number on the line below. 
Name Phone 
PARENT INTERVIEW II: 
Parent’s View of Self as Reader 
(adapted from Reading Interview in Reading Miscue Inventory: Alternative Procedures 




1. When you are reading and come to something you don’t know, what do you 
do? 
Do you ever do anything else? 
2. Who do you know who is a good reader? 
3. What makes a good reader? 
4. Do you think ever comes to something she/he doesn’t know? 
5. If question 4 is Yes, when_does come to something she/he 
doesn’t know, what do you think she/he does? 
If question 4 is no, suppose_comes to something that she/he 
doesn’t know. What do you think she/he would do? 
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6. If you know someone was having trouble reading, how would you help that 
person? 
7. What would your teacher do to help that person? 
8. How did you learn to read? 
9. What would you like to do better as a reader? 
10. Do you think you are a good reader? Why? 
PARENT INTERVIEW HI: 
A Parent’s View of Her Child as Reader 
(adapted from Reading Interview in Reading Miscue Inventory: Alternative Procedures 
by Y. M. Goodman, D. W. Watson, and C. L. Burke. Published by Richard C. Owen, 
1987, 
Parent’s Name_Date_ 
Name of Child_ 
1. When your child is reading and comes to something he/she doesn’t know, what 
do you think he/she does? 
Do you think he/she does anything else? 
2. Do you think that your child is a good reader? 
3. What makes her/him a good reader? 
4. If you knew he/she was having difficulty reading, how would you help? 
5. What would you like for your child to do better as a reader? 
6. How did your child learn to read? 
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PARENT INTERVIEW IV: 
Post Home Reading Sessions Interview 
Name_Date_ 
I have been visiting with you and your child(ren) since September. I would like for you 
to think about what has been happening in your home around reading. 
The following questions will be asked by me to each of the parents who have 
participated in the research study. 
1. How often do you and your child sit down to read together during a “typical 
week”? 
2. List any family member that reads with your child(ren). 
3. Do you get time to sit down and read? If so, what do you read? 
4. Where do you get the materials that you are reading? 
5. How do you feel as you read with and to your child? Are you self conscious? 
6. What do you do to help your child with reading? 
7. Do you use any of the reading strategies that you learned in the Reading 
Strategies Workshop? (If yes, please list the ones you use most often. If no, what 
guides you as you teach your child to read?) 
8. Asa result of your helping your child with reading, do you feel more confident 
as a “reader” and “teacher”? 
9. Please describe the most valuable thing you have learned from the workshop 
sessions? 
10. Please describe the least valuable aspect of the workshop session. 
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APPENDIX D 
LIST OF ARTIFACTS 
“THE WORKS” - ARTIFACTS COLLECTED 
AUTHOR TITLE OF ARTIFACT 
1 Denise ‘s Writing piece #1 Seven Wishes to Change My Life 
% 
Seven Wishes to Change My Life 
r 
;I wish that my children have a good school to learn good 
,#ings- 
} jl 
s j * want to learn how to do things to be like other people. 
Mil: 
• like to show my children that I can learn to really help 
[them more because they need more help. 
i;!>: 
jl wish I bad a big home for my children because I need three 
Tooms. I have two boys and one girl. I want my daughter to 
have her own room because she’s growing up and the boys, 
too. 
w 
•t i ij . 
i .GO wish I had a car to learn how to drive. 
'iyl 
jl wish I could be a nurses aide and I want to try to be one 
jbecause I want to work. 
jl 
r'i^nd I want a better neighborhood for my children because 
the neighborhood is dangerous for them. 
If 









I got a very nice family and I love them very much. 
We are always together. We always play together in 
the house. We share things and watch TV and do things 
together and talk about things and go places together. 
We go to the store and do shopping and go to the movies 
or to a friend's house. 
I got some nephews and nieces and I love them very much. 
I used to play with them. I miss them very much. I call 
my grandmother to know how she’s doing because she is sick 
of her heart and I love her very much. 
I have a cousin Matilda that I love. I’m glad I got my 
familyground because I love them. 
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3. Wilbur’s Page Wilbur’s recalls “the cat” from It’s a Perfect Day 
“Xv\ e C ck^ s ^ \ O O V \ C\V 
btj kJtlluir , 
f y\<L 
4. Gabe’s Page Gabe recalls “the goose” from It’s a Perfect Day 
The 5 &o5e » 5 c e. Cc\v " / 
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5. Iris’s Page Iris recalls the teacher and her babies from The Surprise 
TWy are See^ ■ 
feackr $nd -ite dy?, 
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6. Shrieffe’s Writing Piece #1 A Wedding in my Town of Sultan, Lebanon 
A Wedding in my Town of Sultan, Lebanon 
iy 
'Sh 
This is the tradition in the town of Soulton when someone wants to 
get married. The first thing the man meetslfie'girl. Then he starts going 
to the bride's relatives' honse at least once every other day. The whole 
family sits together and talks. Then the groom's parents come to the 
bride's parents and they talk for the hand of the bride. They set the time 
of the ceremony. 
A few days before the ceremony comes, one person from the groom's 
side and one from the bride's side go out to invite the whole town. Then 
both families prepare everything and get ready to make the ceremony. 
On the day of the ceremony, the groom and his family come to the 
bride's house by walking. When they get there the bride's family stands in 
the garden, and many ladies sing a special song. There are welcoming 
them. The mother throws «n the groom's family special candy with 
flowers and mixed with raw rice. Then the groom gives his bride the ring. 
The Shik asked the bride, "Do you want to be the wife for this 
man?"And he asks the groom the same. The groom and the bride should 
say, "Yes, we do. We are in agreement on everything." The Shik says to 
them, "Good luck to you. You marriage should be nice and we hope you 
enjoy your life forever." 
Then the time comes for the bride to go to her new husband's house. 
She stands up and waits for her father, or her uncle if her father has died. 
The father takes his daughter's hand and walks out. The bride starts 
crying. Her mother and all her family start crying, too. She joins her 
husband, and then the groom and bride walk first with all the people 
following behind. The people are clapping and some of the men sing a song 
to thank the bride's relatives for giving a daughter away in marriage. 
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7. Mahmude’s Page Language Experience writing after listening to a 
shared reading of It Didn 7 Frighten Me 
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8. Omar’s Page Language Experience writing after listening to a 
shared reading of It Didn 7 Frighten Me 
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9. Jamell’ s Page Picture drawn with sister after listening to It Didn 7 Frighten Me 
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10. Lola’s Page Language Experience writing after listening to a 
shared reading of It Didn 7 Frighten Me 
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APPENDIX E 
PARENT CONSENT LETTER AND FORM 
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September 9, 1996 
Dear Parent, 
As you know, I am studying as a student at the University of Massachusetts this year. 
As part of my work to complete my Doctorate, I will be doing a research project. I would like to 
do this research with you and your family in your home. I would like your permission to let me 
observe you and your child(ren) reading together in your home. I am interested in finding out 
the many ways you interact with your child during this literacy activity. Your participation in 
this research is voluntary and whether or not you choose to participate will not effect your 
participation in the Even Start Program. 
Because it is important for me to have time to listen carefully to what you and your 
child(ren) are saying as you read together, I will be using a tape recorder to record your 
conversations. This audio-tape will be transcribed by myself and selected parts of the transcript 
will be presented in narrative form in my dissertation. I may need to interview you at a later 
time for clarification of certain areas. I would also like to videotape you and your child reading 
together. It will be helpful to my research to have a video which captures the physical 
interactions that occur as you read together. The videotape will only be used by me as a way to 
look more closely at these interactions. I will not show excerpts of this videotape to any other 
person. 
I will not use your name or your children’s names in this study. If there is any 
information that you are uncomfortable with me sharing in my dissertation, please discuss this 
with me and I will remove it from my study. I expect that the information that I find out should 
help other family literacy educators know more about parents reading to and with their children. 
I hope you will find satisfaction in contributing in this way to the field of family literacy. 
It is your right to review the material that I am writing about you and your family at any 
time during this study. It is very important to me that I share with you what I write about you 
and your family. If at any time you should change your mind and not want me to use the data 
that I gather for this paper, please let me know. Also, please let me know if at any time you 
wish to withdraw from this study. 
My dissertation will eventually be published and a copy will be catalogued in the 
University of Massachusetts library. I will also be sharing what I learn from this study with 
other people who are interested in family literacy. This may involve speaking at conferences, 
writing articles and/or speaking informally with other adult family literacy teachers in my 
doctoral program. If you are willing to let me begin this research please sign the permission slip. 





FAMILY LITERACY EVENT STUDY 
Date 
Parent’s Name : 
Child(ren) Name: 
Please Check: 
I am willing for me and my family to participate in your 
research project. 





CHILDREN’S BOOKS SELECTED FOR READING 
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CHILDREN’S BOOKS SELECTED FOR READING STRATEGIES 
WORKSHOP 
Avery, Kristin. (1991). The Crazy Quilt. Celebration Press. Literacy Backbone Kit. 
Bolton, Janet. (1991). My Grandmother's Patch Work Quilt. Celebration Press. 
Literacy Backbone Kit. 
Butler, Elizabeth. (1991). The Surprise. Celebration Press. Literacy Backbone Kit. 
Flournoy, Valerie. (1985). The Patchwork Quilt. Dial Books for Young Readers. 
Hill, Eric. (1993). Spot's Walk in the Woods. G.P. Putnam Sons. 
Hutchins, Pat. (1986). The Doorbell Rang. Scholastic Press. 
Johnston, Tony. (1985). The Quilt Story. G.P. Putnam Sons. 
Jonas, Ana. (1984). The Quilt. Puffin Books. Literacy Backbone Kit. 
Krauss, Ruth. (1945). The Carrot Seed/Semilla de Zanahoria. Harper and Row. 
Martin, Jr., Bill. (1983). Brown Bear, Brown Bear. What do you see? Henry Holt and 
Co. 
Pizer, Abigail. (1990). It's A Perfect Day. Harper Trophy. 
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ADDITIONAL CHILDREN’S BOOKS SELECTED FOR FAMILY READING 
Barton, Byron. (1993). The Little Red Hen. New York: Harper Collins, Pub. 
Baron, Byron. (1991). The Three Bears. New York: Harper Collins, Pub. 
Christian, Mary Blount (1983). Swamp Monsters. New York: Dial Press. 
Crawford, Thomas (1985). Bath for a Beagle. New York: Troll Associates. 
Goss, Janet L. and Harste, Jerome C. (1981). It Didn't Frighten Me. (U.K. Multimedia 
International) Then School Book Fairs. Inc. 
Hutchins, Pat. (1986). The Doorbell Rang. New York: Mulberry Books. 
Kalan, Robert. (1981). Jump, Frog, Jump! New York: Mulberry Books. 
Lionni, Leo. (1959). Little Blue and Little Yellow. New York: Mulberry Books. 
McKie, Roy. (1979). The Joke Book New York: Random House. 
Kraus, Ruth, and Johnson, Crockett. (1955). Is This You? New York: Scholastic 
Books. 
Most, Bernard. (1978). If the Dinosaurs Came Back. New York: Harcourt Brace & Co. 




READING RECORDS OF CHILDREN PARTICIPANTS 
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READING RECORD 
Name of child : Mahmude 
Title of Book Read Date Finished 
1. To think That I saw It On Mulberry St 10/15/96 
2. If the Dinosaurs Came Back 11/15/96 
12/30/96 
3. It Didn't Frighten Me 2/3/97 
4. Tunafish Sandwich 2/3/97 
5. Let’s Go 5/28/97 
6. The Little Red Hen 5/12/97 
7. One Yellow Lion 5/28/97 
8. Famous Ships 6/20/97 
9. Star Wars 6/20/97 
10. Who Sank the Boat 7/10/97 
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READING RECORD 
Name of child : Wilbur 
Title of Book Read Date Finished 
1. A Bath for a Beagle 10/2/96 
2. Jump Frog Jump 10/23/96 
3. Did You Ever See? 10/23/96 
4. It's a Perfect Day 10/23/96 
5. Mr. Brown Can Moo 10/23/96 
6. The Three Bears 12/4/96 
7. A Bath for a Beagle . 12/4/96 
8. Marvin the Elephant 12/4/96 
9. The Little Red Hen 1/8/97 
10. If You Give a Mouse a Cookie 2/5/97 
11. It Didn ’t Frighten Me 2/5/97 
12. Little Blue and Little Yellow 2/5/97 
13. Kit and Kat 2/5/97 
14. Pig Out 5/4/97 
15. In a Dark Dark House 5/4/97 
16. I like to Paint 5/14/97 
17. I Read 5/14/97 
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READING RECORD 
Name of child : Gabe 
Title of Book Read Date Finished 
1. Did You See 10/23/96 
2. Mr. Brown Can Moo 10/23/96 
3. The Joke Book 12/4/96 
4. The Christmas Santa Forgot 12/4/96 
5. If the Dinosaurs Came Back 1/8/97 
6. Sticky Stanley 1/18/97 
7. What ’s Going On Here 5/14/97 
8. Is it You ? 5/14/97 
9. Let's Go! 5/4/97 
10. My New House 5/4/97 
11. The Mystery of the Hungry Stranger 5/4/97 
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READING RECORD 
Name of child : Iris 
Title of Book Read Date Finished 
1. Whales and Dolphins 12/4/96 
2. Whalewatch 
/ 12/4/96 
3. Sharks 12/4/96 
4. Four on the Shore - Chapter 1 12/4/96 
5. Swamp Monster 1/7/97 
6. Ready Set Read ’ 1/7/97 
7. The Whale’s Song 2/5/97 
8. Little Blue and Little Yellow 2/15/97 
9. Kit and Kat 2/5/97 
10. Fox Outfoxed 5/12/97 
11. The Boxcar Children 5/12/97 
12. Chicken Soup & Rice 5/12/97 
13. 101 Dalmatians 5/12/97 
14. Childcraft Encyclopedia -Planets 5/4/97 
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APPENDIX H 
FAMILY LITERACY PROGRAM ATTENDANCE POLICY 
Project Even Start 
Initial Conferences For AM and PM Students 
Points to cover in conference : 
1. We are a family literacy project, not just a literacy project. Adult classes are 
important, but so is our commitment to family. This means: 
-we will have workshops and discussions on parenting, 
-there will be times when we’ll join the children to work, play, and learn 
together (PACT time) 
-there will be home visits 
-their will be field trips for the whole family 
2. Discuss schedule 
-Tues/Thursday classes run from 9:00 - 2:30. 
-Wednesday will be our day for special trips, guest speakers on suggested 
subjects, group projects, and PACT time. Regular attendance on 
Wednesdays is part of each student’s commitment 
-Students themselves decide who we spend Wed. Discuss how we surveyed 
AM student to come up with a list of subjects like welfare reform, 
information in “schools of choice”, information on STCC and MCDI, 
housing, health and nutrition. 
3. Attendance Contracts 
We understand that emergencies arise (weather, sickness, crucial appointments with 
other agencies, car problems, etc. but: 
-you must call in if you cannot come to class 
-3 absences without a call will result in a review of a student’s 
commitment to family literacy program 




READING STRATEGIES CODING SCHEME 
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READING STRATEGIES CODING SCHEME 
Code 
Paired Reading (PR #2) 
Subcode abbreviation Meaning 
1. /pt.l.v. Parent lead voice 
2. /ch. rd. tx Child repeats text 
3. / v.rd. t. Pt & ch voices read together 
4. /ch gv sig. Child gives signal 
5. /pt rvs. sig. Parent receives signal 
6. / ch/rd. ind. Child reads independently 
Code 
“Good Reader Strategies” (GRS #3) 
Subcodes Meaning 
1. / pic. cl. Use picture clues 
2. / ret. st. Retell story 
3. / mk. pred. Make predictions 
4. /ak quest. Ask questions 
5. /mk. infer. Make inferences 




Story Webbing (SW#4) - No coding necessary 
Code 
Language Experience Writing (LEW #5) 
1. Iptdis.chdrw 
2. /ptrecchsty 
3. /p trdstych 
4. /ch ret sty pt 
Code 
Reading Survival Strategy (KRS # 6) 
1. /sndotwd 
2. /sk. wd. 
3. / ak. wd 
Parent discusses child’s 
drawings 
Parent records child’s 
story 
Parent reads child’s story 
Child retells story to 
parent 
Sound out word 
Skip word or say blank 
Ask for word 
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